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General 

Foreign Ministry Holds Weekly News Briefing 

Spokesman Views Gulf Situation 

OW 2401090291 Beijing XINHUA in English 
0855 GMT 24 Jan 91 

[Text] Beijing, January 24 (XINHUA) —China today 
voiced appreciation of the on-going efforts by a number 
of countries for a peaceful resolution of the Gulf conflict. 

A Foreign Ministry spokesman said at a weekly news 
briefing that some countries are exploring various ways 
for a peaceful resolution of the conflict, as the Gulf war 
has been going on for more than a week and threatens to 
further expand. 

“Such efforts are commendable,” Spokesman Li Zha- 
oxing said. “And this reflects the kindhearted wish of the 
international community who does not want to see the 
people in the Middle East suffering greater losses.” 

Li was answering a XINHUA correspondent’s question 

on what China is going to do to end the war and on the 
Chinese Government’s attitude towards the peace initi- 
atives from Algeria, India and some other countries. 

He said, “Since the very beginning, we've been opposed 
to the Iraqi invasion and annexation of Kuwait and 
called on Iraq to withdraw its troops from Kuwait 
immediately and unconditionally.” 

He added, “We've all along maintained that all efforts 
should be made for a peaceful resolution of the conflict 
in the Gulf.” 

He said, “We are extremely concerned over the possible 
escalation of the war and we urge the two belligerent 
parties to exercise the maximum restraint to prevent the 
war from spreading and expanding, so as to create the 
necessary conditions for the efforts to find a peaceful 
solution.” 

Li said, China has gone to great lengths in seeking a 
peaceful settlement of the Gulf conflict both inside and 
outside the United Nations, along with the international 
community, “and this is known to everybody.” 

China will, together with the international community, 
continue to make unremitting efforts in this regard, he 
said. 

Li, responding to a foreign correspondent’s question, 
said China and the Soviet Union have maintained con- 
tacts ever since the eruption of the Gulf crisis, and both 
countries share the willingness to make continued efforts 
towards a peaceful solution of the conflict. 

Asked to comment on reports that Iraq has sent pris- 
oners of war from the U.S. side to strategic targets of the 
U.S.-led multinational forces, Li said “the Geneva Con- 
vention on the treatment of prisoners of war should be 
observed.” 
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Discusses Conflict 

HK2401110691 Hong Kong AFP in English 1048 GMT 
24 Jan 91 

[Text] Beijing, Jan 24 (AFP)}—China called Thursday on 
both sides in the Gulf war to show “maximum restraint,” 
saying it was extremely concerned at a possible escala- 
tion of the war. 

“Since the very beginning, we have been opposed to the 
Iraqi invasion and annexation of Kuwait,” foreign min- 
istry spokesman Li Zhaoxing told a weekly news confer- 
ence here. 

“We have all along maintained that all efforts should be 
made for a peaceful resolution of the conflict in the 
Gulf,” Mr Li said. 

“We are extremely concerned over the possible escala- 
tion of the war and we urged the two belligerent parties 
to exercise the maximum restraint,” he said. 

Mr Li did not give details, but observers said he was 
referring to possible Israeli retaliation for Iraqi Scud 
missile attacks on its territory. 

He also implicitly confirmed information from a Soviet 
source here that Chinese Prime Minister Li Peng ha. 
written to Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev saying 
both countries should coordinate their similar stances on 
the issue. 

“Since the beginning, China and the Soviet Union have 
maintained contacts on the question of the Gulf,” he 
said. 

Asked about the American and other coalition prisoners 

in Iraq, Mr Li said only that the Geneva Convention on 
the treatment of prisoners of war should be respected. 

Iraq has been condemned internationally for displaying 
downed allied pilots on television and sayir_ it would 
deploy them at potential bombing targets to deter attack. 

Asked about the attitude to the Gulf conflict of the some 

17 million Chinese Moslems, he said: “*Various nation- 

alities in China support the Chinese government.” 

Says Muslims Support Gulf Stance 

HK 2401130091 Beijing ZHONGGUO XINWEN SHE 

in Chinese 1150 GMT 24 Jan 91 

[Report: “Li Zhaoxing Talks About the Gulf War’— 
ZHONGGUO XINWEN SHE headline] 

[Text] Beijing, 24 Jan(ZHONGGUO XINWEN SHE)— 
China is extremely concerned over the possible escala- 
tion of the Gulf war. Foreign Ministry spokesman Li 
Zhaoxing today urged the two belligerent parties to 
exercise Maximum restraint to prevent the war from 
spreading and expanding, so as to create the necessary 
conditions for the efforts to find a peaceful solution. 
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The Gulf war has lasted for more than a week and 
threatens to further expand, Li Zhaoxing said. Some 
countries have explored various ways for a peaceful 

resolution of the conflict. Such efforts are commendable 
because they reflect the kindhearted wish of the interna- 
tional community, which does not want to see the people 
in the Middle East suffering greater losses. 

Li continued that China has been opposed to the Iraqi 
invasion and annexation of Kuwait from the very begin- 
ning, calling on Irag to withdraw its troops from Kuwait 
immediately and unconditionally. We have all along 
maintained that all efforts should be made for a peaceful 
resolution of the conflict in the Gulf. 

In response to a question on whether Chinese Muslims 
backed Iraq, Li stressed that China’s various nationali- 
ties support the government's position on the Gulf issue. 

The spokesman also disclosed that China and the Soviet 
Union have maintained contacts ever since the eruption 

of the Gulf crisis, and that both countries share a 
willingness to make continued efforts, with the interna- 
tional community, toward a peaceful solution of the 
conflict. 

Responding to a reporter's question, Li said that the 

belligerent parties should observe the Geneva Conven- 
tion on the treatment of prisoners of war. 

Reiterates Sino-British Joint Terms 

HK240115359] Beijing ZHONGGUO XINWEN SHE 
in Chinese 1150 GMT 24 Jan 91 

{Report: “China Has Always Acted in Strict Accordance 
With the Sino-British Joint Declaration’ — 
ZHONGGUO XINWEN SHE headline] 

[Text] Beijing, 24 Jan( ZHONGGUO XINWEN SHE)}— 
Foreign Ministry spokesman Li Zhaoxing said today in 
answering a Hong Kong reporter's question that the 
Chinese Government has always abided by the Sino- 
British Joint Declaration concerning the Hong Kong 
problem and worked for Hong Kong's stability and 
prosperity and a smooth 1997 transition in strict accor- 
dance with the terms of the joint declaration. 

At today’s news conference, a Hong Kong reporter, 
quoting Chinese Vice Premier Wu Xuegian’s remark 
that only the Chinese Government could speak for the 
Hong Kong people, asked the spokesman if there was any 
comment on this from the Foreign Ministry. 

Li Zhaoxing said the Sino-British Joint Declaration 
explicitly lays down that when Hong Kong enters the 
latter stages of the transition, the Chinese and British 
sides must examine and study measures to be adopted 
for a smooth transition in 1997 through the Sino-British 
Joint Liaison Group. The joint declaration also lays 
down that should the liaison group fail to achieve 
agreement, matters should be handed over to the Chi- 
nese and British Governments to be resolved through 
consultation. 
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Article Evaluates PRC Role in Gulf Crisis 

HK2301100891 Hong Kong WEN WEI PO in Chinese 
23 Jan 91 p 2 

[Special article’ by WEN WEI PO Beijing-based 
reporter Chen Chien-ping (7115 1696 1627): “The Gulf 
War and China’s Mediation” } 

[Text] 

War Is Hard To Avoid 

All sorts of international political information come 

together and are disseminated in Being, the capital of a 
world power. Through this information coming from all 
directions, people are provided with source materials for 
thought on this war and also know Betjing’s basic posi- 
tion on and attitude toward this war from this. 

Before the outbreak of the Gulf war, the basic judgment 
of the people here was that war was hard to avoid and 
were not surprised the war eventually broke out. The 
basis for their judgment was that as far as the United 
States was concerned, its pre-war deployment in the Gulf 
was the posture of determination to fight to solve the 
problem. Viewed historically, the United States contin- 

uously and finally threw troops of 540,000 men into the 
Korean War in those years; however, the number of 

soldiers in the Gulf this time reached 400,000. Further- 
more, there ts a special feature of the U.S. troops’ 
operations conducted abread, which is as long as the 
number of aircraft carriers reaches one-third, hostilities 
will open. Before 15 January, the number of the U.S. 
aircraft carriers massed in the Gulf had already exceeded 
one-third. [as published] 

Tit for Tat is Given Before the War 

If we say that military deployment could only prove that 
the United States was prepared to fight, Iraqi provoca- 
tion against the United States was a factor to aggravate 
the war. For instance, a letter from President Bush to 
Saddam Husayn on 15 January met with refusal. 
According to a senior official of the U.S. Embassy here, 
as a power that holds the balance in the international 
affairs, the United States was insulted for the first time 
since the beginning of history. In addition, the U.S. 
Congress just adopted a resolution empowering the U.S. 
President, and the Iraqi National Assembly passed a 
resolution supporting Saddam's decision not to with- 

draw troops from Kuwait. In the opinion of the U.S. 
Congress, such a spearhead directed toward each other 
was not less than the declaration of war to Congress. As 
the time limit approached, Saddam frequently uttered 
words that the United States could hardly tolerate and 
that especially pulled the scab right off the U.S. sore. For 
example, Saddam said that he wanted to be al-Nasir 
(former president of Egypt and anti-U.S. national hero) 
the Second; Saddam threatened that because the United 
States lost in the Korean War and was defeated on the 
Vietnamese battlefield again, there was no reason why it 
could win against Iraq. 
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The United States wanted to fight because, except for 
provocation, it was under other pressure. According to 
information in diplomatic circles here, some large U.S. 
financial groups are resolutely supporting the war, and 

Israeli influences also want to fight: the states of the 
United States abounding in petroleum, like Texas, want 
to fight because they can earn $44 million more in 
fighting each day and will give this money to support the 
troops stationed in the Gulf.... Diplomatic circles say the 
Unite! States 1s noi worried about the oil fields damaged 
by the Gulf war. It is the U.S.” consideration that the 
United States does not fear that the oil fields are dam- 
aged. Only the facilities on the ground, other than the 
underground oil, are damaged. Even if things on the 
ground are smashed, as long as the Gulf countries take 
out a portion of the deposits abroad and the United 
States uses its technology, production can be resumed 
very quickly. From the angle of petroleum production, 
therefore, they are not afraid of fighting. Such a consid- 
eration has played a very grea’ part in helping the White 
House make the decision to fight. 

Saddam Cannot Retreat 

Under the abovementioned various factors, it was said 
that the United States considered giving Iraq three days’ 
grace period after the expiration of the deadline on 15 
January, but finally could not restrain itself. 

On Iraq's side, 1t seemed that Iraq decided to accept the 
fact of war. Diplomatic circles say that Saddam 
expressed that he had no way to withdraw troops from 
Kuwait and if he withdrew troops from Kuwait, he could 
consolidate his position at home. Saddam said that it 
was a mistake that he made a compromise with Iran. He 
originally thought that he could win over Iran by 
releasing war prisoners and ceding territory so that there 
was a larger area for activities; however, the actual result 
was not so, resulting in a big drop in his prestige at home. 
The withdrawal of troops is, therefore, possibly condi- 
tional on the secession of two islands from Kuwait, some 
profits from petroleum, liquidation of debts, and an aid 
of $60 billion from rich Gulf countries to help Iraq 
rebuild its homeland. It was learned that Beijing had 
given the advice that, Iraq should not ask for exorbitant 
prices, nor should it overestimate itself. Advice is one 
thing and whether Saddam foliowed or not 1s another. 

Iraq Has Four Aces up Its Sleeve 

Diplomatic circles say Saddam's statements reveal his 
disposition. He said: | know Americans want to blow me 
up, and I will not wear a military uniform but put on 
civilian clothes. The Americans know that I have 72 
points, but | do not go to these 72 places. [as published] 
Even if I were blown up, I would rather die than retreat. 
I have assigned several successors. The long list of names 
includes the ambassador of Iraq to Geneva—half brother 
born of the same father but different mother.... 

Saddam holds that he dares to confront the multina- 

tional joint troops headed by the United States because 
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he has four aces up his sleeves: |) Iraq possesses 1,160 
chemical weapons spread over 72 launching sites and 

loaded in the warheads of 2,500 guided missiles. There 
are many Scud missiles with a range of 300 to 500 km, 
which can hit Israel. Iraqi poisonous gas bombs can 
make a region uninhabitable for 30 to 70 years. 2) 
Attacks will be launched on Israel. Where necessary, the 
chemical weapons, 500 planes kept underground, and 
Scud missiles will all be used to attack Israel to blow up 
the whole country, but not the other places. 3) Peace 
slogans are put up, demanding that the Middle East 
questions be solved all together, a state of Palestine be 
founded, and a Middle East peace conference be held. 
Moreover, should Iraq attack Israel, once Israel were 
involved, it would cause the Arab countries to oppose 
them. 4) Iraq still has the support of some countries, and 
they will give it a helping hand at the crucial moment. 

Diplomatic circles say the Gulf situation is now tense 
and many Chinese-type terms and slang expressions are 
coming into vogue. While Saddam talked about the last 
move of Iraq, he said: In China, Kongming borrowed the 
east wind to burn a chain of ships. At that time, I| will 
pour petroleum into the Gulf and borrow the north wind 
to burn the Gulf so that it is turned intu a sea of fire. 
While the United States was dwelling on requesting 
Israel to exercise restraint, it quoted the words of Mao 
Zedong, the late Chinese leader—“we will not attack 
unless we are attacked: if we are attacked, we will 
certainly counterattack.” The United States requested 
that Israel abide by the first eight words, and told them, 
“if you are attacked,” the latter part of the quotation 
must absolutely not be followed. 

The Gulf war has already broken out, and the appraisal 
of the people here is that it cannot be called a war for 
justice, and it cannot simply be regarded as a war against 
aggression. This war is surely not a war of aggression. 
This is a war for the interests of the United States, a war 
contending for hegemony over petroleum, and a war 
between world hegemonism and regional hegemonism. 

Editorial Urges Immediate Peace Efforts 

HK2401082591 Hong Kong TA KUNG PAO in Chinese 
24 Jan YI p2 

{Editorial: “Mediating Peace in the Gulf Brooks No 
Delay!"} 

[Text] If the Gulf situation deteriorates further, the 
danger this will bring to the entire world cannot be 
overlooked. Even if the U.S.-led allied forces score a 
military victory, the consequences for peace in the 
Middle East, the world economy, and the global envi- 
ronment would be difficult to deal with. At the moment, 
some Islamic, Arab, and nonaligned states have again 
taken action and have called for the realization of peace 
as a most urgent task. Each and every country, especially 
from the Third World, should speak out and join efforts 
to promote peace in the Gulf. There can be no shirking 
this responsibility. 
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Both Iran and India have called on the Arab world and 
the Third World to come out and try to stop a deterio- 
ration in the Gulf situation. On the other ham * 
Africa’s Morocco has raised the possibility of rea. 
peace with those north African states that are part of the 
multinational allied forces. Morocco’s King Hassan pro- 
posed that Iraqi troops first withdraw from Kuwait and 
then a peacekeeping force. organized by the norih 
African Arab states, would be stationed in Kuwait. Egypt 
has already sent Foreign Minister ‘Abd al-Mayid to Syria 
while Information Minister al-Sharif went to Libya in a 
bid to link up with these countries in formulating a 
resolution calling for an immediate cease-fire. Iran has 
also discussed new programs for peace in the Gulf with 
India, Yugoslavia, Algeria, and other nonaligned states. 

Time is running out. If large-scale ground fighting erupts 
in Kuwait, it may all be too late. but if the current 
situation is allowed to deteriorate, two major tragedies 
could occur—hence, an all-out effort is needed to salvage 
the situation. 

First of all, Iraq’s 17 million population is facing a 
devastating blow. Allied bombing over the past seven 
days has totaled more than 10,000 sorties, while the 
scope of the bombing has gradually widened to include 
civilian targets. Supplies of water, electricity, food, and 
medicine in Iraq, as well as the transportation network, 
have been completely paralyzed. Even if they are not 
killed by bombs, a large number of people will die of 
hunger or from lack of medical attention. Saddam will 
not give the real figures regarding civilian casualties and 
economic losses caused by the bombing. Also subjected 
to news censorship are U.S. news agencies that make no 
mention of civilian losses caused by U.S. air assaults. 
Unfortunately, the people of Iraq are facing death 
everyday. How can the countries of the world sit by idly” 

Once the multinational forces enter Kuwait, fighting 
between the two sides will inevitably lead to high casu- 
alties. It is hard to imagine that more than | million 
soldiers are fighting it out in the tiny desert country of 
Kuwait, with an area of just 15,500 square km. Having 
totally lost air power and facing depleted logistics, the 
Iraqi forces will definitely resort to the use of chemical 
weapons. These poison gases manufactured by Ger- 
many’s most advanced chemical enterprises are even 
deadlier than the chemical weapons used in the last two 
world wars. If the multinational forces are attacked with 
these chemical weapons, the United States and Britain 
have already warned: “All necessary measures will be 
used to carry out unrestricted retaliation.” Clamor for 
use of nuclear weapons has already occurred. Just think 
what terrifying devastation this catastrophe could bring 
to Kuwait, Iraq, and all of the Middle East. 

Another frightening outcome is the blowing up of 
Kuwaiti oil fields as well as the destruction of oil fields in 
Saudi Arabia and other Gulf states by missiles as ordered 
by Saddam. Western scientists have repeatedly warned: 
If fighting in the Gulf leads to blowing up and burning 
ihe oil fields, the heavy smoke alone would cover 100 
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million square km—equivalent to one-fifth of the earth's 
surface. It could cause several millions of people in India 
and Southeast Asia to die from drought and starvation. 
The fires in the oil fields could burn for from six to 12 
months, causing incalculabie damage to the earth's envi- 
ronment. The oi! wells and oi] Gepots in | uwait have 
already been destroyed by Iraqi troops. Suc . indiscrim- 
inate destruction of the environment should be stopped. 

At the nioment, another source for escalation of the war 
is Israel. After the continuous attacks on Tel Aviv, 
Shamir’s cabinet has already stated that Israel's relatia- 
tion will not be carried out by the United States. Once 
Israel formally mak: < a move, its attack on Iraq will be 
more devastating than the handful of Scud mussiles 
launched by Iraq. Other Arab states may be dragged into 
the war, and total war between the Arabs on one side and 
the United States and the Jewish people on the other 
would be inevitable. 

As the aggressor who invaded Kuwait, Saddam, this little 
hegemonist, should be punished severely. The numerous 
resolutions by the Security Council were correct; how- 
ever, as events develop to this day, the allied forces 
headed by the United States and Britain should not force 
Saddam into a corner, being fully aware of the fright- 
ening consequences cited above. In particular, the 
United States has been using Iraq and Kuwait as a 
testing ground for its new scientific and technological 
weaponry and has mobilized more fighter planes and 
missiles than it did during the Vietnam war. It wants to 
demoralize the people of Iraq with extreme death 
threats. In effect, this is a repeat of the Vietnam war. 

The United States has already admitted that a quick war 
is not possible. It should immediately stop the heavy 
bombardment, as well as the ground assault on Kuwait, 
and let the international community once again Carry out 
mediation and strive for a peaceful withdrawal of Iraqi 
troops. It should be said that since fighting started a week 
ago, Saddam, after suffering heavy blows, now knows the 
determination of the multinational troops to force him 
out of Kuwait. As long as face-saving terms are given, 
Iraq will very likely change its previous stance. It should 
be noted that even if a cease-fire 1s declared now, Iraq 
has already been sapped of much of its vitality. 

If President Bush refuses to change his mind and insists 
on escalating the war, there can be no guarantee of the 
supply of oil. Meanwhile, various consequences would 
haunt the United States for a long while, the impact of 
which would be far greater than that of the Vietnam war. 
This is worth pondering upon! 

Embassy Area in Beijing Heavily Guarded 

HK2401040091 Hong Kong WEN WEI PO in Chinese 
24 Jan 91 p 3 

[Report By WEN WEI PO Beiing-based correspondent 
Chen Chien-ping (7115 1696 1627): “Embassy Area in 
Beijing Is Stull Heavily Guarded”] 
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[Text] Beijing, . 3 Jan (WEN WEI PO)}—Seveu days into 
the Gulf war now, and snow falls quietly in the city of 
Beijing; the streets are almost empty, and the scene ts 
more peaceful. 

The higher learning institutes here are quiet, and not a 
single protest against war has ever taken place. 
According to an informed source, some students have 
asked for permission to take to the streets for a proces- 
sion against the war, but they have not gotten the 
permission. This reporter approached the department 

concerned for a verification of the information, and the 
reply was that for the sake of maintaining a stable and 
united social situation, such a procession could hardly be 
allowed. The students are still concerned about the Gulf 
war, and they have even moved television sets into 
classrooms to let everybody watch. An absolute majority 
of the students whom this reporter talked to thought that 
war was inevitable in such a situation. They thought that 
China's stand mentioned by the spokesman of the Min- 
istry of Foreign Affairs was sound and positive. one 
which can represent the interest and stand of the Third 
World. Some students said some Muslim students were 
relatively depressed because they thought that the war 
has caused sufferings for their compatriots. They do not 
oppose the United States, and they also think that Iraq's 
aggression is wrong and has violated Islamic doctrine 
itself, but war was nevertheless a bad thing. 

As of today, various organs have slightly changed their 
way of attending to the Gulf war. Although many people 
still switch on their radios the whole day to listen to 
newscasts, many more turn to newspapers for more 
detailed reports and analyses, especially JIEFANGJUN 
BAO, ZHONGGUO QINGNIAN BAO, and CANKAO 
ZILIAO. In particular. JIEFANGJUN BAO recently 
carried some war analyses by military and defense 
experts, and people scrambled for the newspaper. 
ZHONGGUO QINGNIAN BAO started to carry reports 
on Iraq from today, while CANKAO ZILIAO used 
two-thirds of its space to report on the Gulf war. 

The reporter contacted some experts who are responsible 
for research on and manufacture of missiles for the 
Ministry of Astronautics and Aeronautics Industry, and 
they felt a strong sense of urgency because of the Gulf 
war. They thought that the Gulf war proved that in a 
modern warfare, the one with beckward weapons will 
become passive and will receive blows. According to 
information, many experts have demanded that they be 
allowed to go to the grass-roots level to step up research 
efforts. 

The embassy area here is stil! heavily guarded. The 
one-man sentry posts are now manned by two men. As 
night falls, security personnel are still patrolling. In 
recent days, however, nothing has happened in the 
embassy area. 
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Foreign Ministry Protests French Visit to Taiwan 

HK240105 1091 Beying RENMIN RIBAO OVERSEAS 

EDITION in Chinese 24 Jan 91 p? 

[“Dispatch™: “;RC Lodges Protest With the French 
Government Against French Industry Minister's Visit to 
Taiwan a Few Days Ago” } 

[Text] Beijing, 23 Jan (XINHUA) —Today, a XINHUA 
reporter interviewed a spokesman of the Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs on the Chinese Government's attitude 
toward the visit to Tarwan by a delegation led by French 
Industry Minister Roger Fauroux not long ago. 

The spokesman pointed out that Assistant Foreign Min- 
ister Jiang Enzhu had recently summoned upon instruc- 
tion Claude Martin, French ambassador to China, to the 
Foreign Ministry to lodge a protest with the French 
Government against the visit to Taiwan by a delegation 
led by Mr. Roger Fauroux, French industry minister. 
The Chinese side has on other occasions expressed its 
solemn position to the French side. The Chinese side 
emphatically points out that the wrong actions of the 
French side have violated the principles for the estab- 
lishment of diplomatic relations between China and 
France and contravened its commitment to the recogni- 
tion of one China. This is absolutely unacceptable to the 
Chinese side. The Chinese side demands that the French 
side strictly comply with the norms governing interna- 
tional relations and the principles for the establishment 

of diplomatic relations between China and France, scru- 

pulously abide by its commitment to the recognition of 
one China, and guarantee against recurrence of such 
incidents in the future. 

Article on Asia-Pacific Political Situation 

HK2301015591 Hong Kong LIAOWANG OVERSEAS 
EDITION in Chinese No 2, 14 Jan 91 pp 31-31 

[Article by Shi Min (0670 2404), deputy director of the 
Asia-Pacific Research Institute of the Chinese Academy 
of Social Sciences: “An Improving Political Situation, 
but Worsening Economic Situation in the Asia-Pacific 
Region” } 

[Text] What changes will the new year bring in the 
political and economic situation in the Asia-Pacific 
region? In my opinion, the political situation looks 

optimistic and will improve, but the economic situation 
iS pessimistic and is going to deteriorate. Viewed from 
the political situation, the trend of detente 1s continuing, 
despite sustained regional turbulence. This can be seen 
in two aspects—namely. the relations between the big 
powers and the situation in several regional hot spots. 

As far as the relations between the big powers are 
concerned, the relations between the United States and 
the Soviet Unicon are developing from detente to coop- 
eration in both the political and economic fields. The 
confrontation between the United States and the Soviet 
Union has become history. Sino-Soviet relations, after 
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normalization, remained stable this year. What 1s espe- 

cially encouraging is that both sides hope io maintain 
normal relations between states and do not want to see 
any disputes over ideological affairs. What is more, both 
sides wish each other domestic stability, each side real- 
izing that 'ne stability enjoyed by the other side will be 
beneficial to its own stability. Therefore, both sides are 
willing to further enhance their economic cooperation. 
Regarding U.S.-Chinese and Japanese-Chinese relations, 
Western countries have gradually relaxed their economic 
sanctions against China in 1990, and therefore, there is 
no reason why they would step up the sanctions in 1991. 
This does not mean they will give up sanctions com- 
pletely, however. Generally speaking, sanctions will not 
be intensified, but it is also not possible to restore such 
goo’ relations as before. Soviet-Japanese relations 
involve more trouble and are relatively tense. The two 
countries have disputes over the four northern islands. It 
appears that it would be difficult for them to settle the 
issue Concerning the four northern islands once and for 
all. Nevertheless, an awkward situation will arise if no 
progress is made in this regard by April 1991 when 
Gorbachev is to visit Japan. In my opinion, this problem 
will not be completely solved, but it is unlikely that it will 
stalemate, as some partial progress may be made. On the 
other hand, the economic conflict between the United 
States and Japan still remains, but since both sides have 
their own needs and are dependent on each other, their 
trade conflict will not deteriorate and become a promi- 
nent problem. This state of U.S.-Japanese relations will 
be maintained for quite a long period of time. 

By anc large, there will not be any drastic changes 
leading io a deterioration in relations between the big 
powers. As long as the relations between big powers 
remain relatively stable, the Asia-Pacific region will 
remain stable, and this will help to solve problems 
related to regional hot spots. Regarding the hot spot 
problems, recently some progress has been made on the 
Cambodian issue, but some obstacles remain, and it is 
hoped that the issue will be solved in 1991. The issue 
concerning the Korean Peninsula is drawing more and 
more attention. The northern and southern parts of 
Korea have already held three rounds of talks at the 
premier level. The opening of talks between high ranking 
leaders is in itself of great significance. Although they are 
not likely to result in any major breakthrough in the near 
future, both sides have expressed their willingness to 
continue their talks. Perhaps their stands will become 
closer and closer in the wake of changes in the interna- 
tional situation as a whole, so that they will be able to 
find common ground and some progress will be made. 
Another subtle development is that it 1s very likely that a 
breakthrough will be made in the relations between 
Korea and Japan in 1991 or, to put it more precisely, the 
two countries may officially establish diplomatic ties. If 
they establish diplomatic ties, that would have an influ- 
ence on the seat for the northern and southern parts of 
Korea in the United Nations as well as on the future 
relations between China and other countries. This is a 
noteworthy new developing case. In South Asia, India 
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and Pakistan are negotiating on the Kashmir question. 

This isr » likely to become big trouble, but 1 can hardly 
be resc:. d or ~* and for all. It 1s unlikely that any new 

and major... political conflict will spring up in the 
Asia-Pacific ,egion, and there is a great possibility that 
some partial! progress will be made. 

In 1991, the economic situation in the Asia-Pacific 
region will deteriorate further as compared with 1990. 

The average economic growth in the East Asian region, 
including Japan, was merely five percent or so in 1990. 

This figure was lower than the record for 1989, and the 
expected growth for 1991 will be even lower for five 
reasons: 

First of all, the economy of the West will be further 
weakened. The economy of the big powers in the Asia- 
Pacific region, such as the United States and Japan, will 
deteriorate. Whether the United States can recover from 
an economic recession in 1991 1s conditional on the Gulf 
crisis. If the Gulf crisis was solved peacefully, the US. 
economy would decline in the first half of this year, but 
would not necessarily suffer negative growth throughout 
the year. It may be zero or slight growth. 

Japanese economic circles and economic research bodies 

hold that the economic recession in the West in 1991 wall 
have a tremendous impact on the economy of the 
Asia-Pacific region, and Japan's economic growth for the 
year will not be higher than three percent or, in my own 

opinion, below 3.5 percent. The “Four Little Dragons” 
enjoyed an average growth of six percent in 1990, which 
was lower than the ASEAN countries achieved. Among 
the ASEAN countries, Indonesia and Malaysia are oil 
exporters, while Thailand and the Philippines are oil 
importers. Although the economic recession of the West 
has an equal influence on every country, the Gulf crisis’ 
impact on Indonesia and Malaysia was lighter than on 
Taiwan and South Korea, or may even be somewhat 
beneficial to the former two countries as it helped raise 
their oil exports. Therefore, in 1990, the ASEAN coun- 
tries’ average economic growth was maintained at a level 
close to that for 1989. Among the ASEAN countries, 
Thailand had an economic growth slightly lower than the 
1989 record, but it still managed to maintain a growth 
between nine and 10 percent. The Philippines suffered a 
relatively serious economic decline. As the Gulf crisis 
had most seriously affected the Philippines’ economy, its 
economic growth may have dropped from five percent in 

1989 to 2.5 percent in 1990. The situation in Indonesia 
may be better than 1989 because its economic growth 
rose from around five to six percent. Malaysia's eco- 
nomic growth also increased from around eight percent 
in 1989 to around nine percent in 1990. Thailand and 

Malaysia would have ranked first and second in the 
world in terms of economic growth rate, however, the 
economic recession in the West in 1991 will seriously 

impact on these countries and areas. In 1991, the eco- 

nomic growth of the “Four Little Dragons” in Asia may 
drop to below five percent, and the ASEAN countries 

will hardly be able to maintain the growth they had 
enjoyed in 1990, and it will be very difficult for them to 
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achieve even an economic growth higher than seven 
percent which 1s, however, still higher than the prospec- 
tive .conomic growth of those developing countries in 
other regions. Anyway, such an economic growth wil! “¢ 
considered pretty low for this region. 

The second reason is the impact of the Gulf crisis. Even 
if no war breaks out in the Gulf, the crisis will have 
pretty serious effects on the Asia-Pacific region. The 
increase in the price of oi! will cause economic difficul- 
ties for most oil-importing countries. More than 200,000 
laborers from the Asia-Pacific region work abroad, and 
the employment of these people could be a big problem. 
What is more, the current embargo has presented some 
difficulties to the export of some commodities, for 
instance, rice produced by Thailand. If a war bursts out 
in the Gulf, the economic situation wi'l be even worse. 

Third, the Asia-Pacific region, including China, and the 
“Four Little Dragons” in particular, is undertaking the 
very arduous task of economic readjustment. These 
countries, which used to focus their attention mostly on 
the markeis in developed countries (including the 
United States), will have to shift their focus to the 
markets in their own region and to increase the domestic 
demand. A controversial view is that the export-oriented 
economy of the “Four Little Dragons” has passed its 
golden age. In my opinion, the “Four Little Dragons” 
would still have to face a difficult situation even if they 
gave up their export-oriented economy program. 

Fourth, the prevalence of trade protectionism. Trade 
protectionsm will surely gain ground in the United 
States, and the Japanese market has never opened its 
doors wide to foreigners. It will be very difficult to 
explore the markets in the Uniied States and Japan. Such 
an atmosphere of trade protectionism is unfavorable to 
the economy. 

Fifth, the domestic political situation is not very stable 
in some countries. For instance, coups d'etats have 
occurred frequently in the Philippines. 

All these factors added together show gloomy economic 
prospects in the Asia-Pacific region for 1991, and the 
situation may be still worse than that in 1990. 

PRC Attends UN Confidence-Building Meeting 

OW 2401092791 Beiyine XINHUA in English 
0845 GMT 24 Jan 91 

[Text] Kathmandu, January 24 (XINHUA)}—A regional 
meeting on confidence-building measures in the Asia- 
Pacific region opened here today under the sponsorship 
of the United States Department of Disarmament. 

Thirty-two governmental and non-governmental repre- 
sentatives from 2! countries will research ways and 
means to enhance confidence and security among states 
in the Asia-Pacific region during the three-day meeting. 

The countries within and outside the region that are 
represented at the meeting include China, the United 
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States. the Soviet Union, Japan, Germany, Pakistan, 
New Zealand. Canada, Thailand and Vietnam. 

Al the opening session, U.N. Under Secretary General 
Yasushi Akashi said that while the Asia-Pacific region 
has its share of tension as a result of ethnic and religious 
strifes, long-standing territorial disputes, and political 
conflicts, it is nevertheless true that many of the coun- 
tries in the region have made significant economic 
progress and enjoyed an era of peace. 

“The fact that we are entering a period of flux and 
uncertainty in the coming months makes the issue of 
confidence-building measures all the more relevant to 
States in the region as an element in building an alterna- 
tive to traditional approaches to national security and 
international peace in the interdependent and interac- 
tive regional and global context of today,” he noted. 

Nepalese Home Minister Yog Prasad Upadhyaya 
expressed disappoiniment that the Gulf war has erupted 
at a time when the world had stried moving towards a 
new direction of hope and progress in the field of 
disarmament. 

He said, “We earnestly hope that a peaceful settlement of 
the Gulf war, complying with the decisions of the Secu- 
rity Council, will soon take place.” 

The meeting is the second of a series on confidence- 
building measures in the region organized by the U.N. 
regional center for peace and disarmament in Asia and 
Pacific. 

Established by the U.N. General Assembly on January 8, 
1988, the Kathmandu-based center is mandated to pro- 
vide substantive support for the initiatives and other 
activities agreed upon by countries of the Asian region to 
implement measures for peace and disarmament and to 
co-ordinate the implementation of regional activities in 
Asia. 

United States & Canada 

Spokesman Concerned Over U.S. Textile Quotas 

HK240103349] Beijing RENMIN RIBAO OVERSEAS 
EDITION in Chinese 24 Jan 91 pl 

[XINHUA report by Zhang Yi (1728 3015)] 

[Text] Beijing. January 23 (XINHUA}—A Chinese offi- 
cial said here today that the Chinese Government is 
deeply concerned over the unilateral decision of the 
United States to reduce China's textile quotas, and 
reserved the right to respond. 

Liu Xiangdong, a spokesman from the Ministry of 
Foreign Economic Relations and Trade, during a press 
conterence today said that in mid-1990 the United States 
informed China thai its textile products were being 
transmitted to the United States via a third country or 
region. 
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Subsequently, he said, the two countnes engaged +n talks 
concerning the issue, and China investigated the 
problem in great detail, after which it informed the 
United States of the results. At the same time, China 
adopted measures to strengthen domestic management. 

Liu said, however, that the government learned that the 
United States has unilaterally reduced China's textile 
quotas. 

Li said, “It is unfair that the decision was made unilat- 
erally before the two countries had reached an agreement 
concerning the issue, and that the decision 1s not in 
accordance with the “Multifiber Agreement™ or the 
mutual trade agreement on textile products.” 

Textile products are one of China's most important 
export products, and the U.S. decision will without a 
doubt influence normal trade relations between the two 
countries; therefore, the Chinese side reserves the righ! 
to take corresponding measures, the spokesman said. 

“China hopes the United States will in all cases act in the 
interests of developing Sino-American trade and not 
purse an avenue that is harmful to the economic 
relations between the two countries,” Liu said. 

U.S. National Security Adviser Meets Huang Hua 

OW 2401044391 Beijing XINHUA in English 
0424 GMT 24 Jan 91 

[Text] Washington, January 23 (XINHUA}—U°S. pres- 
ident’s National Security Adviser General Brent 
Scowcroft met with former Chinese Vice Premier and 
Foreign Minister Huang Hua today to exchange view on 
U.S.-China relations and international! issues of common 
concern. 

The meeting, at which Chinese Ambassador Zhu Qizhen 
was present, proceed in a friendly atmosphere. 

Huang came to attend seminars on Sino-U.S. relations at 
the invitation of the co-chairmen of the U.S.-China 
Society Dr. Henry Kissinger and Cyrus Vance, both 
former U.S. secretary of state. 

Huang is currently Standing Committee member of 
China's Central Advisory Commssion. 

US. President Confident in Gulf Operation 

OW 2301022891 Bei,ing XINHUA in English 
0156 GMT 23 Jan 91 

[Text] Washington, January 22 (XINHUA)}—U.’S. Pres- 
ident George Bush expressed his “confidence in the 
military operation” against Iraq, when discussing the 
war situation with his cabinet members and national 
security advisers this afternoon. 

According to a White House statemeni, Vice President 
Dan Quayle, Secretary of State James Baker, Secretary of 
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Defense Dick Cheney and Chairman of the Joint Chiefs 
General Colin Powell as well as other senior officials also 
attended the meeting. 

The Bush [as received] was presented with an assessment 
of the military operation, concentvating on the air cam- 
paign and its impaci on Iraqi targets. 

“Operation deert storm proceeds as planned,” the state- 
ment said. 

As the war enters its seventh day today, the American 
public and the government are anxious to know what 
damage the air strike has brought to Iraq. 

However, the Pentagon only repeatedly said it 1s difficult 
to make a bomb damage assessmeni in Iraq and Kuwait 
because of the bad weather there. 

The nt called the latest Iraqi mussile attack on 
Israi4 act of terror against innocent vicitims™” and 

wove ked aggression against its neighbors.” 

\ «cmning Iraq, the statement said Israel has 
shown remarkable restraint in the face of this aggression. 

“We continue to consult with the Government of Israel 
and will continue doing so as events unfoid,” ii said. 

Correction to U.S. Said Criticized on Gulf 

HK2301101691 

The following correction pertains to the item headlined 
“U.S. Criticized for Pursuing Own Ends,” published in 
the 22 January China DAILY REPORT, page 8: 

Column one, paragraph one, only sentence, make read: 
..BEUING YOUTH NEWS [BEUJING QINGNIAN 
BAO] said... (correcting name of publication) 

Northeast Asia 

Jiang Zemin, DPRK's Kim Yong-sun Meet 

HK2401095691 Beijing RENMIN RIBAO in Chinese 
17 Jan 91 pl 

[Report by Zhang Jian (1728 0256): “Jiang Zemin Meets 
Kim Yong-sun, Secretary of the Central Committee of 
the Korean Workers’ Party”) 

[Text] Beijing, 16 Jan—Jiang Zemin, general secretary of 
the CPC Central Committee, met with Kim Yong-sun, 
secretary of the Central Committee of the Korean 
Workers’ Party, at Zhongnanhai this afternoon. Host 
and guest held very cordial and friendly talks. 

At the start of the meeting, General Secretary Jiang 
Zemin said warmly to Secretary Kim Yong-sun: “We 
have mei on several occasions in the past. | very much 
weicome your visit here.” Comrade Kim Yong-sun 
expressed gratitude to General Secretary Jiang Zemin. 
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Jiang Zemin said: My visit to the DPRK last year upon 
the invitation of General Secretary Kim II-sung has left 
me with a deep impression. Visits between leaders of the 
two countries have further strengthened friendly rela- 
tions between the two parties as well as the people of the 
two countries. We treasure very much the friendship 
cemented in blood between the two parties and the two 
peoples of China and Korea. 

Kim Yong-sun, for his part, stated: Under the leadership 
of the CPC Central Committee with Comrade Jiang 
Zemin as the core, China is stepping up stability and 
unity, while the Chinese people have gained enormous 
achievements in the building of socialism with Chinese 
characteristics. He said: The Seventh Plenary Session of 
the 13th CPC Central Committee is of great significance. 
He hoped that the Chinese people would obtain greater 
achievements in carrying out the spirit of the Seventh 
Plenary Session. 

Jiang Zemin said: We hope for a political situation of 
stability and unity to push the national economy for- 
ward. We also hope for the creation of a new interna- 
tional political and economic order to promote mutually 
beneficial economic exchanges worldwide. 

After the meeting, Jiang Zemin hosted a reception in 
honor of Kim Yong-sun’s party. Also present at the 
meeting and the reception was Zhu Liang, director of the 
Central Liaison Department. 

Mongolian President Urges Restraint in Gulf War 

OW 2401025091 Beijing XINHUA in English 
0206 GMT 24 Jan 91 

[Text] Washington, January 23 (XINHUA) —Mongolian 
President Punsalmaagiyn Ochirbat today expressed the 
hope that the war in the Gulf aimed at liberating Kuwait 
“would noi escalate, and peace and tranquility will 
prevail soon” in the region. 

“We deeply regret the outbreak of an armed conflict 
there, which is jeopardizing international stability,” 
Ochirbat said. 

Ochirbat made the statement when departing from the 
White House where he had met with U.S. President 
George Bush and had a luncheon with him. 

Ochirbat, who arrived here yesterday, is the first head of 
state of Mongolia who ever visited the United States in 
the history. 

During the meeting, Ochirbat and Bush discussed bilat- 
eral relations and international issues of mutual interest. 

“This meeting opens up broad vistas for furthering ties 
between the two countries,” he said. 

Praising the U.S.’s “full support” for the democratic 
process in Mongolia, he said that he and Bush agreed “to 
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see to it that the Mongol-American relations be devel- 
oped vigorously on the basis of the universally recog- 
nized principles of state sovereignty, independence, non- 
interference in each other's internal affairs, equality, and 
mutual benefit.” 

He said they also agreed that there is “broad possibility” 
for cooperation and encouraging U.S. investment and 
carrying out technological renovation in Mongolia, 
expanding bilateral trade, facilitating Mongolia’s swi.ch 
to a market economy, and training qualified personnel. 

The countries signed a trade agreement and an agree- 
ment on scientific and technological cooperation 
between the two countries today. 

On the occasion, Bush praised Ochirbat’s visit as a 
“historic visit to Our country.” 

Bush expressed U.S. “strong support” for the political 
transition in Mongolia. 

He said he has issued today the waiver to open the door 
granting Mongolia most-favored-nation status, a step 
that “I hope will spur increased trade between our two 
countries.” 

Bush also praised Mongolia as the one of the first 
countries that condemned Iraq's invasion of Kuwait and 

call for Iraq’s complete and unconditional withdrawal. 

Bilateral and economic relations and trade are the center 

piece of the meeting between the two presidents. 

Mongolia and the United States established diplomatic 
ties in January 1987. 

U.S. trade with Mongolia totals only about 2 million 
dollars a year. But the new trade agreement will generally 
reduce tariffs on Mongolian products to the lowest 
possibi ievels, raising the possibility of a significant 
increase in two-way trade. 

Ochirbat a'so met with Secretary of State James Baker, 
Commerce Secretary Robert Mosbacher and member of 
the House Foreign Affairs Committee. 

He also planned to meet senior officials of the World 
Bank and the International Monetary Fund, from which 
Mongolia wants to gain full membership. 

Southeast Asia & Pacific 

Yunnan Provincial Delegation Visits Burma 

OW 2301150191 Beijing XINHUA in English 
1346 GMT 23 Jan 91 

[Text] Yangon [Rangoon], January 23 (XINHUA) —The 
Chinese Yunnan Provincial delegation of local officials 
for foreign affairs headed by Wu Zhongning, division 
chief of Yunnan Provincial Foreign Affairs office, 
arrived here this afternoon. 
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The 10-member delegation will pay a two-week goodwill 
visit to the union of Myanmar [Burma]. 

During its stay in the country, the delegation will call on 
U Ohn Gyaw, Myanmar deputy minister for foreign 
affairs and director general of the Political Department 
of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. 

The delegation will also visit Yangon Division, Bago 
Division, Kachin State, Shan State and Mandalay, the 
second biggest city of the nation. 

Good relations exist between China’s Yunnan Province 
and Myanmar. In the last few years, border trade 
between the two sides has made much progress and 
cooperation in economic and other fields have been 
strengthened. 

Chen Muhua Meets Lao Parliamentary Delegation 

OW 2401134691 Beijing XINHUA in English 
1244 GMT 24 Jan 91 

[Text] Beijing, January 24 (XINHUA)—Vice- 
Chairwoman Chen Muhua of the Standing Committee of 
the National People’s Congress (NPC) met President of 
the Supreme People’s Assemb!y of Laos Nouhak Phou- 
masvan and his Assembly delegation here this evening. 

The Lao delegation’s current visit to China at the invi- 
tation of NPC’s Standing Committee marks the restora- 
tion of exchanges between the two countries’ legislative 
bodies suspended since 1979. 

Chen had a friendly conversation with her guests. 

After the meeting, Chen, in the name of NPC's Standing 
Committee, hosted a banquet in honor of the Lao 
delegation. 

The delegation arrived in Beijing this afternoon and 
were greeted by Chen at the airport. 

In the past four days, the Lao delegation visited Yunnan 
and Guangdong Provinces and met Chairman of NPC's 
Standing Committee Wan Li in Shenzhen on January 22. 

Near East & South Asia 

XINHUA Views Pakistan Reaction to Gulf Events 

OW2201181491 Beijing XINHUA in English 
1617 GMT 22 Jan 91 

(““Roundup: Pakistanis Voice Stance, Views on Gulf (By 
Zhang Jiasheng)”"—XINHUA headline] 

[Text] Islamabad, January 22 (XINHUA) —The Paki- 
stani Government leaders, parliament members, intel- 
lectuals and common people, have voiced tieir different 
stance and views on the Gulf issue since the Iraqi 
occupation of Kuwait on August 2 last year and the 
breakout of the Gulf war on January 17 this year. 
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Addressing the nation over the radio and television on 
Sunday (January 20) night, Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif 
said, “We belong to a civilized world and it is imperative 
that the outstanding issues should be resolved in a 
civilized manner.” 

He appealed to Iraqi President Saddam Husayn to 
announce an immediate Iraqi withdrawal from Kuwait 
in order to save his own nation and other Muslims from 
destruction. 

He asked Israel to desist from harboring any designs 
against Iraq. ““We have very deep-rooted historical, cul- 
tural and religious relations with the people of Iraq,” he 
said. 

Speaking at the inauguration of the National Power 
Control Center situated in the southern district of Islam- 
abad on Sunday morning, President Ghulam !shag Khan 
said his country’s stand on the Gulf war is that Iraq must 
vacate Kuwait and that the territorial sovereignty of that 
small state must be restored. Pakistan is opposed to Iraqi 
aggression of Kuwait and at the same time opposes the 
hegemonic designs of Israel in the Middle East, he 
added. 

On the status of Pakistani troops in Saudi Arabia, the 
president said they are there to safeguard the internal 
security of Saudi Arabia and there is no other purpose. 

Pakistan has sent about 10,000 troops to Saudi Arabia 
since the Iraqi annexation of Kuwait in August last year. 

Talking to newsmen at Islamabad International Airport 
on Monday after his one-week tour of Turkey, National 
Assembly Speaker Gohar Ayub Khan called for Iraqi 
withdrawal from Kuwait. He said the Gulf war must be 
brought to an end immediately. In this connection, he 
urged the Organization of Islamic Conference and other 
friendly countries to make greater efforts to stop the war. 

At a three-hour briefing of senators held in the parlia- 
ment building here on Monday afternoon, Senator Meh- 
bubul Hag put forward a four-point package on the Gulf. 

The package demands immediate cease-fire, and simul- 
taneous withdrawal of the allied and Iraqi troops from 
Saudi Arabia and Kuwait respectively. He suggested that 
a security umbrella for Kuwait preferably be provided by 
troops from Muslim countries under the United Nations 
and the Organization of Islamic Conference. 

According to THE PAKISTAN TIMES today, the Senate 
briefing was attended by Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif 
and senators, who expressed their support for the gov- 
ernment’s endeavors and its principled stand on the 
Gulf. They also expressed their back for Nawaz Sharif’s 
peace-mission visit to Gulf countries, including Turkey 
and Iran. 

Leading a 40-member delegation including five cabinet 
ministers, the prime minister left here this morning for 
the Middle East. 
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However, differing somewhat from the government on 
the Gulf, some intellectuals and other people in the 
country have held demonstrations and rallies against the 
U.S. and for Saddam Husayn. 

According to official reports reaching here today, a 

number of teachers and students from Peshawar Univer- 
sity staged a march in Peshawar, capital of Pakistan's 
Northwest Frontier Province, on Monday against the 
attacks on Iraq by the U.S.-led allies. 

The marchers, including academic and non-academic 
staff of the university also devanded immediate with- 
drawal of Pakistani troops from Saudi Arabia. 

Private transporters in Peshawar have also reportedly 
Staged a strike in favor of Iraqi President Saddam 
Husayn. 

After the breakout of the Gulf war on January 17, a lot of 
people, including a group of students from a military 
college, went to the street in Karachi, capital of Sindh 
Province, to shout slogans against the U.S. and for 
Saddam Husayn. 

As a result, the U.S. Consulate in Karachi and its 
embassy in Islamabad have been heavily guarded by 
government police and troops in order to deal with 
possible attacks from terrorists. 

Sub-Saharan Africa 

Zimbabwe's Mugabe Meets Luo Gan, Praises Reform 

OW 2301193391 Beijing XINHUA in English 
1807 GMT 23 Jan 9] 

[Text] Harare, January 23 (XINHUA) —Zimbabwean 
President Robert Mugabe said today that Zimbabwe 
admires China’s firm stand that any reforms in China 
can only take place on the basis of its tradition and its 
own characteristics. 

During a meeting at the State House here with visiting 
Secretary-General of the Chinese State Council, Luo 
Gan, Mugabe said Zimbabwe also admires the measures 
taken by China to develop new technologies to improve 
its economy. 

The president called for greater cooperation in the Third 
World, saying, “We, in the Third World, can learn one 
lesson and that is, unless we are united, we will remain 
divided and victims of the developed West.” 

Lou Gan handed Mugabe a letter from Chinese Presi- 
dent Yang Shangkun. 

Lou Gan arrived here on January 19 to attend a hand- 
over ceremony of the Chinhoyi Teachers College which 
was jointly funded by the Governments of China and 
Zimbabwe and built by a Chinese company. 
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Yang Accepts Burkina Faso Envoy's Credentials 

OW 2401082191 Beijing XINHUA in English 
0756 GMT 24 Jan 9] 

[Text] Beijing, January 24 (XINHUA) Chinese Presi- 
dent Yang Shangkun accepted credentials presented here 
this morning by Burkina Faso Ambassdor to China 
Ouedraogo Windpayade Raymond Edouard, who 
arrived here on January 16. 

West Europe 

‘News Analysis’: War Poses Problems for Germany 

OW 2401062391 Beijing XINHUA in English 
0522 GMT 24 Jan 91 

[News Analysis: Gulf War Poses Vexing Problems for 
Germany (by Weng Zhenbao)”—XINHUA headline] 

[Text] Bonn, January 23 (XINHUA) The week-long 
Gulf war is posing two unpleasant and vexing problems 
for Germany: the contribution of troops and money to 
the multinational forces. 

It is indeed pretty difficult for Germany to come to grips 
with these problems, considering the circumstances in 
which the country has found itself. They have thus 
become a subject of heated discussion by both the ruling 
coalition and the opposition in this country and between 
the German and U.S. Governments as well. 

In fact, these problems were anticipated a long time ago. 
Messages on this subject were exchanged for at least 
three times between Chancellor Helmut Kohl and 
Chairman Hans-Jochen Vogel of the opposition Social 
Democratic Party during the period from January 6 
when units of the German Air Force began to be 
deployed in Turkey to the day the allied planes began 
their attacks on Iraq. 

Both Kohl and Vogel quoted clauses of the Basic Law 
(the German Constitution) to illustrate their differing 
views on the question of whether it is up to the federal 
government or the Bundestag to throw German troops 
into the Gulf war once Germany is involved in this war 
and must undertake to implement its commitments to 
the allied forces. 

According to the chancellor, any NATO decision to use 
its forces in the Gulf war must have the joint approval of 
the NATO Defense Planning Committtee and the 
NATO Council, both of which include the German 
Government of course. Therefore, the German Govern- 
ment may invite the Bundestag to participate in the 
matter before a decision is made, but such a decision 
does not warrant a two-thirds majority vote at the 
Bundestag. 

Vogel stressed, however, that an important decision- 
making relavant to peace and war must have the 
approval of the Bundestag by a two-thirds majority vote 
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and that such an approval cannot be forthcoming for a 
government decision to commit German troops to the 
Gulf war. 

The developments of the war have pushed this question 

to the fore earlier than expected. According to official 
explanations, the deployment of 18 German jet-fighters 
in Turkey on January 6 was only meant to be “a token of 
the allied unity” and intended “for deterrence rather 
than a military offensive.” 

The air raids of Iraq by Turkey-based U.S. aircraft led 
NATO Secretary-General Manfred Woerner to the con- 
clusion that the possibility of 'raq’s missile counter- 
attacks against Turkey is not ruled out, which would lead 
to the intervention of all NATO members in the Gulf 
war. In other words, the German Air Force would have 
to perform combat missions 

Woerner’s view is shared by some Americans and NATO 
officials, who stand for an extension of nato’s area of 

action and an increase of German commitments, but it 

has not gained general acceptance within the NATO. 

Amid the differences between the ruling and opposition 
parties, Bonn has struck a cautious and delicate posture. 

A government spokesman said that Woerner’s remarks 
“afford much food for thought” and that he government 
will have to study all possibilities before committing 
itself publicly. This, however, has not stopped the var- 
ious political parties from a free expression of their 
positions. 

Otto Von Lambsdorff, president of the Liberal Demo- 
cratic Party, and Bernd Wilz, a defense expert of the 
Christian Democratic Party, agreed that Iraq's missile 
counter-attacks against the air raids of Iraq by Turkey- 
based allied aircraft provide no grounds for a NATO 
intervention in the war. Such an intervention is possible 
only after Iraq’s ground troops cross the Iraqi-Turkish 
border and advance into Turkish territory. 

Others contended that Iraq's counter-attacks can only be 
for self-defense and that its troops must in no way cross 
the border. 

The opposition parties went a step farther by saying that 
mutual assistance among the NATO allies is simply 
unnecessary because Iraq's counter-attacks were a reac- 
tion to the air raids launched by the coalition forces. 

All these considerations are understandable since the 
people of Germany as the hotbed of the two world wars 
do not want to go to war again for a region historically 
unrelated to their country, the more so because they are 
badly in need of national reconstruction and any inter- 
vention in the Gulf war would risk the opposition of the 
domestic peace campaign. 

Since Germany does not want to commit its troops to the 
Gulf war, the United States naturally wants it to pay 
more for the expensive war. The German Government 

promised a financial and material aid of 3.3 billion 
marks to the United States last year, but so far only 300 
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million marks is given. In face of the repeated calls for 
continued allocations from Germany, a Bonn govern- 
ment spokesman said his government has undertaken no 
obligations to make “regular” allocations. 

At the current meeting of the finance minisiers of seven 
industrialized countries held in New York, the United 
States has advised Germany to incur no new debts, 
which has again touched off the debate on tax increases 
which died down in Germany only recently. 

The opposition parties stand for economizing by pro- 
viding only humanitarian aid and are opposed to tax 
increases under the pretext of the Gulf war. 

Seeing that there is littke room for the practice of 
economy and an increase of governmental debts is not 
advisable either, the ruling parties do not rule out the 
possibility of tax increases. But they take tax increases as 
the last resort and hope that the United States will agree 
to payment in kind by Germany. 

Despite their differences on the issue of tax increases, the 

government and the opposition have one thing in 
common: shelve the issue for the time being and hope for 
an early conclusion of the war. Chancellor Helmut Kohl 
has already made it clear that it is his primary political 
pursuit to prevent an escalation of the war and bring an 

early end to that war. 

Loan Agreements Signed With Germany 

HK2301035091 Beijing CHINA DAILY in English 
23 Jan 91 p 2 

[Text] Financial co-operation between the Chinese and 
German governments are resuming and four loan agree- 
ments have been made. 

According to sources from the Ministry of Foreign 
Economic Relations and Trade (Mofert), the four agree- 
ments totalled 170 million Deutschmarks ($113 mil- 
lion), of which 100 million Deutschmarks were govern- 
mental soft loans. 

The loans will be used to set up a project manufacturing 
6,000 heavy-duty trucks and renovate the gas purifica- 
tion system of Beijing Coking Factory to increase gas 
supply and raise gas quality. 

Also, a batch of medium and smail-sized industrial 
enterprises will be technically updated and an earth- 
quake-stricken area in Qinghai Province will be rebuilt. 

EEC ‘Satisfied’ With Funded PRC Projects 

OW 2401040891 Beijing XINHUA in English 
0323 GMT 24 Jan 91 

[Text] Chengdu, January 24 (XINHUA) —The Europez 1 
Economic Committee (EEC) is “satisfied” with the 
implementation of the 16 agricultural projects it funded 
with over 150 million U.S. dollars, according to Fens 
Schellerup, an official in charge of EEC’s aid to and 
cooperation with China. 
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Mr. Schellerup said here on Tuesday that thanks to the 
successful cooperation of local governments and organi- 
zations in China, the 16 projects have been well imple- 
mented. 

The official made the remarks during an inspection tour 
of EEC funded water and soil conservation projects in 
Sichuan Province, southwest China. 

In 1987, the EEC allocated 1.5 million U.S. dollars to 
help finance the water and soil conservation project in 
Sichuan, a province with a population of 100 million, 
and where nearly one- third, or 1.3 million hectares, of 
the land is subject to serious soil erosion. 

In comparison with other areas in the province, the 

amount of soil erosion in water and soil conservation 
experiment areas has been reduced by 42 percent in 1989 
and 1990. Moreover, the areas’ total grain output has 
increased by 30 percent and the average annual income 
of the local peasants is up 60 percent. 

The project is one of the most successful ones that the 
EEC has aided, said Schellerup. 

He said that the good example set by the water and soil 
conservation project should be introduced to other parts 
of China and other developing nations. 

The 16 projects, which were initiated in 1985, were 
proposed by the Ministry of Foreign Economic Relations 
and Trade and chosen by the EEC. 

Among those projects which are presently being under- 
taken in China are shrimp cultivation in sea water in 
Dalian, rural water supply networks and vegetable pro- 
duction in Beijing, flood prevention in Guangdong, 
farmland irrigation and beet production in northwest 
China’s Gansu Province, fruit production and storage 
and other projects in six other provinces. 

The biggest of the 16 projects planned for the five-year 
period starting from 1988 is the project of milk pro- 
cessing. According to the plan, the EEC will provide 20 
major Chinese cities with 15,000 tons of butter and 
45,000 tons of milk powder, which are totally valued at 
100 million U.S. dollars. The cities are required to use 
the butter and milk powder to produce milk for the 
residents in those cities. 

Italian Parliament Official Meets Trade Group 

OW 2401041691 Beijing XINHUA in English 
0328 GMT 24 Jan 91 

[Text] Rome, January 23 (XINHUA) ~Italian Deputy 
Parliament Speaker Giorgio de Giuseppe met here today 
with China’s trade delegation headed by Zheng Hongye. 
president of the China Council for the Promotion of 
International Trade. 

The speaker expressed his wish that the delegation’s visit 
will help promote econom ‘ons between China and 
Italy, one of China’s ma partners. 
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Zheng said that China would maintain its open-door 
policy no matter what changes occur in the world. 

Italy on Willingness To Develop Economic Ties 

OW 2401092991 Beijing XINHUA in English 
0908 GMT 24 Jan 9] 

[Text] Rome, January 23 (XINHUA}~Italy has been 
paying close attention to China’s economic development 

and highly praises its modernization program, Vice 
President of the Senate Giorgio de Giuseppe said here 
today. 

He made the remark during the meeting with visiting 
Chinese economic and trade delegation, led by Zheng 
Hongye, chairman of China Council for the Promotion 
of International Trade. 

“The willingness of our government to develop the 
economic and trade relations with China will remain the 
same although great changes have occurred in the world 
political pattern,” he said, adding Italy is willing to 
provide aid to China. 

While thanking the Italian Government for its efforts in 
cancelling the EC sanctions agaigst China during its EC 
presidency, Zheng Hongye said China ts determined to 
carry Out the opening-up policy no matter whatever 

happens in the world. 

Spain Signs $450 Million Loan Agreement 

OW'1901033591 Beijing XINHUA in English 
0156 GMT 19 Jan 9] 

[Text] Madrid, January 18 (XINHUA}—Spain will offer 
a mixed loan of 450 million U.S. dollars to China to help 
promote the bilateral economic and trade cooperation. 

Spanish State Secretary for Commerce Ruiz Ligero and 
Chinese Foreign Trade and Economy Minister's Assis- 
tant Liu Yan signed the accord on behalf of their 
respective government here January 16. 

The Chinese economic delegation, headed by Luu, 
arrived here January 14 for a 5-day official visit to Spain. 

East Europe 

Romanian President Iliescu Interviewed 

HK2401051991 Hong Kong LIAOQWANG OVERSEAS 
EDITION in Chinese No 2, 14 Jan 91 pp 34-35 

[Special dispatch from Bucharest by Zheng Jian (6774 
1017): “‘Romanian President Iliescu Answers 
LIAOWANG Reporters’ Questions, Saying That Roma- 
nia-China Friendly Relations Should Be Arranged on a 
New Basis”’] 
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[Text] Romanian President I. Iliescu told this journal's 
reporters that his upcoming visit to China “will con- 
tribute to making arrangements for our (the two coun- 
tries’) relations on a new basis, and will blaze new trails 
in developing our bilateral relations.” 

President Iliescu will make a state visit to China in 
mid-January 1991 at PRC President Yang Shangkun’s 
invitation. This is his first visit to China as head of state 
since he was elected Romanian president last May. He 
accepted LIAQWANG OVERSEAS EDITION 
reporters’ interview at the President's House. 

President Iliescu said: “Traditional relations exist 
between our two countries. The Romanian people have 

all along shown special respect for the Chinese people, 
our long, historical culture, and China’s role in devel- 
oping world civilization. Today, we are enjoying sound 
economic, political, and cultural relations with one of 
the world’s great powers, China—a nation that plays a 
peculiar role in civilization and mankind's progress in 
the future. It is our belief that we have already acquired 
the prerequisites for the new development of these 
relations on the basis of mutual respect, noninterference 
in each other’s internal affairs, and mutual benefits. This 
being the case, I think my upcoming China visit will 
make contributions to making arrangements for our (the 
two countries’) relations on a new basis, and will be 
blazing new trails in developing our bilateral relations.” 

The European situation has undergone great changes 
over the past year. Romania is located between Europe 
and the Balkan Peninsula, and has recently proposed the 
concept of “returning to Europe.” Regarding this point, 
the reporters hoped that President Iliescu would say 
sémething about Romanian views on Europe's future 
and the prospects of augmenting regional cooperation 
with the Balkans. 

The 60-year-old president said: “Bloc and artificial sep- 
aration policies have a 40-year history on the European 
continent; they have jeopardized the European as well as 
international political life. We hold the view that elimi- 
nating such policies is a positive factor, while reflecting 
the two superpowers’ peculiar role. Viewed from this 
angle, the new environment for developing pan- 
European cooperation, as ascertained at the recently- 

held Paris high-ranking conference, has in fact opened 
up a new stage for developing European relations by 
doing away with the bloc policy. Of course, this involves 
a process to get rid of past policies’ effects on the mode 
of thinking, which remains a hurdle to promoting new 
relations. To my mind, this process has already begun, 
and radical changes will take place in European life.” 

On the issue of “Romania returning to Europe,” he 
stated that both Romania’s past and present are in 
Europe. The so-called Romania “returning to Europe” ts 
a “metaphor,” referring to the aforesaid “new process— 
namely, one of removing hurdles in Romanian relations 
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with all European countries, but not just confining to the 
relations with its neighboring countries in the Eastern 
Bloc.” 

He believed, “The process of developing relations 
between the Balkans has been sound. They can make 
positive contributions to the pan-European process. In 
view of the fact that some of the Balkans belonged either 
to NATO or the Warsaw Treaty Organization, we may 
find a scale model of all of Europe in the Balkans. These 
countries have had problems for centuries, and this 
region was the hotbed of Curopean conflicts. The out- 
burst of World War I took place in the Balkans. That 
being the case, the ties between the Balkans and the 
political and economic readjustments between them will 
result in a relaxed climate. which will contribute to the 
process of pan-European development.” 

President Iliescu stressed: “At the same time, we are for 
developing relations with all of the world’s countries. We 
made an announcement on that point on the evening of 
last 22 December. Just as I pronounced at the UN 
Assembly, opening up to the whole world is the corner- 
stone of Romania's foreign policy. We believe that the 
world today is smaller than in the past. The interdepen- 
dence among nations is so close that if conflict takes 
place on any spot on the earth, it cannot but affect the 
entire world situation, no matter how far away it is from 
us or other people. As we have witnessed, the Gulf crisis 
has affected world economy and politics. Like everybody 
else, we show concern for developing relations between 
all countries and enjoying an environment that allows all 
countries to participate in developing democratic rela- 
tions on an equal footing in the world, participate in 
safeguarding the international law, and advocate the 
basic principle for state-to-state relations characterized 
by mutual respect and benefits, and respect for all 
nations’ rights to decide their own affairs.” He added, 
regarding the issues between prosperous and underdevel- 
oped countries, and the North and South, the world 
community should “pay due attention to them, while 
easing socially, economically, and politically in concert 
efforts any tense situation likely to surface.” 

Iliescu has all along been the major Romanian !eading 
member since the change in the political situation in 
December 1989. Prior to this, he was in important 
central and local posts, and an expert in hydropower; 
thus, he possesses a very clear picture of Romania's 
national conditions. 

When the reporters asked President Iliescu to say some- 
thing about current domestic conditions in Romania, he 
briefed us, saying: “Presently, Romania has already 
begun to organize a democratic society politically and 
adopted measures to improve people's living standards. 
Romania has already begun its economic reform based 
on the law governing the market-oriented economy and 
is doing its best to found its economy on a sound, 
realistic basis. Today, | may put it, we have accom- 

plished much over the past year, with radical changes 
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taking place in various arenas. In actual fact, the 10- 
clause programs as pronounced by the interim organ 
founded on the evening of 22 December 1989 have been 
realized.” He added, *“We have organized free elections, 
through which a national council was founded, com- 
prising a senate and an assembly of deputies, with a new 
constitution of the state being formulated based on the 
principle of democracy. A president has been elected, 
this being the new structure of Romania's political life. A 
new government was formed, which proposed a new 
administrative program to be adopted and approved by 

the national council. The substance of this administra- 
tive program is to push forward the economic reform 
and market-oriented economy, which have already been 
implemented. 

He continued, saying: “Regretfully, because of the grave 
conditions left over in the economy, especially the aggra- 
vated obstacles resulting from a structure incompatible 
with the economy, we are facing tremendous difficulties, 
especially economically. Ceaucescu managed to repay all 
foreign debts only at the cost of national economic 
interests. In the last 10 years, nothing has been accom- 
plished in renovating technology or industrial equip- 
ment, while a series of departments have been irratio- 
nally developed by relying on voluminous import of raw 
materials, mineral ores, charcoal, oil, and agriculture. 
and the basic departments in Romania’s economy 
neglected. Presently, it is necessary to readjust the struc- 
ture and to stimulate farm workers’ enthusiasm, produc- 

tion, and labor productivity. 

“Things are difficult in people’e material lives. The 
drought this year (1990) has gravely affected agricultural 
output. In addition, the Gulf crisis has severed an 
important oil supply to Romania as well as Iraq’s debt 
repayment in the form of its oil supply. In actual fact the 
mechanical, rigid, and centralized economic managerial 
structure has already disintegrated on its own, while 
those mechanisms that are linked to the crisscross of 
producer's relations and are peculiar of the market- 
oriented economy are not on the horizon. 

“All this resulted in a serves of difficulties surfacing in 
Romania’s economic and social lives and the shortage 
and complaints in people's lives, which are being taken 
advantage of by the opposite, while aggravating the 
conflicts and contradictions in Romanian society. On 
such grounds, we say on one hand that 1990 has been a 
year when profound and irreversible changes have taken 
place in Romanian society; on the other hand, it has also 
been a year with tense factors that must be overcome 
from now on. This is not a simple matter. ” 

President Iliescu stated, “Despite the existence of the 
roots of these difficulties and tensions, I continue to call 
for creating a necessary environment so that all construc- 
tive forces may form into a common front, thus halting 
an explosion of a more complicated extremist tendency 
because of our existing difficulties.” 
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Then, President Iliescu briefed the reporters on the 
issues pressing for solutions in Romania today, and what 
measures are to be adopted to resolve them. 

He said, Romania “needs to take action in two major 
arenas. First, politically, it is imperative to form a 
necessary climate so that democratic organs may be able 
to perform their functions, for they alone are capable of 
guaranteeing a necessary environment so that our social 
life may unfold and develop, while enabling Romania to 
participate in the general process of the changes in 
Europe. This being the case, we must work hard to seek 
dialogues with all political forces but not confine them to 
those forces with representatives in the national council. 

Second, economically, it is necessary to resolutely urge 
the imperative economic reform. The government must 
have necessary peace to work on it and must make 
personnel in charge of economic restructuring take con- 
cert action at all levels to start a highly efficient and vital 
mechanism in all arenas, including the banking and 
financial, price. wage, social insurance, unemployment 
protection under the market-oriented condition, and 
inflation- control systems. 

All these are urgent and pressing matters of the moment, 
however, not all of them can be accomplished in a day or 
two, but will involve long-term unremitting efforts. 

When the interview ended, President Iliescu told the 
reporters: “Personally, | cherish a peculiar friendship 
toward China. I have twice been to China. The first 
occasion was my participation in the world congress for 
college students’ representatives in Beijing, when | 
stayed for a month; | visited many places on that 
occasion. Aside from Beijing, I have been to Shanghai, 
Nanjing, Wuhan, and Guangzhou, and I have estab- 
lished friendly personal relations in those places. | am 
friend to one of the Chinese premiers. We were school- 
mates, studying at the same institute, sharing the same 
speciality, and we are both experts in hydropower. For 
this reason, I have a peculiar enthusiasm for China, the 
Chinese people, and their premiers.” 

PRC, Albaniz Sign Agreements on Culture 

OW 2401091091 Beijing XINHUA in English 
0901 GMT 24 Jan 91 

[Text] Beijing, January 24 (XINHUA)}—Visiting Alba- 
nian Foreign Minister Reis Malile and Chinese Acting 
Minister of Culture He Jingzhi signed an agreement on 
cultural, educational and scientific cooperation between 
the two countries here today. 

Meanwhile, a broadcasting and television cooperation 
agreement was signed by Malile and Ai Zhisheng, Chi- 
nese minister of radio, film and television. 

The two documents stipulate the scope and items under 
cooperation in culture, education, scientific recearch, 
broadcasting and television between China and Albania. 
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Central Committee Plenum 

Magazine Tells ‘Inside Story’ of Plenum 

HK2301133091 Hong Kong KUANG CHIAO CHING 
in Chinese No 220, 16 Jan 91 pp 10-13 

{Article by Chou Jung (0719 2837): “Deng Xiaoping 
Makes New Arrangements for Reunification With Tai- 
wan—lInside Story of Seventh Plenary Session”’] 

[Text] 

Distinguishing Features of Seventh Plenary Session 

There were neither impressive acts nor sensational 
“effects”; there were only the quiet, official announce- 
ments of communique and planned proposal. That was 
the first feeling the Seventh Plenary Session gave. 

The process of convening the Seventh Plenary Session 
shows that after more than a year of hard work, the Jiang 
Zemin structure, which was established at the Fourth 
Plenary Session in June 1989, has solidly attained the 
authority to make various major policy decisions and 
provided the development of the Chinese mainland’s 
Situation with the characteristics of the new structure 
being in charge. 

The distinguishing feature of ihe Seventh Plenary Ses- 
sion, with the 10-Year Program and the Eighth Five- 
Year Plan as the subject, is to show continuous emanci- 
pation of the mind, the confidence of taking charge for a 
long time to come, and the magnificent national devel- 
opment program in order to concentrate the attention 

and wisdom of all people in the next few years and go all 
out on the path of taking economic construction as the 
central link. 

On the Current Acute International Problems, Deng 
Xiaoping Favors “Lying Low, Being Very Reserved,” 
Refraining From Making Hasty Statements 

On the eve of the Seventh Plenary Session, Deng 
Xiaoping had a talk with some CPC decisionmakers. 
Regarding some political disputes which tend to be 
controversial, such as ihe changing situation in East 
Europe and the domestic disturbances, Deng favored 
“lying low, being vec, reserved,” and refraining from 
making hasty statements. 

Bao Tong Is Not Allowed To Attend Seventh Plenary 
Session 

There are currently 175 members and 110 alternate 
members of the CPC Central Committee elected at the 
13th Party Congress. In the Central Committee, because 
of the death of Hu Yaobang, the dismissal of Zhao 
Ziyang, and the promotion of Gansu Governor Jia Zhijie 
from an alternate member to member of the Central 
Committee, there are in fact 184 members [numbers as 
published]. With the exception of Bao Tong, who had 
been penalized, other Central Committee members— 
including Hu Qili (former Standing Committee member 
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of the Political Bureau), Qian Liren (former RENMIN 
RIBAO director), and Wang Meng (former minister of 
culture)}—attended the meeting. 

Who Attended the Meeting as Observers? 

What gives people much food for thought is that Zhao 
Zongnai, deputy director of the Organization Depart- 
ment, is a member of the CPC Central Committee, while 
Director Lu Feng—as well as Wang Weicheng, who 
replaced Bao Tong as director of the Research Center of 
the CPC Central Committee for Reform of Political 
Structure—attended the meeting in the capacity of cen- 
tral Discipline Inspection Commission members. As for 
78 others who do not hold any posts in the CPC Central 
Committee, the Central Advisory Commission, or the 
Central Discipline Inspection Commission—including 
Chen Jinhua, newly appointed minister of the State 
Commission for Restructuring the Economy; Agricul- 
ture Minister Liu Zhongyi; and Public Security Minister 
Tao Siju; as well as State Council spokesman Yuan 
Mu—they also attended the meeting as responsible per- 
sons of relevant quarters. 

It was reported abroad that the meeting originally was 
scheduled for three days, but eventually was held for six. 
That was not the case. The true situation is that the 
meeting originally was scheduled for 10 days, but even- 
tually lasted only six. Although it was announced that 
there was only one topic at the six-day meeting, it was a 
plenary session of the CPC Central Committee with the 
most heated discussion since the Jiang Zemin structure 
took charge. 

The “Proposal” Lists 72 Questions, Is Altered in Over 
200 Places 

According to an authoritative person in Beijing, Deng 
took a great interest in the Seventh Plenary Session, 
which has a bearing on the development principle and 
plan in the 1990’s. The reports or speeches of both Jiang 
Zemin and Li Peng reflect the basic line of thought of 
this general architect of China’s reform and opening up. 

The 30,000-character “Proposal” on formulation of the 
10-Year Program and five-year plan lists 72 issues, and 
after discussion lasting many years, was altered in over 
200 places. 

Three Development Priorities 

In his speech at the Seventh Plenary Session, Li Peng 
said: The economic improvement and rectification over 
the past two years and more has yielded marked results: 
Inflation has been curbed, the inflation index has 
dropped substantially, there has been a bumper harvest 
in agricultural production for two consecutive years, 
industry has picked up gradually, exports have steadily 
increased, the foreign exchange surplus has increased, 
and the economic order has been consolidated. The 
present difficulty is chiefly concentrated in the imbal- 
ance between market sales and the recovery of industrial 
production, with some industries still failing to bottom 
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out. The structural readjustment has made slow progress 
and the proportional relationships among agriculture 
and light and heavy industry have improved to some 
extent, but many overstocked products still are being 
produced continuously, enterprise efficiency has 
dropped generally, losses have increased, and enterprises 
are financial difficulties. 

The overall demands for development in the next decade 
are as follows: |) While improving economic quality and 
efficiency, and relying on scientific progress, we should 
maintain annual national economic growth at around six 
percent and avoid another great fluctuation in the 
economy. 2) Continue implementing the policy of 
reform and opening up, study and explore effective 
integration of planned economy with market regulation, 
and expand economic and technological exchange and 
cooperation with foreign countries. 3) Place science, 
technology, and education in a conspicuous position and 
step up the building of such basic industries as agricul- 
ture, energy, Communications, telecommunications, and 
important raw materials in order to lay a good founda- 
tion for development in the next century. These three 
aspects, in fact, are called the development priorities of 
the Eighth Five-Year Plan, and even the 10-Year Pro- 
gram. 

The CPC Defines Five Major Objectives for the Future 

The CPC hopes to achieve Deng Xiaoping’s objective of 
being “fairly well-off" by the end of this century. The 
“Proposal” approved by the seventh plenary session 
defines in concrete terms five objectives: Quadrupling 
the 1990 GNP; shifting from adequate food and clothing 
to a higher standard of living, including food, clothing, 
shelter, and transportation; improving health condi- 
tions, and cultural and recreational fac\):ties; promoting 
educational, scientific, technological, and economic 
management and stepping up key construction projects; 
initially establishing an economic mechanism which 
integrates planned economy and market regulation; and 
promoting the building of socialist spiritual civilization 
and perfecting democracy and the legal system. 

The Policy and Targets of Reform 

The layout of overall development has five distin- 
guishing features: 

1. In terms of reform policy, we should not be overanx- 
ious for novelty and success but deal with the reform as 
a systems engineering project. Through discussion and 
airing of views, an overall reform plan and measures for 
its implementation have been established, which stress 
the organic combination of reform and stability. 

2. In terms of objectives, avoid not only returning to the 
structure of a highly centralized product economy but 
also tilting toward total priviitization and marketization. 
The reform will be based on the system of public 
ownership and a planned commodity economy will be 

practiced. 
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3. Avoid the practice of endlessly seeking the so-called 
breakthrough point that will work wonders in reform 
and frequently changing options. Pay attention to com- 
prehensive coordination of three-level vertical reforms, 
i.e€., macroeconomic regulation and control, market 
system, and enterprise mechanism, stress unified coor- 
dination of lateral, multifaceted reforms, such as plan- 
ning, pricing, wages, taxation, finance, banking, employ- 
ment, and foreign trade, and improve the overall 
efficiency of reform. 

4. In specific reform operations, try not to be vigilant 
only when something has passed the “critical point” but 
to conduct objective, scientific experiments, and 
promptly improve economic policies, systems, and 
mechanisms. 

5. Advance the process of political democratization and 
institutionalization to ensure the economic reform will 

be conducted in a favorable social environment. 

Jiang Zemin Calls for Further Stabilization of the 
—_ Situation and Straightening Out of Various 

It is learned that at the plenary session, Jiang Zemin 
made a policy speech on some political and economic 
issues of concern to the participants, including the 
strategy for building the government, reform steps, coor- 
dination of different interests. He called on the partici- 
pants to be soberly aware that, given the difficult envi- 
ronment over the past year, we have attained 
achievements in various fields, which are not easy to 
come by. Further efforts should be made to stabilize the 
overall situation, straighten out various relationships, 
and promote the development of various undertakings. 

Recently, major Beijing newspapers and magazines pub- 
lished numerous exploratory articles on reform and 
opening up. Quite a few experts, academics, and even 
local party and government leaders hold that only by 
quickening the pace of reform, especially price reform, 
housing reform that will boost tlie market, and social 
medical and insurance reform, is it possible to genuinely 
achieve long-term social stability and invigorate the 
economy. 

There is news to the effect that several months prior to 

the seventh plenary session, noted economist Xue 
Mugiao wrote a “10,000-character letter” to Jiong 
Zemin, making proposals on current Chinese problems 
and that Jiang approved the circulation of the letter 
among relevant responsible persons for their reference. 
Later, many economic specialists stated their views, 
bringing about a phenomenon of a hundred flowers 
contending. Economists like Xue Mugiao, Li Yining, 
and Wu Jinglian favor taking advantage of the current 
favorable opportunity of retrenchment to energetically 
advance price reform and other measures. 
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ken ¢ Favors Conducting Price Reform Steadily 
I of Taking as Criteria Some Economic Patterns 
Deviating From Reality 

Authoritative state departments conceded that it is nec- 

essary to gradually expand the proportion of market 
regulation. Except for the prices of a small number of key 
commodities and labor services, which will be adminis- 
tered by the state, the prices of the remaining majority 
should be gradually relaxed. The prices of such commod- 
ities as petroleum and steel products should also match 
the international market. During the reform, however, it 
iS necessary to adhere to three principles: First, consider 
from the aspect of strictly controlling the overall price 
level the capabilities of the state, enterprises, and people 
to withstand the strains; second, it is necessary to 
lengthen the timing for the introduction of price adjust- 
ments; and third, flexibly grasp and pay attention to 
proper limits in accordance with changes in the situa- 
tion. Li Peng conceded that the rise of the retail price 
index of commodities this year, as stipulated by the 
State, is rather low. Most people agree to this but some 
people say that it should be higher or lower. He main- 
tained that the price reform should be conducted 
steadily. Otherwise, haste will make waste. The success 
or failure of each reform measure or step should be 
judged according to whether or not it can stimulate 
social stability and economic growth instead of taking as 
criteria some economic patterns deviating from reality. 

Top CPC Hierarchy Holds That Reunification Should 
Undergo Three Stages and That the Two Sides Are in 
the Second Stage 

The 1990's is an important period in which communist 
China will recover sovereignty over Hong Kong and 
Macao and a new breakthrough will be made in 
exchanges across the strait. This is regarded as a crucial 
stage for realizing Deng Xiaoping’s concept of “one 
country, two systems.” 

Deng said: It is necessary to take a positive approach and 
step up work toward Taiwan. This should be grasped as 
a political issue. Top CPC hierarchy soberly conceded 
that the siiuation for immediate reunification has not yet 
emerged and that it will still take some time for the two 
sides of the strait to hold official talks. It is analyzed that 
the realization of reunification should undergo several 
stages: 

First, from total confrontation to removal of hostility; 
second, from indirect to direct exchange; and third, 
gradually accomplishment of reunification through talks 
between both parties. 

In the view of the communist Chinese authorities, the 
two sides of the strait are now in the second stage. As for 
the situation in Taiwan, there is a strong call for reuni- 
fication, but there are also some “Taiwan Indepen- 
dence” factors of which people should be aware. 
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Deng Xiaoping Suggests Formulating a Major Policy To 
Attract Smail and Medium Businessmen, Develop Some 
Large Projects, and Open Up Some Areas 

The CPC hopes that Chinese at home and abroad will 

use the Chinese nation’s common understanding on 
“indigenousness” [cao gen xing 5430 2704 1840] to 
contain the “indigenousness” stressed by some people in 

Taiwan. Given that the current political button will not 
be undone for the time being, emphasizing promotion of 
economic and trade relations across the strait and 
building close economic ties will propel reunification. 
Then, after some time, economic links will move toward 
political ones. 

Deng Xiaoping said: It is necessary to stand higher, look 
farther, be bolder, and have a freer hand in formulating 
a major, long-term policy. Not only should we attract the 
vast numbers of small and middle Taiwan businessmen 
but also develop some large projects and open up some 

areas. 

Moreover, it is also necessary to expand personnel 

contacts and various exchanges across the strait, 
including culture, science and technology, learning. and 
sports. Efforts should be made to remove as soon as 

possible the barriers that run counter to the tide of the 
times and artificially hinder exchanges across the strait 
in order to achieve “three exchanges.” 

On the policy toward Taiwan, the CPC has put forward 
various proposals, such as upholding one China and 
“one country, two systems” and holding talks between 
two parties on an equal footing and, through links and 
contacts at various levels, including exchanges with 
other political parties and groups, as well as other people, 
increase common understanding and discuss the great 
plan of reunification. Or. specific relations across the 
stra‘t, however, it stresses the principle of “being strict in 
terms of politics, government contact, and foreign affairs 
and being lenient in terms of economy, nongovern- 
mental contact, and exchanges across the strait.” 

Political & Social 

Trial of Student Leader Wang Dan in Recess 

HK240107249] Hong Kong AFP in English 0717 GMT 
24 Jan 91 

[Text] Beijing, Jan 24 (AFP)}—The trial of top student 
dissident Wang Dan has gone into recess, the Beijing 
Intermediate People’s Court said Thursday. 

“When the trial starts again is a decision of the presiding 
judge and the jury,” a spokeswoman for the court said, 
adding that she did not know when that would be. 

Mr. Wang's trial opened here Wednesday. The 25- 
year-old Beijing University student was charged with 
counter-revolutionary propaganda and incitement, a 

charge that carries a minimum penalty of five years 

imprisonment. 
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Mr. Wang was number one on a government list of 21 
most-wanted student leaders. He was a key figure in the 
Tiananmen Square democracy movement that was 
crushed by the Chinese army on June 4, 198%. 

Stress Faced by Activist Bao Zunxin Noted 

HK2301134891 Hone Kone TANGTAI in Chinese 
No 60, 19 Jan Y91 p $2 

[Article by Ho Po-shih (0149 0130 2457) from Being: 
“Bao Zunxin Attempted Suicide™’] 

[Text] The CPC authorities eventually began to try Bao 
Zunxin. He was formerly an associate researcher in the 

History Institute of the Chinese Academy of Social 
Sciences. The CPC authorities considered him one of the 
major “black hands” behind the 1989 pro-democracy 
movement, as he organized the drafting of several 
important declarations and statements an? played a role 

as important as Yan Jiaqi did. 

He Did Not Want To Flee the Country When Facing 
Great Danger 

In the period of the student movement, Bao Zunxin 
indeed made great efforts to promote the dialogue 
between the authorities and the students, but he was later 
accused by the government of instigating student unrest. 
In the late stage of the student movement, he felt that the 
behavior of the authorities was crazy, and he was also 
nervous and could not speak clearly. At that time, he did 
not return home and often stayed overnight at his 
friends’ houses. He also hoped his frends would take 
care of his daughter for him. After the “June 4th Inci- 
dent,” he hid out for a time, but he expressed his 
unwillingness to leave China and declined the help of 
other people who tried to arrange his escape. When the 

situation later became desperate, he went to the south 

after being urged and even driven by his friends. It was 
not easy to leave the country at that time, and he also 
wanted to stay and see how the situation would develop. 
As a result, he still returned to Beijing, and was finally 
arrested in his own house. 

He Was Willing To Bear Responsibility for His Friends 

After Bao Zunxin was arrested, he was interrogated 
several times by the authorities. According to informed 
sources, Bao Zunxin was facing great mental tension, 
and he could not withstand such tension and sometimes 
could not speak articulately. When he knew that some 
other people were also arrested, he tried to plead for 

them when being interrogated. He even told the author- 
ities that all their criminal activities were planned by 
him. However, the authorities used his confessions as 
bait to trap other arrested people. When Bao Zunxin 
knew about this, he was more seriously upset and once 
tried to commit suicide. The report about the “June 4th 
Incident” written by “Asia Watch” in the United States 
also mentioned that Bao tried to kill himself. His friends 
sighed with feeling when they heard about this. 
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Beijing University Said in Party Grip 

HK2301143691 Hong Kong MING PAO in Chinese 
22 Jan 91 p8 

[Special dispatch”: “With Wang Jialiu Replacing Wang 
Xuezhen as School Party Committee Secretary, Beiying 
University, Cradle of Democracy, Is Officially Con- 
trolied by Being Municipal CPC Committee” ] 

[Text] Wang Jialiu, deputy secretary of the Beying 
Municipal CPC Committee has recently been appointed 
Beijing University party committee secretary, while 
Wang Xuezhen, was removed from ihat post, as dis- 
closed by a Beijing source. Consequently, Beijing Uni- 
versity, the “cradle of democracy,” is officially con- 
trolled by Beying Municipal CPC Committee. 

It was unprecedented in the Chinese history of education 
for such a phenomenon to surface, by which local party 
organization directly controls a key nationa! university. 
As of now, the reshuffle of Beijing University’s leader- 
ship echelon has been completed. It 1s learned that the 
handing over procedure has already been completed: 
however, the appointment is not yet officially 
announced. 

Wang Jialiu is concurrently secretary to the Being 
Municipal Tertiary Educational Bureau Work Com- 
mittee. Ren Yanshen [0117 1750 3947], the Work Com- 
mitiee deputy secretary will be simultaneously trans- 
ferred to Beijing University as its party committee 
deputy secretary. It is said that what accounts for Wang 
Xuezhen's removal from office was the too slow progress 
of weeding out and purging on the Beying University 
campus in the wake of the “4 June” Incident. Wang 
Jialiu will concurrently keep his office of Beijing munic- 
ipal party committee deputy secretary in the wake of his 
appointment to Being University. The appointment 
aims to directly implement, on the campus, the Beijing 
municipal party committee's tough policy. 

Wang Jialiu was born in Zhejiang in 1929, a 1950 
graduate from the Department of Pedagogy, Faculty of 
Arts, Beijing University. He was secretary of the Beijing 
University Communist Youth League Committee pnor 
to Hu Qili; successively, he was appointed Beiing 
Sewing Machine Manufacturing Factory party com- 
mittee secretary, the Beijing Combine Factory of Articles 
of Everyday Use party committee deputy secretary, the 
Beijing Office for Young Educated People deputy 
director, and the Qinghua University party committee 
deputy secretary. Since 1985, he has been appointed the 
Beijing municipal party committee Tertiary Educational 
Work Committee director, and the municipal party 
committee Education Department director, and since 

1988, he has been appointed Beijing municipal party 
committee deputy secretary, and alternate member of 
the CPC 12th and 13th central committees. Wang Jialiu 
has been in charge of tertiary educational work for a long 
period, and is rather familiar with university work. On 
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many occasions during, and in the wake of, the “4 June” 
Incideni, he participated in dealing with incidents of 
campus unrest. 

Wang Xuezhen is a Communist with a long standing. On 
several occasions, he had organized students’ movement 
on the Beijing University campus before 1949. He is now 
an alternate member of the CPC Central Committee. In 
1983, he was appointed Beijing University party com- 
mittee secretary; together with its President Ding Shisun, 
the pair were known as “the two precious stones of 
Beijing University.” Since 1985, he had on several 
occasions shielded the students who participated in 
campus unrest from persecution. During the 1989 stu- 
dents’ movement, he delivered a speech in defense of 
Students’ interests at the dialogue between the students 
and Li Peng, and won students’ praises. Ding Shisun was 
compelled to resign in the wake of the “4 June™ Incident. 
For the sake of public opinion, the CPC did not 
promptly remove Wang Xuezhen from office. Wang has 
been under pressure from many directions thereafter. 

Presently, four among the eight officials on the Beijing 
University campus have been transferred from outside 
the campus, the top four on _1¢ list at that. As of now, 
Beijing University’s consolidated leading body is full 
fledged. Two other officials personally appointed its 
presidents by Li Peng are Wu Shuqing, former “Marxist- 
Leninist Economist” of the People’s University of 
China, and Lin Yanzhi, son of a senior cadre and the 
Beijing Municipal Physical Culture and Sports Commis- 
sion former chairman. 

The atmosphere of the Beijing University campus has 
been suffocating since the “4 June” Incident. The uni- 
versity authorities have tried their best to organize all 
kinds of recreational activities in an attempt to brace up 

the students but to no avail. The freshmen who had gone 
through a year of strict military training soon “wallowed 
in the mire with” the old timers; they burned their 
military uniforms, and made catcalls. On New Year's 
Day 1991, “small bottles” in every description were 
scattered everywhere on the avenue in the students’ 
dorm area. 

It was disclosed that presently, weeding out on the 
Beijing University campus is in full swing, the readjust- 
ment of the new leading body will bring a still more 
suffocating atmosphere to Beijing University. 

Official Calls for Tight Supervision of Secrets 

OW 2201144891 Beijing XINHUA Domestic Service 
in Chinese 1015 GMT 22 Jan 91 

[By RENMIN RIBAO reporter Mao Lei (3029 4320) and 
XINHUA reporter Zheng Zhanguo (6774 2069 0948)} 

[Text] Shijiazhuang, 22 Jan (XINHUA}—An Chengxin, 
deputy secretary general of the State Council, said today: 
“We should tighten the supervision over state secrets 
according to the law and strictly enforce the secrecy 
system, especially in conducting exchanges with and 
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propaganda toward foreign countries, to ensure smooth 
progress of reform and opening up and protect national 
security and interests.” 

An Chengxin made the above remarks al a secrecy work 
meeting of the central and state organs, which was held 
in Tangshan. 

He pointed out: Cases of leaking state secrets in violation 
of the secrecy law and discipline should be promptly 
reported, remedied, and punished severely. The leaking 
of state secrets, regardless of who is involved and 
whether it is an intentional or unintentional error, 
should be investigated and handled according to the 
secrecy law and discipline. As for major leaks, it is 
necessary to investigate not only the responsibilities of 
individuals involved but also the leaders concerned. 

It is understood that the central and state organs are 
places where large numbers of state secrets are concen- 
trated. Despite intensified efforts in secrecy work in 
recent years, there have been a number of serious cases 
of leaks. 

According to Shen Hongying, director of the State 
Bureau of Secrecy, this year’s secrecy work should be 
focused on tightening supervision over the strategic 
departments and enhancing the secrecy concept and 
awareness of leading cadres. He called for stepping up 
efforts to formulate secrecy rules and regulations to 
supplement the secrecy law, as well as strengthening the 
management of state secrets according to the law. It is 
necessary to keep the secrecy work of the central and 
state organs abreast of the situation of reforms and 
opening up in order to better serve the needs of national 
political, economic, and social stability and develop- 
ment. 

Relevant officials from 138 central and state depari- 
ments attended the meeting. 

Qiao Shi Meeis Outstanding Public Security Units 
OW 2401035191 Beijing XINHUA Domestic Service 
in Chinese 09058 GMT 23 Jan 91 

[By RENMIN RIBAO reporter Mao Lei (3029 4320) and 
XINHUA reporter Zhou Lixian (0719 4539 2009)) 

[Text] Beijing, 23 January (XINHUA)}—The Ministry of 
Public Security held a rally today to confer the honorific 
title of Outstanding Incorruptible and Cherish- 
the-People Grass-Roots Unit on 100 sections, police 
stations and teams, including the Yangmen Police Sta- 
tion of Beijing Municipal Public Security Pureau, and 
the political and security section of Tiayin Municipal- 
ity’s Nankai Public Security Subbureau 

Before the rally, Qiao Shi, Standing Committee member 
of the Political Bureau of the CPC Central Committee 
and secretary of the Central Commission for Political 
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and Legal Affairs, met with representatives of the 100 
outstanding grass-roots units, and extended his congrat- 
ula.ons. 

At the commendation rally, Tao Siu, minister of Public 
Security, said: Since the Fourth Plenary Session of the 
13th CPC Central Committee, public security organs at 
all levels have strongly stepped up and improved their 
ideological and political work, grappled with efforts to 
instill incorruptibility, restored and carried on the fine 
traditions of hard work, performed their duty honestly, 
and forged close ties with the people in public security 
organs. This won the praise of the party and people. 

He paid tribute to public security officers aad men, 
especially those in the forefront at the ground level, for 
their tenacity, selfless dedication, and long hours of work 
despite their heavy workload, difficulties, and poor con- 
ditions, as well as to their important contributions in 
safeguarding reform, opening to the outside world, and 
the smooth progress of the socialist modernizat_on drive. 
A large number of dedicated, impartial, honest, and 
hardworking advanced groups and individuals emerged 
as a result. 

Tao Siu noted: Maintaining social stability is the fun- 
damental precondition and necessary guarantee for real- 
izing the ten-year development plan and the Eighth 
Five-Year Plan. As an importam tool of the people's 
democratic dictatorship, public security organs must 
continue to improve themselves and work hard to raise 
the political and professional caliber of their ranks in 
order to fulfill the honorable and difficult tasks bestowed 
on them by the party and people. 

Li Xiannian Writes Names for Hubei Bridge, Hall 

HK2001003791 Wuhan Hubei Provincial Service 
in Mandarin 1000 GMT 18 Jan 91 

[Text] On 11 January Li Xianmian, chairman of the 
Chinese People’s Political Consultative Conference, 
wrote names for the Wuhan Cyangjiang Bridge No. ? 
and Wuhan Acrobatics Hall. 

Today Wuhan urban government received Li Xiannian’s 
original handwriting. 

The Wuhan Changjiang Bridge No. 2 and Wuhan Acro- 
batics Hall were two projects which Comrade Li Xian- 
nian was very much concerned about. He had hoped the 
two projects would be accomplished as soon as possible. 

The construction of the Wuhan Changjiang Bridge No. 2 
will improve te situation in which the three major cities 
in Wuhan have been too closely related to each other, 
ease the strain on the Wuhan Changjiang Bridge No. |, 
and improve Wuhan's communications. 

The construction of the Wuhan Acrobatics Hall will end 
the history that China has not had necessary facilities for 
holding international acrobatic and circus competitions. 
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The completion of these two projects will improve 
Wuhan’s investment environment, promote reform and 
opening, and stimulate the building of material and 
spiritual civilization. 

Regulation on Arbitration Bodies Approved 

OW 2201144491 Bejing XINHUA in English 
1424 GMT 22 Jan 91 

[Text] Beying, January 22 (XINHUA)}—The State 
Council, China’s highest governing body, recently 
approved an interim regulation governing the manage- 
ment of institutions responsible for arbitrating technical 
contracts. 

Li Xiaoshi, vice minister of the State Science and Tech- 
nology Commission, said that this ts a big event which 
will be instrumental in perfecting the arbitration of 
technical contracts and ensuring the healthy develop- 
ment of technical markets. 

Statistics show that on average 200,000 technical con- 
tracts, involving over seven to eight billion yuan, are 
registered cach year. 

The new regulation stipulates that China will establish a 
number of arbitration institutions which will specialize 
in disputes resulting from technical contracts. In addi- 
tion, the institutions will train a contingent of arbitra- 
iors. 

NPC Group Sponsors Civil Procedure Law Forum 

OW 2401083191 Beyine NINHUA Domestic Service 

in Chinese 1032 GMT 23 Jan 91 

[By RENMIN RIBAO reporter Mao Lei (3029 4320) and 
XINHUA reporter Zhang Sutang (1728 1372 1016)] 

[Text] Bening, 23 Jan (XINHUA}—A forum on the 
revision of the “Civil Procedure Law (for Trial Imple- 
mentation), sponsore by the Law Committee of the 
National People’s Congress [NPC] and the Legislative 
Affairs Comrussion of the NPC Standing Committee, 
closed in Beying today. Invited to attend the nine-day 
forum were responsible comrades from civil and evo- 
nomic tribunals at a'l levels, responsible comrades from 
various courts, legal experts, responsible comrades fron, 
legal affairs departments of certain local people's con- 
gresses, and responsible comrades from other depart- 
ments concerned. 

The Civil Procedure Law (for Trial Implementation) was 
adopted after deliberation by the 22d Session of the Fifth 
NPC Standing Committee in 1982. In December 1990, 
the !7th Session of the Seventh NPC Standing Com- 
mittee heard an explanation for a draft revision of this 
law and then conducted a discussicn on the draft revi- 
$10n. 

Wang Hanbin, vice chairman of the NPC Standing 
Committee, said at the forum: Experience in the trial 
imp’ mentation of the Civil Procedure Law over the !ast 
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eight years shows that the law is feasible, in genera!. !i 
has played a vital role in enabling the courts to properiy 
conduct trials on civil cases and to accumulate experi- 
ence in this respect. Nonetheless, some articles in the law 
are not perfect. In particular, many new circumstances 
and questions have appeared during the course of reform 
and opening to the outside world along with the devel- 
opment of the socialist commodity economy. All these 
require that the law be supplemented and revised 
accordingly. 

Wang Hanbin said: For years, it has been our practice to 
ask those doing practical work, as well as legal experts, to 
join our discussions when we are drafting or studying 
mayor laws. We also ask the opinions of various localities 
and all departments concerned. Basically, we have to rely 
on collective wisdom and experience. 

At the forum, legal experts and judicial workers carried 
out earnest discussions on the draft revision of the “Civil 
Procedure Law (for Trial Implementation)” and offered 
many useful suggestions. 

The participants said: A difficult problem at present is 
that many court decisions on civil cases have not been 
implemented. In some cases, the problem is that the 
debtor has no money to repay the debt or is trying to 
repudiate the debt. In other cases, the debtor has trans- 
ferred his assets to others. In still other cases, the local 
court does not want to help implement the decision or 
the local authorities have interfered in ihe implementa- 
tion of the decision, which they fear would hurt their 
local interests. There are also instances in which the 
parties concerned, relying on their strong backing, obsti- 
naiely refuse to comply with the decisions made by the 
court.. All such things should be controlled by law. 

Some legal experts, through investigation at the grass- 
roots level, have discovered that some civil cases 
deserving trials have not been dealt with by the courts. 
The reason is that some cases are complicated and hard 
to handle. So the courts refuse to handle them in order to 
get rid of the trouble, or they let them be shifted around. 
In some instances, the cases have not been dealt with for 
fear that local intwrests would be hurt. In some instances, 
there is even the problem of “intercession.” The draft 
revision, the legal experts said, should contain some 
corrective measures for these. 

Some responsible court personnel pointed out at the 
forum: At present, some parties involved in lawsuits 
refuse to appear in court despite repeated summonses. 
Some witnesses, :nc'uding both individuals and units, 
are unwilling to give testimony. They fear that their 
testimonies will offend other people. In some instances, 
the parties involved in lawsuits are unruly in court or 
even use force to threaten the judge. These problems 
pose great difficulties te the court in handling lawsuits. 
The draft revision, these responsible court personnel 
suggested, should contain explicit provisions in this 
respect. 
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Some comrades from local people's congresses said: At 
present, certain judicial personnel fail to understand 

fuiiy the importance of establishing the lawyer system to 
perfect the socialist legal system, nor do they have an 
adequate understanding of the positive effect of suffi- 
cient debate on the correct handling of lawsuit cases and 
on the prevention of incorrect misjudgments. Some do 
not allow the lawyer to debate sufficiently. Others even 
drive the lawyer out of the court. On the other hand, 
some lawyers have been found to disregard professional 
ethics, facts, and laws. They have deliberately worked 
out schemes for their clients and have collaborated with 
their clients or witnesses in fabricating false evidence. 
Attention should be given to all these problems in 
revising the Civil Procedure Law. 

Representatives at the forum carried out animated dis- 
cussions on the petition of civil cases, legal supervision 

by procuratorial organs, the procedure for pressing 
repayment of debts, security during court proceedings, 
and mediation. Many concrete suggestions were put 
forward for revising the law. 

The participants expressed hope that through concen- 

trated efforts and by combining the theory and practice 
of the law into an organic whole, the revised law will be 
a socialist civil procedure law conforming to China's 
national conditions, conducive to the sound operation of 
the mechanism of the socialist commodity economy, and 
noted for its distinct Chinese characteristics. 

Publication of Intellectual Rights Journal Marked 

OW 2201195291 Beijing XINHUA Domestic Service 
in Chinese 0618 GMT 22 Jan 91 

[By reporter Zhuo Peirong (0587 1014 2837)] 

[Text] Beijing, 22 Jan (XINHUA}—The intellectual 
property rights sector has enjoyed sound development 
during 10-year reform and open policy period and has 
set up a preliminary system in our country. 

Briefing a forum celebrating the inauguration of the 
“ZHISHI CHANQUAN [INTELLECTUAL PROP- 
ERTY RIGHTS)” journa! on 2! January, Gao Lulin, 
director of the council of the China Society of Intellec- 
tual Property Rights Studies and director of the State 
Patent Bureau of China, said: Now that China has its 
own patent law, trademark law, and copyright law, it has 
established the system of intellectual property mghts. 
The patent law and the trademark law have played 
important roles in protecting intellectual property rights 
and encouraging inventions and innovations since their 
implementation. The State Patent Bureau of China pro- 
cessed 167,000 applications for patents on inventions, 
practical new models, and exterior designs, granting 
approval to 63,000 cases by the end of 1990. There are 
now over 270,000 trademarks with valid registration 
throughout the country. The number of new registered 
trademarks and patent applications processed reached 
around $0,000 cases and 40,000 cases respectively in 
1990. Patented items have produced tremendous fortune 
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for society. The total transaction amount of trade con- 
tracts concluded at the second international patents fair, 
new technologies, and new products held in Guangzhou 
in November last year alone reached over 800 million 
yuan renminbi; those contracts generated foreign 
exchange in excess of $160 million. The emphasis on 
trademarks and patents illustrate their increasing impor- 

tance in the daily economic, scientific, and technological 
work in our country. 

Our couniry’s copyright law was passed by the plenary 
session of the Standing Committee of the National 
People’s Congress [NPC] last September and will be 
formally implemented this June. 

Meanwhile, China has also made smooth progress in 
international cooperation and exchanges in the sphere of 
intellectual property rights. China has successively par- 
ticipated in the UN World Intellectual Property Rights 
Organization, the Paris Convention on Protection of 
Industrial Property Rights, the International Permits 
and Traders Association, the Madrid Agreement on 
International Registration of Trademarks, and the 
Treaty on Intellectual Property Rights for Integrated 
Circuits. 

The State Patent Bureau of China and the World Intel- 
lectual Property Rights Organization jointly sponsored a 
“world symposium on an international patent system in 
the 21st century” which achieved satisfactory success. 

Gao Lulin said: Because the system of intellectual prop- 
erty rights is something that has just recently emerged as 
a result of our implementation of the reform and open 
policy, because it has just made its debut on the stage of 
China’s history, because most Chinese have but a com- 
paratively vague concept of intellectual property rights, 
and because the Chinese people are still under the 
influence of outmoded systems and worldly ideas, the 
task of protecting intellectual property rights are still 
very heavy in our couniry. The Chinese Government 
and the circle of intellectual property rights in China still 
need to make even greater efforts in this endeavor. The 
burden is heavy and the road is long for the intellectual 
property rights sector in China. 

Beijing To Step Up Selection of Reserve Cadres 

HK2301015991 Hong Kong WEN WEI PO in Chinese 
22 Jan 91 p 2 

[““Dispatch” by staff reporter Chen Chien-ping (7115 
1696 1627): “Beijing Steps Up Examination of Reserve 
Cadres for Provincial and Ministerial Posts This Year” 

[Text] Sources have revealed that the CPC’s top hier- 
archy has made a decision on organizational and per- 
sonnel matters; that is: To concentrate efforts in exam- 
ining and selecting a large number of reserve cadres for 
provincial and ministerial posts starting this year. This is 
another major organizational and personnel measure 
following the selection of the “ihird ladder team” by the 
CPC’s top hierarchy in 1983. 
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The reports indicated that the top hierarchy has realized 

the urgency of selecting top-level cadres. Since the start 
of 1983, the central authorities have chosen a number of 
reserve cadres, with a great number of them already 
moving up to leading posts while others have been 
eliminated. However, the law of nature cannot be 
resisted: The ages of the people in the leading teams at all 
levels have generally gone up. Hence, the question of 
active recruitment of successors has been put on top of 
the agenda. Reports said that the top hierarchy has asked 
the number one men in all provinces and departments to 
intervene personally in this task and demanded that the 
job be carried out actively and not passively, seriously 
and not ambiguously. 

Furthermore, the CPC’s top hierarchy has stressed that 
the exchange of work among provincial level cadres 
which was conducted last year will be continued. Last 
year, more than 100 provincial level cadres underwent 
work reassignments in the provinces. The top hierarchy 
maintained that the pace of the work reassignments will 
be stepped up further. Reports indicated that the top 
hierarchy has decided that aside from continuing with 
the horizontal exchanges between provincial level 
cadres, \ertical exchanges will also be introduced. 
Cadres from the county sections as well as bureaus and 
divisions of central state organs will be assigned to work 
at the grass roots and in enterprises. On the other hand, 
grass-roots level cadres will be designated to work in 
central state organs. The adoption of such horizontal and 
vertical exchanges will help prevent cadres from using 
their connections and influence to put their own people 
in government posts. 

Reports said that the CPC's top hierarchy has also 
outlined its demands on the ongoing personnel and 
organizational work, the principal features being: It is 
necessary to take a good grasp of four aspects of work 
this year, namely: Unity within the leading groups at 
provincial level, clean government, democratic life, and 
theoretical studies; the central authorities will convene a 
special conference to deal with the existing party-state 
relationships and plant manager-party secretary relation- 
ships in an enterprise; the reform of the cadre system 
should be intensified, including the perfection of the 
policy on hiring and appointments, and the selection of 
cadres from among outstanding workers and peasants; 
party schools at all levels should be mobilized to provide 
training for cadres at provincial level in order to upgrade 
their theoretical quality and prevent them from being at 
a loss during crucial moments, or even going astray. 

Chen Lei Attends Memorial Service for Xin Cheng 

§$K2201074691 Harbin Heilongjiang Provincial 
Service in Mandarin 1000 GMT 20 Jan 91 

[Excerpt] This morning, a ceremony was held at the Anxi 
Hall of the Harbin Xiangyangshan Revolutionary Cem- 
etery to allow the people to pay their last respects to the 

remains of Xin Cheng, excellent member of the CPC, a 
loyal communist fighter, former vice chairman of the 
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Standing Committee of the Fifth Heilongjiang Provin- 
cial People’s Congress, and member of the leading party 
group of the provincial People’s Congress. 

Attending the ceremony were provincial party, govern- 
ment, and military leaders, including Sun Weiben, Shao 
Qihui, Wang Zhao, and Wang Luming. Also attending 
were Chen Lei, member of the Central Advisory Com- 
mission; Li Jianbai, Standing Committee member of the 
National People’s Congress; Zhao Dezun and Chen 
Jianfei, retired veteran cadres; and hundreds of the 
masses of various circles. Sending wreaths to the remains 
were the Organizational Department of the CPC Central 
Committee, the General Office of the National People’s 
Congress, the Ministry of State Security, the 
Heilongjiang provincial party committee, the provincial 
Advisory Commission, the provincial People’s Congress, 
the provincial government, the provincial committee of 
the Chinese People’s Political Consu'iative Conference, 
the provincial Discipline Inspection Commission, the 
various departments, commissions, and offices directly 
under the provincial authorities, and some prefectures 
and cities. 

Also sending messages of condolence and wreaths were 
Yang Yichen, Li Lian, and Ren Zhongyi. [passage 
omitted] 

Article on Distribution According to Work 

HK2201080391 Beijing LIAOQWANG in Chinese 
No 53, 31 Dec 90 pp 31-33 

[Article by Xiong Jiuling (3574 0046 3781): “Distribu- 
tion According to Work and Selfless Dedication”) 

[Text] Distribution according to work is a socialist 
distribution principle and an important economic policy 
of the country as well. Selfless dedication is a demand by 
communist ideology on Communists and is a component 
of communist ideals. The relation between distribution 
according to work and selfless dedication is actually a 
relation between this policy and the morality and ideals 
we advocate. How are the role and relation of the two in 
socialist practice? How should Communist Party mem- 
bers handle the relation of the two? These questions have 
aroused widespread concern among people. 

The Relation Between Distribution According to Work 
and Selfless Dedication Is in Dialectical Unity 

The principle of distribution according to work and the 
spirit of selfless dedication are products of socialist 
practice. In the course of establishing the theory of 
scientific socialism, the founders of Marxism provided 
this blueprint for future socialism: In socialist society, 
the proletarians and working people will hold political 
power and build socialist public ownership superior to 
capitalist private ownership a hundredfold. The people’s 
material benefit will be ensured under the principle of 

“from each according to his ability, to each according to 
his work.”’ Subsequently socialist practice in the Soviet 
Union and China proved the correctness of the Marxist 
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principle on socialist distribution. Selfless dedication 1s a 
demand by communist ideology on Communists and 
advanced elements. The proletariat and the communist 
movement demand that millions of advanced elements 
should work for communism and dedicate themselves to 
communism. Without selfless dedication, the success of 
socialism will be unimaginable. The success of the Chi- 
nese revolution and the development of China’s con- 
struction have been the results of selfless dedication by 
countless revolutionary martyrs, heroes, and the masses. 
Without the principle of distribution according to work, 
it is impossible to develop the socialist productive forces; 
without the spirit of selfless dedication, it is impossible 
to form and consolidate the socialist system. Thus it can 
be seen that distribution according to work and selfless 
dedication are indispensable conditions for socialist con- 
struction. In the meantime they are also the inevitable 
results of socialism. Their role is equally important in 
socialist practice and their relation is one of dialectical 
unity of opposites. The implementation of distribution 
according to work cannot be separated from the propa- 
gation of selfless dedication. The spirit of selfless dedi- 
cation will help improve the socialist distribution 
system, develop production, and thus provide a material 
basis for the transition to communism. It will also help 
improve morality in society, push forward spiritual 
civilization, and thus provide spiritual conditions for the 
transition to communism. There is an opposite aspect 
between distribution according to work and selfless 
dedication. These two cannot be completely equated. 
There is also a unanimous aspect between them, and this 
finds expression in the great practice of building 
socialism and communism. In this respect, these two 
cannot be separated from each other. 

In the international communist movement, however, it 
is often the case that selfless dedication is equated with 
distribution according to work or that distribution 
according to work is used to negate selfless dedication. 
For a period after the Soviet October Revolution, some 
people overemphasized communist labor spirit to the 
neglect of distribution according to work. This was 
laying too much emphasis on spiritual role to the neglect 
of material benefit, thus going beyond the development 
level of the then productive forces and the people’s 
consciousness. Using selfless dedication to replace dis- 
tribution according to work caused some negative influ- 
ences on socialist construction, and the people’s enthu- 
siasm in work and their initiative in production were 

hampered. Subsequently, Lenin discovered this trend 
and resolutely introduced a new economic policy, 
thereby bringing the people’s initiative into play. Lenin 
summed up this profound principle: In building 
socialism and transforming into communism, “instead 
of directly relying on enthusiasm, we should rely on our 
care for individual interests and economic accounting 
with the help of enthusiasm arising from the great 
revolution.... otherwise we cannot lead the millions into 
communism.” China also had similar lessons in its 
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socialist construction. In the past, we negated the prin- 
ciple governing material benefit and practiced egalitari- 
anism in the distribution of individual consumer goods. 
This seriously dampened the working people’s initiative, 
hampered the development of the productive forces, and 
distorted the spirit of selfless dedication. After the Third 
Plenary Session of the 11th CPC Central Committee, 
this situation was put right, the principle of distribution 
according to work was put into effect in the course of 
reform and opening up, and the people’s socialist initia- 
tive rose to an unprecedented height. Over the last few 
years another trend has emerged, in which the principle 
of distribution according to work is used to negate the 
spirit of selfless dedication. Some people think this way, 
since this is the initial stage of socialism practicing 
distribution according to work, the spirit of selfless 
dedication should not be encouraged. This is setting the 
principle of distribution according to work against the 
spirit of selfless dedication. The purpose of practicing 
distribution according to work is to protect the laborers’ 
material benefit, to bring their socialist initiative into 
play, to speed up socialist modernization, and to 
encourage them to work more diligently for socialism 
and themselves. The implementation of distribution 
according to work constitutes not only the material 
confirmation of laborers’ work achievements, but also 
the spiritual confirmation of their initiative in socialist 
construction. In other words, this will encourage socialist 
laborers to display their selfless dedication everywhere. 
Using distribution according to work to negate selfless 
dedication will not stand because this does not corre- 
spond with China’s socialist construction. In present-day 
China, laborers work under the principle of distribution 
according to work, with society confirming both their 
work achievements and selfless dedication. The practical 
system of socialism (distribution according to work) is 
being integrated with the lofty ideal of communism in 
China. 

Communist Party Members Should Be the Examples of 
Selfless Dedication and Practicing Distribution 
According to Work 

Communist Party members should be paragons of self- 
less dedication, because their purpose is serving the 
people. If a party member cannot make selfless dedica- 
tion, he cannot be counted among the qualified ones. 

Communist Party members should also play an exem- 
plary role in practicing distribution according to work. 
This comprises two meanings: One is that they should 
perform their work strictly according to the party’s line, 
principles, and policies; honestly implement the prin- 
ciple of distribution according to work; make each 
laborer’s work achievements correspond with the efforts 
he devotes to society; protect laborers’ initiative; and 
educate those who have not displayed their efforts to a 
maximum so that they will work hard. The other is that, 
as other ordinary laborers, party members should also be 
governed by the principle of distribution according to 
work. The principle of distribution according to work 
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also applies to Communist Party members. Party mem- 
bers should not get more than they is entitled to, nor 
should they be afraid to get more benefit from more 
work. In some people’s minds, Communist Party mem- 
bers should make selfless dedication, but it will be a 
breach of their true qualities for Communist Party 
members to benefit more from more work. This is a 
one-sided viewpoint, because Communist Party mem- 
bers enjoy equal rights as ordinary laborers in the distri- 
bution of social products. In the new situation of reform 
and opening up. our party has formulated a number of 
new policies, one of which is allowing some people to 

become better off ahead of others through honest labor. 
Naturally, these people include Communist Party mem- 
bers. The rational remunerations they gain from honest 
labor are entitled to legal protection. Communist Party 
members who benefit more from more work should not 
be regarded as being ideologically impure and morally 
low. Of course, Communist Party members should not 
forget their ideals while making themselves better off. 
The purpose of the party in encouraging some peopie to 
become better off ahead of others is to allow more people 
to achieve common prosperity. Therefore Communist 
Party members should always remember the party’s 
instructions and bear in mind the principle of whole- 

heartedly serving the people and working in their inter- 
ests. Only thus can they preserve the true qualities of 
Communist Party members and lead the people in 
achieving common prosperity. In this sense, Communist 
Party members should be paragons of implementing the 
principle of distribution according to work, and this is of 

profound and practical significance. 

Stress Should Be Laid on the Practical Significance of 
the Dialectical Unity Between Distribution According to 
Work and Selfless Dedication 

After the Third Plenary Session of the | 1th CPC Central 
Committee, the party began to lead the people in car- 

rying out reform. Reform has added vitality and vigor to 
China’s socialism and yielded great achievements known 
all over the world. There are also faults in the course of 
reform. A conspicuous example is laxity in spiritual 
civilization while devoting major efforts to material 
civilization. All sorts of unhealthy and corrupt practices 

have appeared in society and the party, and unfairness in 
distribution is spreading in social life. The people bear 
strong resentment against this. To change this situation, 
there is a need to reiterate the principle of distribution 
according to work, to encourage the spirit of selfless 
dedication, and promote the coordinated development 

of socialist material and spiritual civilization. Only by 

strictly implementing the principle of distribution 

according to work will it be possible to overcome and 
eliminate unfairness in distribution, to provide protec- 

tion for laborers’ legitimate personal interests, and to 
preserve the people’s enthusiasm in socialist construc- 

tion. Similarly, © ly by encouraging the spirit of selfless 
dedication will it be possible to improve morality in the 
entire society, to promote socialist spiritual civilization, 

to bring about a fundamental change for the better in 
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party style and social habits, and to implement the 
principle of distribution according to work in a better 
manner. 

Socialism requires both economic prosperity and social 
progress, and the spirit of selfless dedication leading to 
the realization of communist morality is an indispens- 
able factor in achieving this social progress. We can well 
imagine, as long as we sum up historical experiences and 
lessons and have a good idea of the unity between 
distribution according to work and selfless dedication, 
we are sure to make greater successes in socialist material 
and spiritual civilizations. 

Plenum Reform, Opening Up Proposal Discussed 

HK2301023391 Hong Kong LIAOWANG OVERSEAS 
EDITION in Chinese No 2, 14 Jan 91, p 1 

[“Letter From Beijing” by Bao Xin (7637 0207): *Per- 
meated With Reform and Opening Up to the Outside 

World”} 

[Text] My brother: 

The 13th CPC Central Committee’s Seventh Plenary 
Session concluded at the end of last month, and the 
“CPC Central Commitiee Proposal on the Formulation 
of the 10-year program and the Eighth Five-Year Plan 
for the Development of the National Economy and for 
Social Development” adopted by the plenum have 
attracted close attention from people at home and 
abroad. 

The Central Committee plenum was held in late 
December because the discussion on the 10-year pro- 
gram and the Eighth Five-Year Plan was of great impor- 
tance. A decision would be made on how to achieve the 
second-phase strategic objective in the crucial period of 
the next 10 years and how to regenerate China and push 
the socialist modernization drive in the four aspects to a 
new developmental stage. Therefore, a longer time was 
needed to fully consider and car-fully arrange the plans. 

The plenum’s “proposal” is divided into seven parts, 
which include 72 points. It profoundly sums up our 
experience in construction and reform over the past 
more than 10 years, and realistically puts forth the basic 
tasks and various principles and policies for China's 
economic and social development in the next decade and 
in the Eighth Five-Year Plan period. This important 
programmatic document came about after full discus- 
sions over a long time. Last year, the CPC central 
leadership first forwarded an initial draft of the “pro- 
posal.” In September, the central leadership held an 
economic forum attended by responsible people of var- 
ious departments of the CPC Central Committee and 
State Council and leaders of various provinces, munici- 
palities, and autonomous regions. They focused their 
discussions on the basic outline of the 10-year program 
and the Eighth Five-Year Plan, and made major revi- 
sions of the initial draft. Then, the draft was issued to 
various central departments and localities for soliciting 
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more opinions. At the same time, the party leaders 

invited nonparty personages to a discussion meeting, 
and seriously listened to their opinions. After soliciting 
opinions extensively inside and outside the party, the 
CPC Central Committee Political Bureau held a plenary 
meeting to discuss and revise the document before it was 
submitted to the Central Committee’s seventh plenum. 
Further discussions were unfolded at the plenum, and 
Central Committee members spoke out freely. More 
than 190 opinions on revising the document were 
expressed. Therefore. the “proposal” undoubtedly rep- 

resents the crystallization of the wisdom of all quarters 
concerned inside and outside the party, and is the best 
blueprint for construction and reform drawn up on the 
basis of a high degree of consensus. Facts proved that the 
seventh plenum followed the |6-character principle from 
beginning to end, and the principle was “seeking truth 
from facts, carrying forward democracy, keeping a firm 
conviction, and strengthening unity.” 

A marked characteristic of the plenum and the “pro- 
posal” adopted by the plenum was to consistently adhere 
to the spirit of reform and opening up from beginning to 
end. The opinion which held that China’s reform and 
opening up would “come to a standstill” or even “retro- 

gress” was completely out of keeping with facts in reality. 
If you do not believe, you may see the following facts: 

First, the seventh plenum’s official communique explic- 
itly pointed out that firmly advancing reform and 
opening up is an iniportant guiding principle for the 
formulation and implementation of the 10-year program 
and the Eighth Five-Year Plan. Reform must be further 
carried out in depth, and the scale of opening up must be 
further expanded in light of the needs in the productive 
forces’ development on the basis of summing up the 

reform and opening-up experience in the 1980's. Some 
people in the West often look at China’s reform and 
opening up through colored spectacles. The criterion 
they use to appraise reform and opening up in socialist 
countries is whether pluralism and the multiparty system 

are adopted in the political field and whether privatiza- 
tion and the market economy are adopted in the eco- 
nomic field. In short, they tend to see whether the 
reforms are carried out in light of their own values, 
economic views, and “human rights and democracy” 
model. If they find this is not the case, they will 
denounce the situation as stagnation or retrogression. In 
fact, China has long announced to the world that China’s 
reform is aimed at promoting the self-improvement and 
development of the socialist system, promoting the 
development of productive forces and overall social 
progress, and bringing the superiority of the socialist 
system into full play. No matter whether such reform will 
satisfy some Westerners’ taste or not, China will firmly 
advance along this path of reform and opening up. 

Second, the “proposal” concretely stipulates the policies 
and measures for deepening economic structural reform 
in the future. In the next 10 years, efforts will be made to 
establish a new economic structure which integrates the 
planned economy with market regulation and gives ful 
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play to the advantages of strong points of the two sides. 
This is a creative project on a grand scale. We shall guard 
against the tendency toward the neglect of the planned 
economy’s role, and shall also correct the viewpoint 
which regards the functioning of the market forces as a 
capitalist practice. In rural reforms, the responsibility 
system based on household output contracts will be kept 

stable on a long-term basis and will be continuously 
improved. In the future, the in-depth reforms will be 
focused on actively developing the social service systems 
and perfecting the double-tiered management structure. 
The central task in the enterprise reforms will be to 
reinforce the vigor and dynamism of large and medium- 
sized enterprises. The responsibility system based on 
management contracts will be further improved. Condi- 
tions will be gradually created for “the separation of 
profits from taxes, the after-tax loan repayment, and the 

after-tax contract.”’ The price reform will be continued in 
the orientation of leaving the prices of a small number of 
key commodities and labor service items in the scope of 
State management and subjecting the prices of most 
commodities and labor service items to market regula- 
tion. In addition, structural reforms will also be carried 
out in the fields of circulation, finance, taxation, 
banking, planning, investment, employment, and wages. 

At the same time, efforts will also be made to advance 
the political structural reform through improving the 
People’s Congress system and the political consultation 
system, reforming the administrative structure and the 
personnel system, streamlining institutions, raising work 
efficiency, and building socialist democratic politics. 

Third, in the next 10 years, the scale of opening up will 
be further expanded. This is China’s basic national 
strategy. Every possible means will be used in order to 
ensure export’s stable growth; feasible and effective 
policies and flexible measures will be adopted for run- 
ning the special economic zones better and consolidating 
and developing the technological development zones, 
the open cities, and the open zones; the economic 
development strategy for the coastal areas will be carried 
out continuously, and the outwardly oriented economies 
will be developed; and the structural reform will be 
carried out in foreign trade so that the subsidiary mech- 
anisms for the foreign trade enterprises can be gradually 
replaced with mechanisms for them to bear sole respon- 
sibility for their own profits and losses. 

Reform and opening up constitute a course of building a 
powerful country, and is an important and inseparable 

component part of the CPC’s basic line. Only by firmly 
advancing reform and opening up can we achieve the 
second-phase strategic objective and achieve the aim of 
regenerating China. This is precisely why the whole 
nation, from top to bottom, is determined to deepen 
reform and expand the scale of opening up. 
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Journalists’ Association Conference Evaluated 

HK2401055391 Hong Kong TANGTAI in Chinese 
No 60, 19 Jan 91 p 52 

[Article by Ho Po-shih (0149 0130 2457) from Beijing: 
“CPC Revises Journalists’ Association Report; Freedom 

of the Press Is Not Mentioned; the Press Law Is Shelved 
Indefinitely”} 

[Text] The All-China Journalists’ Association convoked 
a conference on 15 January. In the original report 
submitted to the conference, the draftsman had men- 
tioned freedom of the press and press reform, but such 
contents could hardly pass the CPC top echelon’s cen- 
sorship. 

Long-Term Effects of Leftist Ideological Trends 

According to normal CPC practice, the major documents 
of any conference must be submitted to the party com- 
mittee for its deliberation beforehand. The All-China 
Journalists’ Association is a nongovernmental organiza- 
tion, but its members are mostly journalist workers, 
which is a sensitive trade. For this reason, the CPC has 
never relaxed its grip over the Journalists’ Association. 
Its chairman, Wu Lengxi, has been in charge of the work 
since 1954 (the organization was formerly the All-China 
Journalists’ Federation,) and all along has kept the 
Journalists’ Association under control, while he himself 
has been secretary to Hu Qiaomu, one of the CPC “leftist 
diehards.”’ This being the case, “leftist loyalists” have 
dominated the association’s work. 

The Press Law Is Shelved Again 

It is learned that, aside from writing off freedom to the 
press and press reform, the CPC has de facto shelved the 
drafting of the Press Law, which has long been in the 
making. Earlier, the China Press and Publications 
Administration, Hu Jiwei (former director of RENMIN 
RIBAO Office, concurrently former National People’s 
Congress Standing Committee member, removed from 
offices in the wake of the “4 June” Incident), and the 
Shanghai Academy of Social Sciences had separately 
studied and drafted the Press Law, which the authorities 
suppressed, while Hu Jiwei and others’ research data 
were “merged,” with an explicit order that the China 
Press and Publications Administration alone take charge 
of the research (under the responsibility of its deputy 
director, Wang Qianghua); consequently, the body under 

Hu Jiwei was elbowed out of the Press Law drafting 
panel. Actually, there was nothing wrong for an official 
body to conduct the Press Law research and drafting, but 
recently the CPC has simply put the whole thing off. 

According to personalities participating in the work, the 
Press Law and press reform have already been shelved 
for a long time. 

Reshuffle of the Journalists’ Association 

In addition, a source has it that a reshuffle will take place 
at the current A\’-China Journalists’ Association. The 
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authorities plan to transfer XINHUA NEWS AGENCY 
Director Mu Qing to take charge of the association, but 
Mu Qing would not agree. There is no last word about 
the matter yet. In any case, this has reflected some of the 
authorities’ intention. 

Banned Book on Party History Examined 

Part One 

HK2401060791 Hong Kong TANGTALI in Chinese 
No 58, 5 Jan 91 pp 14-15 

[First instalment of article by Kuo Chien (6753 1017): 

“The Novel Bartle of Xiang Jiang Is Banned”) 

[Text] In August 1989, a report written by Li Ruging, of 
the Nanjing Military Region, was published as a novel. 
The book provides a background for the late 1934 Red 
Army’s breakthrough of the Xiang Jiang blockade, in 
which half of its 100,000 troops were eliminated, by 
describing the activities of such figures as Mao Zedong, 
Zhou Enlai, Li De, Bo Gu, and Chiang Kai-shek. Using 
historical facts, it reverses the unjust verdicts by the CPC 
official history on “mistaken lines” and restores human 
faces to Chiang Kai-shek, Li De, and Bo Gu, who long 
had been painted as little better than devils. 

The 430,000-word Battle of Xiang Jiang devotes many 
pages to Mao Zedong’s words and deeds, and analyzes 
his psychology. It reveals that he read few Marxist- 
Leninist works, but many books from the feudal ages; 
idolized and actively praised Qin Shihuang; and loved to 
apply feudalistic scheming to innner-party struggle. Mao 
Zedong distorted the original meanings of Marxism- 
Leninism, taking poverty rather than revolutionariness 
as the standard, and feudalizing the political power in 
Soviet Areas. This erroneous line has persisted to this 
day. 

The fifth edition of STUDY OF CPC PARTY HIS- 
TORY this year ran an article criticizing Li Ruging by 
name: “Under his pen, good guys in history become 
unlovable and bad guys do not appear hateful. He insists 
on painting devils as humans.” It also accused Li Ruqing 
“of failing to highlight historical facts such as communist 
heroism, the cruelty of reactionaries, and the damage 
wrought by wrong lines.” The article stressed that Mao 
Zedong believed in Marxism- Leninism, but did not 
apply it mechanically and that ke respected traditional 

culture, but was not pedantic. It accused Li Ruging of 
deviating from facts when he said of Mao that he 
“mentioned very little Marxism-Leninism, but was fond 
of quoting Confucius and Zhuang Zi.” 

Mao Zedong Intended To Rule China With Marx Plus 
Qin Shihuang 

The Battle of Xiang Jiang repeatedly pointed out that 
Mao Zedong loved the ancient classics and was an expert 
in the study of ancient Chinese philosophy. Mao's 

mother, Wen Qimei, was a devout Buddhist, and under 
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her influence Mao throughout his childhood wholeheart- 
edly believed in the little Buddha statue on the altar at 
home. During the civil war, there may have been times 
when Mao did not have enough to eat or wear and was 
on the road in desperate plight, but the caseloads of 
books were never away from him. In the bookcases were 
the Spring and Autumn of Lu Shi, Hansard of the 
Zhenguan Era, Romance of the Three Kingdoms, poems 
from the Tang and Song Dynasties, and even the Golden 
Lotus. Mao did not speak any foreign languages and 
could not read the original works by Marx and Lenin. 
The few translations of Anti-Duhring, The State and 
Revolution and Left-wing Communism, An Infantile Dis- 
order Mao seldom borrowed. He sometimes leafed 
through them, but did not seem to study them inten- 
sively. The vice chairman of the Military Commission at 
the time, Wang Jiaxiang, who had been a brilliant 
student in Soviet Russia, advised Mao to read Marxism- 
Leninism, but Mao talked with Wang at length about 
Huai Nanzi, Statesman’s Talks, and Chronicles of the 
Three Emperors. During the Long March when Mao 
talked with his teacher, Xu Teli, about ruling the country 
he quoted lessons from Historical Record and Hansard of 
the Zhengguan Era. He said that to rule China, we had to 
Sinicize Western things and could seize heaven and earth 
only with Marx plus Qin Shihuang. In 1932, the Soviet 
Area Central Bureau called the Ningdu Meeting, which 
criticized Mao Zedong for taking a peasant line and 
relieved him of military power. Mao knew he had lost 
the game; he did not defend or criticize himself, but 
merely quoted from Lie Z/: “In this world no rationale 
remains a rationale forever, and no event remains per- 
manently condemned. What was adopted yesterday 1s 
discarded today, and what is discarded today may well 
be adopted in the future.” With this he voiced his 
complaints and his intention to stage a comeback later. 
Much later, when Mao studied / Ching, he felt that the 
change in Ningdu meant that the dragon would lay lov 
and descend again when it was time for it to assert itsel/. 

Li De was the military adviser sent by the Comintern. He 
pointed out that Mao distorted and smuggled his own 
ideas in Marxist concepts. Mao admitted that the prole- 

tarian class was the leading force. His class distinctions 
were not based on the historical status of social produc- 

tion and definite relationships linked with production 
materials, but on income and living standards, in effect 
negating the leading role of the working class. Mao had 
had very little contact with the urban working class but 
was intimately close to the peasants. Mao downplayed 
urban workers’ movements, thinking that only the 
peasant army's armed struggle held significance. Mao 
looked down on “Westernized scholars” like as Bo Gu, 
who he believed could recite passages from Marxism- 
Leninism and begin each statement with a reference 
from ancient Greece, while knowing nothing about Chi- 
nese history and unable to resolve practical problems. 
Mao despised intellectuals, believing that their minds 
were stuffed with grand concepts while they had no real 
contact with the specifics and no solid foundation, were 
impudent, and were good with words but had no real 
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knowledge. Although the CPC power was still in its 
embryonic stage in the Jiangxi Soviet Area period, the 
seeds for the disaster of the Cultural Revolution that was 
to occur 30 years later, were already present. On the 
branches of great Marxism-Leninism was borne the fruit 
of feudalism: The root cause of such an outcome lay in 
the ruling equation of Marx plus Qin Shihuang created 

by Mao Zedong. 

Zhou Enlai Was a Confucian Chancellor 

Without doubt, Zhou Enlai was the most loved leader in 
the 70 years of CPC history. Even intellectuals ravaged 
by class struggle respect him. A CPC member’s proudesi 
Statement used to be: I am first a communist, then a 
Chinese, but even when the ultra-leftist ideological cur- 
rent was at its height, Zhou still insisted: | am Chinese, 
and secondly, | am a communist. Li Ruging publicly 
declared that he did not idolize anybody and all great 
figures were subjects for his pen. He despises those 
sycophantic writers who, in their biographies of leaders, 
knelt before their subjects, sang their praises, and 
avoided exposing the leaders’ inner secrets, failings, 
mistakes, and indignities. Mao Zedong found the answer 
in the peasant line. Along that line, he battled and 
succeeded in establishing a 3 million-strong Central 
Soviet Area. However, the CPC central authorities— 
represented by Wang Ming, Bo Gu, and Li De—abused 
the authority of the Comintern and framed Mao Zedong 
with the charge of taking a rightist line, and with that, 
stripped Mao of military power at the Ningdu Meeting. 
Zhou Enlai, with all his extraordinary composure and 
serenity, could not but obey the wrong decision. Though 
the vice chairman of the Military Commission and 
secretary of the Soviet Area Central Bureau, he was given 
only the post of Red Army General Political Commissar, 
a post previously held by Mao Zedong. Scrupulous and 
apprehensive, Zhou Enlai often was caught by fatalistic 
feelings. In previous line struggles he managed to protect 
himself while maintaining an impartial position, and 

kept his head above water with his high wisdom and 
ingenious diplomatic style. Zhou knew perfectly well the 
enormous hazards to a person at the apex of power and 
was willing to let Mao shoulder the burden of making 
momentous decisions. Thereafter, at the Lushan 
Meeting and during the Cultural Revolution, however 
serious Mao's mistakes were, he never disobeyed him, 
although he was the one that knew the most. Self- 
condemnation, self-lying, endurance, and forcing him- 
self to obedience became the most painful and inner 

difficulties of his life. 

The author mercilessly pried open the ulcers within 
Zhou Enlai’s system. However, he did it with the greatest 
respect. A premier who dedicated himself to the cause 
still had a side of self-preservation and submitting him- 
self to orders, a thorough materialist but harboring a 
fatalistic view. The chief engineer of the New China, who 
had studied in Europe and was at home with Western 

and Chinese thinking, surprisingly still preserved Con- 
fucian thoughts deep in his soul. This proved the pro- 
foundly feudalistic nature of the CPC. 
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Defeat in the “Battle of Xiang Jiang,” Surprisingly, 
Was Due to Mao’s Errors 

In late October 1934 the main force of the Central Red 
Army broke through the Western blockade and was 
heading west, with 200,000-300,000 KMT [Kuom- 
intang] troops at its tail, encircling, and trying to block 
the retreat. The Red Army covered the some 20,000- 
strong rear-area organs with 80,000 troops. The progress 
was extremely slow and the procession was 200 li long. 

On the evening of 27 November the Red Army van- 
guards broke through the KMT fourth blockade line and 
speedily crossed the Xiang Jiang, but because the Central 
and Military Commission columns were weighed down 
by vast supplies and gear, women, and old personnel, it 
took them four days and nights to cross the Xiang Jiang. 
The KMT Army, numerically several times stronger than 
the Red Army and supported by planes and artillery, was 
attacking from all directions. The Red Army officers and 
soldiers fought a bloody battle and were able to cover the 
central organs’ passage across the river, though sus- 

taining heavy losses. The 80,000 troops were reduced to 
30,000. The official CPC history has always attributed 
the Xiang Jiang defeat to Wang Ming's “leftist” adven- 
turous military line. Li Ruging conip rtely reverses the 
verdict with historical facts. 

The CPC Army was then far inferior to the KMT Army 
in weapons, equipment, training, and troop numbers. 

The communist army was bound to lose in regular 
warfare, a point proved by the fifth antiencirclement and 
suppression. In breaking through the blockade and 
fleeing west, the Central Army could survive only with 
rapid movement. There always had been great contra- 
dictions between faciions inside the KMT. In a bid to 
preserve his power, Guangdong warlord Chen Jitang had 
secretly negotiated with the Red Army to let it pass the 

fourth blockade line. The Hunan warlord had tightened 
control over his territory and Guangxi warlord Bai 
Chongxi allowed the Red Army into Guizhou. Local 
warlords would not cooperate sincerely with the the 
Central KMT Army for fear that Chiang Kai-shek would 
weaken their power and invade their power bases, taking 
advantage of the campaigns against the Red Army. Fully 
exploiting the contradictions inside the KMT Army, the 
Red Army was able to make its tortuous way to northern 
Shaanxi after trekking 250,000 I). By the time it arrived, 
there were only a few thousand troops left. To exploit 
KMT Army loopholes, the first condition was speedy 
army movement, which 1s possible only with light sup- 
plies and gear and wiih as few women and old personnel 
as possible. The Central Red Army had a serious debate 
on this issue before it launched the breakthrough. 

The “supreme triumvirate” approached the issue from a 
military operational viewpoint and proposed carrying as 

few organ personnel as possible in the breakthrough. 
These nonmilitary personnel were to be broken up and 
dispatched to various army corps. However, Mao 
Zedong, then chairman of the Soviet Area Government, 
thought it would be better to pool the organs and 
organize them into combat units. Bo Gu, Li De, and 
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Zhou Enlai respected and yielded to Mao’s opinion, 
putting old men such as Dong Biwu, Lin Boqu, Xie 
Juezai, Xu Teli, and Mao’s wife He Zizhen (seven 
months pregnant) and the old and weak into the Central 

and Military Commission Columns. The 14,000-strong 
procession, with more than 2,000 stretchers and vast 
numbers of livestock, stretching 50 km, inched forward. 
The Military Commission and Central Columns slowed 
the speed of the Red Army’s main force, forcing the main 
force that had broken through Xiang Jiang to be sta- 
tioned on the west bank and assaulted for four days and 
nights by an enemy five times numerically superior. To 
this day, the official CPC history still conceals the fact 
that Mao’s proposal led to the Red Army’s defeat at 
Xiang Jiang and puts the blame on the “leftist line.” As 
a matter of fact, the Fourth Front Army under the 
command of the “leftist line” at that time was winning. 

Part Two 

HK2401072591 Hong Kong TANGTAI in Chinese 
No 59, 12 Jan 91 pp 21-22 

[Second and final instalment of article by Kuo Chien 
(6753 1017): ““The Novel The Battle of Xiang Jiang \s 
Banned”—first two paragraphs are TANGTAI editorial 
comment] 

[Text] The Battle of Xiang Jiang was written by Li 
Ruging, a writer with the Nanjing Military Region 
Political Department. A documentary account in the 
guise of a novel, it has been singled out for criticism by 
the CPC since “4 June” and is the second work, after 
White Snow, Red Blood, to be banned by the direct order 
of the Central Military Commission. The main reason 
the book has been banned is that the author has revealed 
the historical fact that Mao Zedong’s wrong decisions led 
to heavy losses for the Red Army during the CPC Army’s 
Long March. In the official CPC version, the defeat was 
entirely Wang Ming's responsibility. 

With reform and opening up over the last few years, even 
in the Army where the CPC's control has been tightest, 
many people have demanded seeking truth from facts 
and restoring historical truth. Under this influence, 
many works have appeared which take risks to restore 
the truth to history. Since “4 June” this spirit of seeking 
truth has been branded a liberalized tendency and criti- 

cized as such. The first instalment of the present article 
pointed out that Mao Zedong, in fact, did not study 
much Marxism-Leninism; the thoughts of Qin Shihuang 
had a much profounder influence on him. 

The “Leftist Line’ Won the Battle, While the Battle in 
Which Mao Zedong Commanded Was Lost 

Before the Central Red Army began the Long March the 
Fourth Front Army, led by Zhang Guotao and Xu 
Xiangqian, had pulled out of the bases in Hebei, Henan 
and Anhui, and made a strategic shift, surrounded and 
attacked as it was by 300,000 Kuomintang [KMT] sol- 
diers. It finally established bases in Sichuan and Shaanxi, 
where it won a series of battles and developed into a 
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80,000-strong Red Army force. On the other hand, 
battles were lost, even under the rule of the “correct 
line.’ Following the Zunyi Conference, Mao Zedong got 
hold of military power. On 28 January 1935, the Red 
Army suffered a defeat in the Battle of Tucheng and was 
forced to move west across Chi Shui He. On 15 March, 
the attack on Lubanchang ended in failure, resulting in a 
third attempt to cross Chi Shui He. The two defeats drew 
serious complaints from officers and soldiers in the Red 
Army. Even Lin Biao, who had always been careful in his 
words and behavior, suggested relieving Mao of military 
command and replacing him with the battle-experienced 
Peng Dehuai. In CPC history, the aim of the Red Army’s 
shift was described as one heading north against the 
Japanese. Li Ruqing established that the 10th Army 
Group led by Fang Zhiming shifted north to relieve the 
pressure on the Central Soviet Area by moving to 
southern Anhui to threaten Nanjing, thereby forcing the 
KMT Army to deploy forces to support Nanjing. The 
aim of the Red Army’s western shift to western Hunan 
was to meet with the Second and Sixth Army Groups led 
by He Long and Xiao Ke, but the heavy losses incurred 
by the KMT forces resolute containment prevented the 
Red Army from reaching western Hunan. To avoid the 
KMT main forces, it travelled to Guizhou, Yunnan, and 
Sichuan and found itself caught in the uninhabited 
snowy mountains and swampy grassland, without food, 
ammunition, or medical care. The Red Army was 
without hope. It decided to move north and seek refuge 
with the Liu Zhjidan-led 15th Army Group when it 
learned from a dated and torn newspaper, that the Red 
Army in Shaanxi was besieged by KMT forces. The 
straight-line distance from Jiangxi to Shaanxi is about 
1,000 km, but the Red Army's Long March covered 10 
times that distance. Following the Zunyi Conference, the 
Red Army’s movement became more tortuous and 

winding, indicating that the Mao Zedong command 
aimed only at avoiding battles and at self-preservation, 
and did not have a specific destination. The CPC official 
history blamed the leftist line for the Xiang Jiang defeat, 
in which more than half the troops were lost. However, 
following the Zunyi Conference, the Red Army main 
force was 36,000-strong. When it reached Wuqi Town in 
Shaanxi, barely 6,000 troops were left and they were all 
exhausted. The loss was greater than 80 percent (exclud- 
ing the recruits enlisted during the march). Why, then, 
has this period of war history been described as excep- 
tionally correct and as a great victory? 

In Political Struggle A Leftist Line Was Preferred to A 
Rightist One 

The CPC history is one of line struggle. The dynamics of 
struggle come from the Marxist philosophy of struggle 
and the ruthlessness of peasant rebellion against 
emperors. in 1903 the wind of purges in the Soviet 
Union blew to China’s Soviet Areas. The CPC Central 
Committee issued the instruction of “Opposing and 
Banishing the A-B (Anti-Bolshevik) Group,” launching 
the entire Army, party, and people into a crackdown 

drive that extended from the Army to society, advancing 
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to a great height on a grand scale. In a public trial in 
Hugang, western Fujian, in March 1931, several thou- 
sand people were put to death. In late 1930 the 30,000- 
Strong First Front Red Army arrested some 4,000 A-B 
clan members in one month. All of the Yongxin County 
CPC Committee, together with its five predecessors, was 
labelled an A-B Group and ki'led: only one member's life 
was spared, being accepted as self-capitulation. Before 
the executions, the culprits were paraded in the streets, 
led by rusty wires, one end of which pierced their 
testicles. The Purge Commission sent by the General 
Front Party Committee struck down the majority of the 
members of the Jiangxi Provincial Administration Com- 
mission and Special Committees in southwest Jiangxi as 
members of the A-B Group and tortured the leading 
cadres of the 20th Red Army to extort confessions in an 
attempt to drum up charges, which led to the Futian 
Coup. When Chen Yi was in southern Jiangxi presiding 
over the purges and arresting A-B Group members, he 
himself became a target of the Purge Commission. Chen 
Yi was always fearful and warned his wife to be psycho- 
logically ready and that she should run for her life if he 
was not back by 1800, meaning he had been arrested. 
One day Chen Yi returned home two hours late and his 
wife, sure of his arrest, committed suicide by throwing 
herself into a well, though it turned out that Chen Yi had 
not been arrested. The author placed the purge side- 
by-side with the Cultural Revolution, which was to occur 
30 years later, and found that one of the patterns of 
inner-party struggle was that a leftist line would always 
be preferred to a rightist one. If a person is mistakenly 
labelled a rightist element, this is only a case of involving 
innocents, while the revolutionary zeal that caused the 
mistake should still be treasured. However, if anyone 
opposes the persecution of good fellows, he is a counter- 
revolutionary. The Red Army fought the Red Army and 
the people struggied against the people. Revolutionaries 
were so earnest, self-conscious, and pleased when they 
stoned people to death, pierced them with lances, and 
cut off their heads with big knives. The author also 
mentioned absurd things in a socialist society armed 
with Marxism-Leninism, such as the loyalty dance, 
erecting Mao statues, the Long Live Chairman Mao 
slogan, and instructions from the highest levels. What 
happened to the Chinese people, renowned for their 
wisdom? Had they gone crazy or blind, believing there 
was nothing but revisionism and capitalism, which was 
the world’s vilest thing? People believed that China was 
superior. They gained psychological satisfaction by 
dwelling on past sufferings and reflecting on the source 
of present happiness, remembering the Long March, 
wartime merits, and brilliant feats. The author, a veteran 
party member who became involved in the revolution at 
the age of 16, went through the three great battles and 
finally saw that the problems with the CPC lay with its 
feudalistic ulcer. He hoped that, with the aid of the 
Soviet political reform experience, Chinese society 
would become more transparent and honest, and would 
explore the truth of life and solve the enigma of war and 
peace in human society. 
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The Feudalistic Nature of Soviet Power 

After the Red Army led by Zhu De and Mao Zedong 
took over the Jinggangshan area, it immediately began 
the process of suppressing local landlords, dividing up 
farmland, and building the Soviet power base. The Battle 
of Xiang Jiang cited what happened in Zhugou village to 
illustrate the nature of Red power. Local bandit Wang 
Hulin led the struggle against great landlords. Their 
property and farmlands were carved up and a new world 
was established in Zhugou village. Wang Hulin became a 
party member and chairman of the Soviet village, while 
his brother, Wang Xiaolin, became a Red Guard Chief, 
with the result that all party, government, and military 
power was concentrated in one family. Hulin was fond of 
women and raped them at will. Any of the victims’ 
husbands who so much as raised a voice would be 
charged with liaising with the enemy, and so put to 
death. Xiaolin loved money and spotted the good farm- 
land belonging to Song Yulai. Taking advantage of the 
Second Land Reform, he confiscated Song Yulai’s prop- 
erty and occupied his house. Song rebelled in anger and 
his wife was beaten to death; Song fled. In March 1933, 
Mao Zedong signed the “Soviet Central Government 
Order To Supress Counterrevolutionaries™: “Those 
under arrest and alien-class elements should be sen- 
tenced to death: a preliminary report to superiors for 
approval is not necessary.’ With .his decree in hand the 
Wang brothers could strike down their personal enemies 
as they liked and the Wangs’ power became more solid. 
The author admitted that the Wang brothers were ficti- 
tious, but the case on which the fictitious account was 
based was true. In the then Soviet Areas, whoever had 
power had the law in his hands, and the greater the 
power the mightier the law. The laws of the CPC Central 
Committee may have been Marxist in character, but 
those carrying out these laws in rural areas were peasants 

or vagabonds who interpreted and implemented them 

out in a traditional spirit. When old landlords and rich 

peasants had been eliminated and middle peasants bank- 
rupted, the nouveau riche took their places as the feudal 
leaders. As Soviet Areas were always in a state of war and 
affected by incessant political movements, all the central 
authorities asked of rural grass-roots authorities was the 
delivery of logistic supplies, money, and new recruits. 
Power abuses for personal gain and lawless actions by 
cadres could not but be ignored. Mao Zedong did inter- 
fere personally in the Wang Hulin and Song Yulai case 
and personally redressed the wrong, but on the evening 
of the day the verdict was reversed, Wang Hulin mur- 
dered Song and had Xiaolin destroy the evidence by 

disposing of the body, while filing a report that Song had 
escaped. Mao gladly approved the falsified report under 
the impression that a case had been rectified. 

Opposing the Efforts To Miystify Or Downgrade 
Figures: Both Mao Zedong and Chiang Kai-shek Were 
Human 

During the decade of reform and opening up. the author- 
ities allowed writers to de-mystify Mao in their novels, 
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on condition that Chiang Kai-shek remain a devil char- 
acter. The other way around was that Chiang Kai-shek 
could be treated as a human, but Mao would have to 
remain a god. In any case, there must be a clear distinc- 
tion between Mao and Chiang. This is supposed to 
demonstrate writers’ class and party characters. Li 
Ruging boldly broke open this off-limit area and turned 
Mao and Chiang back into humans. 

Chiang ingeniously combined Western Fascism with 
Oriental despotism, the way Mao combined Marxism 
with traditional Chinese thought. On modern Chinese 
history both had enjoyed a period of success. Zhou Enlai 
conceded that Chiang was not a bad strategist and could 
plan a battle with ingenuity. Chiang’s political acuinen 
was even stronger. He was not the kind of cruel tyrant 
who is good at nothing. On the battlefield he could be 
calm and composed, and appear quite the man in charge. 
Though dictatorial and arbitrary in action, he was 
capable of spotting and using the right person. On the 
eve of the Xiang Jiang Battle, Chiang appointed He Jian 
as the chief commander of the purge campaign. By 
exploiting the friendship between He Jian and the Gui 
Army, he managed to dispel the disputes between local 
warlords and take over Quanzhou, thus stopping the 
western thrust of the Red Army and winning the battle. 
Zhu De appreciated Chiang’s brilliance in skilfully 
appointing He Jian. 

Following the Japanese invasion of the northeast, every 
great battle was depicted in Red Army propaganda as 
contributing to resisting Japanese aggressaion, while the 
KMT Army condemned the Red Army for disrupting the 
overall pattern of the resistance. When the “28 January” 
Shanghai resistance war began, the Soviet Area Central 
Bureau issued a circular ordering the Red Army to 
exploit the extremely favorable opportunity rendered by 
the KMT main forces concentrating in the Shanghai 
area, to seize other cities. In February 1932, the Third 
Red Army Corps besieged Ganzhou, a key city in 
Jiangxi, and in April took over Zhangzhou. All these 
military actions served the purposes of fighting a civil 
war instead of resisting Japanese aggression. During 
wartime, it is understandable that, for the sake of pro- 
paganda, every effort is made to vilify the opponent and 
deny any mistakes on one’s own part, but refusal to face 
the historical truth in historical review and study 
decades later can be understood only as the work of a 
narrow, class-oriented perspective and a feudal and 
tribal concept. 

The author frankly confessed that the genuine God is 
one’s Own artistic conscience. The most valuable quali- 
ties are an independent eye with which to observe the 
world and an independent mind with which to reflect on 
life. The harsh history warns us: Do not create unjust 
cases, gO against justice, or throttle truth. Everyone 
ultimately must reveal himself before history. The 
author guarantees that 95 percent of what the book 
records is true and can be read as a historical work. 
However, the criticism in the STUDY OF CPC HIS- 
TORY is that, although what is described in the Battle of 
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Xiang Jiang is fact, the book’s material tends to concern 
itself with private life, its account is not serious, and its 
way of expression not commendable. Judging from what 
the book praises and deprecates, the author’s stand is 
questionable. Recently Wang Zhen, Xu Weicheng, He 
Jingzhi, and others repeatedly stressed the four cardinal 
principles in cultural realms. However The Battle of 
Xiang Jiang can still be found on mainland book stalls. 

Book Reporting Conditions in China Published 

OW 2401075391 Beijing XINHUA Domestic Service 
in Chinese 2112 GMT 23 Jan 91 

[Text] Beijing, 24 Jan (XINHUA) —Recently, a book 
entitled Zhongguo Guoging Baogao [Report on China's 
Conditions], which comprehensively introduces China’s 
conditions, was first published openly by the Liaoning 
People’s Publishing House. 

Edited by young scholars Sheng Bin [4141 2430] and 
Feng Lun [7458 0178], the book was written by experts 
from more than a dozen departments and commissions 
in the country, and organized by the China Social Survey 
Institute. After several years of in-depth study they 
managed to gather vast amounts of information on the 
nation’s conditions. Based on such information and after 
detailed scientific analysis with the aid of modern pro- 
cessing means, the book is distinguished by its vast 
content, wide coverage, and new data. 

With “China's conditions and the Chinese moderniza- 
tion” as the main theme, this 29 chapter, 700,000- 
character book systematically and scientifically intro- 
duces such fields as natural resources, the national 
economy, the international environment, personnel 
organizations, cultural undertakings, the social system, 
and nationa! defense. It shows China’s social conditions 
and national strength. 

Economic & Agricultural 

Spokesman Announces Foreign Trade Reforms 

OW 2301164191 Beijing XINHUA in English 
1618 GMT 23 Jan 91 

[Text] Beijing, January 23 (XINHUA)}—A Ministry of 
Foreign Economic Relations and Trade spokesman said 
today that China plans to introduce further reforms, and 
to perfect the country’s foreign trade system in 1991. 

The spokesman said that China will establish a mecha- 
nism requiring self responsibility for profits and losses of 
all foreign trade enterprises and which is based on the 
readjusted exchange rate of the renminbi. 

As a result, he said, China’s foreign trade will be more in 
line with universal policies and provide for fair compe- 
tition. In addition, management will take a greater part 
in decision making, enterprises will be responsible for 
profits and losses, industry and trade will be intergrated, 
and the agency system will be practiced. 
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The spokesman noted that reform during this period is 
“an important transition of the country’s foreign trade 
system, which has embodied the principle of combining 
a planned economy with market regulation.” 

The spokesman said that from this year forward China 
will change the method of proportioning foreign 
exchange retention according to regional differences, but 
will implement a unified retention system in regards to 
the category of commodities. 

Under the new system 20 percent of the foreign exchange 
gained from the export of ordinary commodities will be 
turned over to the state at the official exchange rate, 
while the loca! government will be allowed to retain 10 
percent. Manufacturers will be allowed to retain 10 
percent, while the remainder will go to enterprises 
involved in the import and export business. 

Also, under the new system, the retention ratio of foreign 
trade enterprises will be increased by a large margin, 
thereby providing favorable operational conditions. 

In an attempt to guarantee the state’s portion of foreign 
exchange, the spokesman said, the state will purchase 20 
percent of the foreign exchange revenue from foreign 
trade enterprises and 10 percent from manufacturers, at 
the average price of the country’s foreign exchange 
market. 

From this year forward, he said, the governments of 
provinces, municipalities and autonomous regions, as 
well as all types of foreign trade enterprises must con- 
tract with the state for their export targets. 

The spokesman said that the management and adminis- 
tration of import commodities will not change, and the 
China will ensure an appropriate level of imports in 
order to support domestic production and to strengthen 
the comprehensive operational capability of foreign 
trade enterprises. 

China first began experiments in reform of its foreign 
trade system in 1988. At that time the state eliminated 
subsidies to foreign trade enterprises involved in textiles 
and light industries, and at the same time offered subsi- 
dies to other foreign trade enterprises equal to only four 
percent of the enterprise's total export value. 

Discusses Protectionism, Sanctions 

OW 2301164991 Beijing XINHUA in English 
1426 GMT 23 Jan 91 

[Text] Beijing, January 23 (XINHUA}—A Chinese offi- 
cial said here today that even though there was a large 
reduction in imports last year China “will never pursue 
trade protectionism.” 

Liu Xiangdong, a spokesman from the Ministry of 
Foreign Economic Relations and Trade, told a press 
conference here today that China will continue to main- 
tain an appropriate level of imports to support domestic 
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production and strengthen the comprehensive opera- 
tional capabilities of foreign trade enterprises. 

Statistics released by the ministry show that last year’s 
import value surpassed 32.36 billion U.S. dollars, down 
17.3 percent from 1989. At the same time, due to the 
rapid growth in exports, national foreign exchange 
reserves increased by a large margin. 

Commenting on the reasons for the import reduction, 
Liu said that the economic sanctions imposed against 
China by Western powers in 1989 have seriously influ- 
enced the normal flow of imports. The sanctions 
included suspension of loans, the cancellation of credit 
assurances, and tightened restrictions on technology 
exports. 

Besides, he added, the readjustment measure aimed at 
reducing domestic capital construction and production 
and the low demand for imported goods, also influenced 
imports to some extent. 

Liu said that in the second half of last year China 
adopted positive measures to revitalize the country’s 
domestic market and expand imports. Imports are 
increasing On a monthly basis, he added. 

However, Liu said, it is difficult for the level of imports 
to recover because the influences of the sanctions still 

exist 

The spokesman stressed that the development of imports 
is an important part of China's open policy, and is 
necessary for China's further economic development. 

The current reduction in imports is only temporary, and 
with the continued development of China's moderniza- 
tion drive, the country will maintain a certain level of 
imports. 

Views Overseas Labor, Gulf Losses 

OW 2301165391 Beijing XINHUA in English 
1454 GMT 23 Jan 91 

[Text] Beijing, January 23 (XINHUA)}—A spokesman 
from the Ministry of Foreign Economic Relation and 
Trade said today that China signed over 3,600 agree- 
ments related to overseas contract engineering and labor 
services in 1990. 

As part of the agreements, China sent 54,000 labor 
service personnel to 129 countries and regions, up two 

percent over 1989. 

The contract value of the agreements exceeded 2.5 
billion dollars, up 13 percent over '989, while the 
business volume |.7 billion dollars increased by one 
percent. [sentence as received] 

The spokesman said that the Gulf region has been one of 
China’s major markets for contract engineering and 
labor services. However, along with the rapid develop- 
ment of China's overseas contract engineering and labor 
services and economic readjustments made by some 
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Gulf countries, China has gradually shifted its business 
to other markets such as Hong Kong and Macao, South- 
east aid South Asian countries, and the Soviet Union. 

The continuing Gulf crisis has caused China to sustain 
large losses since the country had signed labor service 
agreements valued at over 2.7 billion dollars with the 
Gulf countries. 

Last year, he added, China approved ! 56 overseas enter- 
prises which required investments of over 77 million 
dollars. 

During the state’s Seventh Five-Year Plan period (1986- 
90), according to the spokesman, China signed over 
11,000 agreements related to overseas contract engi- 
neering and labor services, and sent over 230.000 ‘abor 
service personne! abroad. 

Says War To Harm Trade, Investment 

HK2401041491 Beijing CHINA DAILY in English 
24 Jan 91 p 2 

[By staff reporter Qu Yingpu] 

[Text] The Gulf war, if it does not end soon, is expected 
to further harm China's foreign trade and overseas 
investment inflow, a Foreign Trade Ministry spokesman 
said in Beijing yesterday. 

China's trade with the Middle East and Europe would 
suffer a negative impact because of the rising costs of 
transportation and trade insurances, Liu Xiangdong told 
a press conference. 

The war would damage China's $2 billion trade with the 
gulf area and its $2.7 billion labour service contracts in 
the Middle East, Liu said. 

CHINA DAILY learned that the country’s major foreign 
trade transportation companies have suspended export 
shipments to the Middle East. 

The companies have also stopped shipping imports from 
the region except the 150,000 tons of chemical fertilizer 
from the United Arab Emirates contracted for the first 
quarter of this year. 

China has already lost $2 billion on trade and labour 
services since joining economic sanctions under the 
United Nations resolutions against Iraq, Liu said 

But because of large increases in new labour markets 
such as Hong Kong, the Soviet Union and Southeast 
Asia, China was able to contract 3,600 new overseas 
engineering projects last year with a total contracted 
business value of $2.5 billion, 13 per cent more than in 
1989. 

The war would speed up the economic recession in some 
Western industrialized countries and accordingly 
damage the international environment for China's 
exports, he said. 
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The war costs would also influence Western investment 

in China. 

The United states had reportedly urged Japan to 
shoulder a $10 billion share of the war spending. Most of 
the money is expected to come from tax rises. 

The United States and Japan have been the second and 
third biggest investors in China, just behind Hong Kong. 

Overseas investment in China reached a record high last 
year. A total of 7,276 new foreign-funded projects were 
approved with an overall promised overseas investment 
of $6.57 billion, 17.3 per cent more than in 1989. Actual 
foreign investment last year topped $3.41 billion. 

Meanwhile, a local economist had a more optimistic 
picture about the war's impact on China's foreign trade. 

China's trade with the Gulf area was not large compared 
with the area's total annual imports of $85 billion, which 
were mainly from the United States, Japan and the 
European Community, Professor Fu Zhengluo of the 
International Trade Research Institute told CHINA 
DAILY. 

“And Sino-European trade can be carried out via the two 
trans-Sibe an railways,” Fu said. 

If the Saudi Arabian oilfields are safe and the interna- 

tional oil price is kept under $35 a barrel, Western 
economic effects would be limited to the United States, 
Canada and Australia, he said. 

In that case, Fu said, China's trade losses in the recession 
may be compensated for by growth with Japan, Ger- 
many and the newly-industrialized powers in Asia. 

In another development at the press conference yes- 
terday, the foreign trade spokesman protested against a 
recent unilateral U.S. decision to cut its import quotas of 
Chinese-made textiles. 

Liu called on the United States to stop harming Sino- 
U.S. economic relations and trade, adding that China 
keeps “the right to make corresponding measures.” 

Textiles are the most crucial Chinese export item to the 
United States. 

‘Keynotes’ of Eighth Five-Year Plan Discussed 

OW 1601144291 Beijing BEIJING REVIEW in English 
No 2, 14-20 Jan 91 pp 8-10 

[Interview with Gui Shiyong, vice minister of the State 
Planning Commission, by staff reporter Han Baocheng; 
place, date not given: “Keynotes of the Eighth Five-Year 
Plan (1991-95}—An Interview With Gui Shiyong, Vice- 
minister of the State Planning Commission” —iirst para- 
graph is BELJING REVIEW editor's note] 

[Text] The emphasis will be placed on the readjustment 
of economic structure, the improvement of economic 
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returns and tapping the potentialities if existing enter- 
prises instead of initiating new ones; furthering the 
reform and opening to the outside world, and promoting 
the establishment of a new economic system that inte- 
grates the planned economy with market regulation. 
China is expected to have an annual economic increase 
of 6 percent. 

Q: What will China's economy be like in 1991? 

A:1991 is an important year in terms of improving the 
economic environment, rectifying the economic order 
and deepening the reform. It is also the first year of the 
Eighth Five-Year Plan (1991-95). There are many posi- 
tive signs for our country’s economic development this 
year: the country 1s stable both politically and socialiy; 
people have become more confident in further reform 
and economic development; a moderate increase in both 
investment and consumption will play an active role in 
stimulating the market; and the bumper harvest in 
agriculture and an increase in industrial production in 
1990 have provided better material conditions for fur- 
ther economic expansion. Internationally, the sanctions 
by Western countries on China have loosened, a devel- 
opment which will contribute to expanding economic 
and technological exchange and co-operation with for- 
eign countries. There are still difficulties and problems, 
however, in regard to these problems, many of which are 
significant. Therefore, this year’s economic work should 
be focused on the improvement of the economic envi- 
ronment and the rectification of the economic order; as 
the Eighth Five-Year Plan gets under way, we should 
pursue fresh development through economic rectifica- 
tion. While continuing to improve the relationship 
between supply and demand, emphasis should be placed 
on readjustment of the economic structure, increasing 
economic returns for enterprises, and actively opening 
up the market and expanding market sales in order to 
achieve normal economic operation and appropriate 
economic development. To achieve these goals, eco- 
nomic restructuring should be actively pushed forward 
and combined with the rectification and readjustment of 
the economy. 

Q: To avoid any strident economic ups and downs and 
achieve a sustained, stable and co-ordinated development, 
what measures should be adopted? 

A: There are quite a few, but the following are the main 
ones: 

First, it 1s necessary to avoid eagerness for quick results 
This has always led to excessive economic expansion and 
capital construction well beyond the national capability. 
It was the key reason for several economic gyrations of 
the past. The Third Plenary Session of the | 1th Central 
Committee of the Communist Party of China (CPC) in 
December 1978 spelled out a three-phase strategy for 
China's socialist modernizat‘on. It committed China to 
achieving modernization in a period of about 100 years 
including the past four decades since the founding of 
New China. It was worked out in accordance with 
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China’s national condition, and suggested that modern- 
ization be achieved during a long period of hardwork 
and strenuous effort and we avoid a rush for quick 
results. 

Second, the principle of achieving a sustained, stable and 
co-ordinated development of the national economy 
should be carried out. In line with this principle, a 
balanced supply and demand should be maintained. 
Balanced finance, credit, material, market and foreign 
exchange should also be maintained in order to prevent 
an excessive distribution of the national income and the 
reappearance of inflation; a proportionate development, 
and a proportionate balance between agriculture and 
industry, basic industries and infrastructure facilities 
and processing industries, accumulation and consump- 
tion, econoic development and social development 
should be co-ordinated to avoid the emergence of a 
serious disproportionate economic structure. Economic 
returns should be improved and a unification of eco- 
nomic speed and economic returns be reached. 

Third, a new economic system and operational mecha- 
nism, which meets the needs of developing the socialist 
planned commodity economy and integrates the planned 
economy and market regulation, should be established 
by further reforms. In terms of controlling general supply 
and demand, readjusting economic structure and 
regional distribution, main efforts should be made to 
give play to the functions of planned management, in 
terms of the daily production, management and 
exchange, the main role of market regulation should be 
brought into full play; so that we can, be consciously 
taking advantage of a proportionate and reasonable 
distribution of resources, combine the planned economy 
with the market mechanism which promotes production 
and consumption and a mechanism that encourages 
competition designed to boost technological progress. In 
this way, we can make the national economy develop 
roughly in propotion and with high efficiency. 

Q: During the Eighth Five-Year Plan period, what key 
projects are planned for the of the national 
economy? What goals are there? What kind of rate of 
increase can we expect? 

A: The Eighth Five-Year Plan is under research and in 
the making and it will be discussed and approved at the 
National People’s Congress scheduled to be held this 
year. According to material available now, we see that 
the Eighth Five-Year PLan period will be critical to the 
development of the national economy. The first year or 
more will be spent on further improving the economic 
environment, rectifying the economic order and devel- 
oping the economy at the same time. Afler that period, 
development will be emphasized with attention still paid 
to some unfinished task of readjustment and rectifica- 
tion. Throughout the five years, major efforts will be 
devoted to the readjustment of the economic structure 
and the improvement of the economic returns, efforts 
will be make to tap the full potential of existing enter- 
prises instead of initiating new ones. And a road of 
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intensive form of enlarged reproduction will be a top 
choice. A series of policies relevant to reform and 
opening to the outside world will be carried out in order 
to integrate the planned econom, with market regula- 
tion, and promote economic and technological co- 
operation and exchange with foreign countries. With 
these efforts, the national economy will be developed in 
a sustained, stable and coordinated proceess in order to 
lay a solid foundation for healthy economic develop- 
ment in the Ninth Five-Year Plan (1996-2000) period 
and the fulfillment of the goals of the second-phase 
development strategy by the end of this century. 
According to such an estimate, the annual economic 
increase rate should not be set too high during the Eighth 
Five-Year Plan; it will be sufficient to maintain an 
annual increase rate of 6 percent for the GNP, 7 percent 
for industry and 3.5 percent for agriculture. The tertiary 
industry will be expanded at a faster rate than the 
primary and secondary industries. 

During the Eighth Five-Year Plan period, the emphasis 
of econom'c development will be placed on agriculture, 
basic industries and the construction of infrastructure 
facilities, and on science, technology and education. 
First, to increase grain production and the production of 
other farm and sideline products, agriculture will be of 
particular significance. Both the central and local gov- 
ernments should increase their input in agriculture. 
Second, basic industries and facilities should be further 
strengthened. Key projects in energy, communications, 
raw materials and water conservancy should enjoy 
investment priority. Meanwhile, processing industries 
should be revamped and reorganized to improve their 
craftmanship, update their facilities, improve product 
quality, reduce material consumption and upgrade the 
performance. Third, science and technology, and educa- 
tion should be further developed. While special attention 
is paid to basic education, development of vocational 
education should be stepped up. While the common 
college education is readjusted, various forms of adults 
education should be developed. Continued efforts 
should be concentrated on research on some key scien- 
tific and technological projects; at the same time, the 
application of scientific and technological results should 
be actively promoted and the process of transforming the 
scientific and technological results into productive forces 
speeded up. Research on high technologies should be 
undertaken in a planned way and high-tech industries 
should be ceveloped and integrated with traditional 
industnes. Basic and applied studies should be continu- 
ally strengthened. Simultaneously, the policy of family 
planning, ecological balance and environmental protec- 
tion should be given due attention. All kinds of social 
service should be developed, which 1s essential to main- 
tain a harmonious development of the economy and 
society 

Q: How a decade-long economic restructuring has 
changed China's economic planning work? With the man- 
datory plans reduced and guidance plans enlarged, how 
many measures has the state adopted to strengthen regu- 
lations and controls on macroeconomy? 
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A: The most remarkable change is the reduction in the 
scope of mandatory plans and the increase of guidance 
planning. China's agricultural production is now funda- 
mentally under the control of a guidance plan and ts 
regulated by market forces. For industry, more than 120 
products were produced under mandatory plans in 1984 
while in 1989 the number shrunk to 58. Industrial 
products under mandatory plans accounted for 40 per- 
cent of the total industrial output value in 1984 but in 
1989 the percentage was reduced to 10. In 1979 there 
were 256 kinds of material which were directly distrib- 
uted by the state. In 1989, the number decreased to 19. 
Overall, the proportion was also reduced. For example, 
steel products under the direct state distribution were 
reduced from 77.1 percent of the total steel output to 
43.2 percent, coal from 59 percent to 50 percent, timber 
from 85 percent to 23.5 percent, cement from 35.7 
percent to 13.6 percent. In construction, in 1984, the 
investment under the direct control of the state 
accounted for 40 percent of the total social investment, 
while the number shrunk to 15.7 percent in 1989. In the 
meantime, China began to see various investors and 
alternative channels of finance open up. 

To suit the needs of such changes, planning work has also 
undergone a transformation. First, the analysis and 
forecast on economic operations have been strengthened 
to accurately indicate economic changes and trends. 
Second, a comprehensive balance, particularly a balance 
of and among finance, credit, issue of bank notes and 
price has been strengthened and improved to emphasize 
the control over general supply and demand. Third, 
relevant industrial policies have been worked out to 
direct the readjustment of industrial structure; simulia- 
neously, studies on regional policies have been enforced 
to improve regional planing. Fourth, in the process of the 
implementation of plans, administrative, economic and 
legal measures have all been exploited and their func- 
tions combined to regulate economic operation. Among 
various economic measures, the monetary measures are 
the most important. Through the control of the scope, 
structure, direction and interest rate of credit, the gen- 
eral balance and readjustment of the economic structure 
is promoted. In addition, prices, taxes and subsidies 
have also played their important roles. For example, 
readjusting and decontroiling on prices in order to direct 
production and consumption have been tried; taxing 
investment direction to control investment scale and 
structure and taxing bonuses to control the total bonus 
issued have also been experimented. Various economic 
laws and regulations have been enacted to regulate 
economic operation and make them play their proper 

roles in the economy. Fifth, the work of direct planning 
has been improved as the law of value and the relation- 

ship between supply and demand have been taken into 
account. For example, to arouse the enthusiasms of 
various construction units and bring in the competitive 
mechanism, a contract responsibility system for invest- 
ment has been implemented and construction projects 

are now submitted for public bids. 
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The reform of the planning work is to integrate the 
planned economy with the market regulation in line with 

the needs of development and conditions today. Obvi- 
ously, a!l these efforts are experimental and subject to 

improvement. Presently, China’s pricing system is still 

unreasonable and it will continue to take time to form a 
reasonable pricing system. It will also take time to 

organize and cultivate the market. To build a healthy 
and complete enterprise mechanism also calls for further 
exploration and reform. All this suggests that there is a 
lot io do concerning the integration of the planned 
economy with market economy. During the Eighth Five- 
Year Plan period, we will continue to push forward the 
reform of enterprises and pricing system and cultivation 

of the markets. On this basis, we will readjust our scopes 
of mandatory planning, guidance planning and market 
regulation and establish their respective effective man- 
agement systems. At the same time, we will establish a 
macro-economic control and regulatory system which 
will be mainly based on state planning while making use 
of various economic levers required for an economic 

sysiem which integrates the planned economy and 
market regulation. 

Individual, Private Economy Develops ‘Steadily’ 

OW 240105479! Beijing XINHUA in English 
0456 GMT 24 Jan 91 

[Text] Beijing, January 24 (XINHUA) —China’s indi- 
vidual and private economy developed steadily during 
the Seventh Five-Year Plan period (1985-1990). 

Statistics from the State Administration for Industry and 
Commerce show that by the end of October last year, the 

number of the country’s registered individual industrial 
and commercial households reached 12.98 million, a 
four percent increase over that a year ago. 

Meanwhile, the number of people working in the field 

totalled 20.24 million, increasing by 4.3 percent and the 

total registered capital of these households amounted to 
38.1 billion yuan, a 12 percent increase. 

Besides, there had been 88.636 privately-owned enter- 

prises throughout the country, which employed about 

1.552 million people. 

Between 1986 and 1988, the number of individual 

industrial and commercial households increased at an 

annual rate of 9.5 percent, while the number of people 

working in the field increased by |1.7 percent annually. 

Advertisers Approve ‘Cede of Self-Discipline’ 

HK2401041891 Beijing CHINA DAILY in English 
24 Jan 91 p 3 

[By staff reporter Warg Rong] 

[Text] China’s advertisers yesterday approved a 
detailed code of self-discipline proposed by the China 
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Advertising Association to fight misleading advertise- 
ments, a problem that has plagued the trade over the 
past 10 years. 

The 10 resolutions were passed at a two-day meeting of 
the association’s third standing council which ended 
yesterday in Beijing. 

It marked the first time Chinese advertisers have had 

specific rules. 

For example, the advertising industry has been told to 
avoid such extreme phrases, which have been frequently 

applied, as “original creation,” “the best, the most, the 
biggest, the first” unless these claims are backed up by 
facts. 

When asked about how the association would ensure 
that members followed the provisions, Jia Yubin, vice 
secretary-general of the association, replied that routine 
checks were possible since employees of local branches 

of the association held positions in the local administra- 

tion for industry and commerce. 

And if a really serious case is found, Jia said, the person 
responsible for creating the avertisement will be 
deprived of his membership of the association. 

The members of the association, established in 1983, 
now make about 70 percent of the country’s over 10,000 
advertisers. Most are influential newspapers, magazines, 
radio and TV stations and advertising companies. 

The other 30 percent, according to Jia, consists of other 

magazines and smail enterprises and they have been 
proved to have been involved in many of the cases of 
misleading advertisements. 

To improve the quality of personnel, the association 

plans to give various types of professional training over 

the next five years, Jia said. 

With the help of the association, advertising as a subject 
is now given in 15 universities. 

The first group of students studying advertising through 
correspondence course schools, who toialled 2,600, grad- 
uated in 1989. 

During the past two years nearly 25,000 people across 

the country have participated in a verity of training 

courses. 

Association statistics show that the country’s business 
volume for advertising exceeded 3.32 billion yuan last 
year, a dramatic increase of 66.3 percent over the pre- 

vious year. 

And a recent survey indicated that over 40 percent of 

consumeers in China purchase items with the help of 

advertisements, according to a XINHUA report. 
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Li Peng Assesses Agricultural Situation 

OW2301184891 Beijing XINHUA Domestic Service 
in Chinese 1133 GMT 23 Jan 91 

[By reporter Pu Liye (5543 4539 2814)] 

[Text] Beijing, 23 Jan (XINHUA)—Premier Li Peng and 
Vice Premier Tian Jiyun attended a discussion with 
some representatives at a national agricultural work 
conference at Zhongnanhai on 22 January. After lis- 
tening to briefings, Premier Li Peng stressed: In spite of 
last year’s bumper agricultural harvest, we should never 
be blindly optimistic but should redouble our efforts and 
continue to adopt various effective measures to promote 

agricultural production for striving to realize the targets 
for developing agriculture in the Eighth Five-Year Plan 
and the next decade. 

Comrades Wang Binggian, Song Jian, and Li Guixian 
attended the discussion. Agriculture Minister Liu 
Zhongyi was the first to speak at the discussion. He gave 
a briciing on the ongoing national agricultural work 
conference. Liu Zhongyi said: The conferees have unan- 
imously agreed that guided by the correct principles and 
policies of the party Central Committee and the State 
Council! for developing agriculture, and with all localities 
and departments making concerted efforts to support 
agriculture, an excellent development situation has 
emerged in agriculture in China in recent years. At 
present, the whole nation is full of drive in developing 
agriculture while the masses of peasants are very enthu- 
siastic about production. Comrades of the Agriculture 
Ministry are determined and confident of doing a still 
better job in agricultural production and the rural 
economy in the coming year. The minister was followed 
by directors of agriculture (animal husbandry, fishery, 
and land reclamation) departments and bureaus from 

Hubei, Jilin, and Sichuan Provinces and some cities and 
districts, who reported on new circumstances and prob- 
lems in agricultural production, especially measures for 
stabilizing grain production, increasing input in agricul- 
ture, establishing and improving technical service in 
agriculture, and invigorating agriculture with education 
in science and technology. They put forward views and 
Suggestions for solving problems. The conferees also 
explained plans for doing a good job in agriculture 
production and pledged to work hard to win an all-round 
agricultural bumper harvest this year. 

After listening to the briefings, Premier Li Peng made an 
important speech. He said: The State Council will seri- 
ously study constructive opinions and suggestions made 
by the conferees for solving problems step by step. 

Premier Li Peng stressed: In assessing the current agri- 
cultural situation, it is necessary to follow the “theory of 
two aspects.” On the one hand, with bumper harvests 
two years in a row, the agricultural situation is excellent. 

The harvests have inspired us with the thought that there 
is great potential for developing agriculture; as long as we 
make unremitting efforts, it is entirely possible to realize 
targets for developing agriculture in the next five years 
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and decade. In this context, the harvests have increased 
the confidence of the whole party and nation in pro- 
moting agriculture. On the other hand, we should also 
recognize that, in addition to coordination by various 
sectors and hard work by the masses of peasants, good 
weather conditions, which minimized areas of crops 

afflicted by natural disasters, were an important factor 
contributing to last year’s bumper harvest. Moreover, 
because of continuous population increases, per capita 
grain is still below 1984 levels and major farm produce 
per Capita remains relatively low. Population is the most 
formidable problem confronting China. Improvement of 
the people’s livelihood and speed of economic construc- 
tion are restricted by population growth. With popula- 

tion increases, demands for agriculture grow. Agriculture 
is the foundation of the national economy, and food is 
the number one need of the people. Therefore, judging 
from the long-term overall situation, we should never be 
blindly optimistic about the harvests but should con- 

tinue to take effective measures to develop agriculture. 

Premier Li Peng said: In pushing agriculture forward, it 
is necessary to primarily stabilize the basic policies in 
rural areas. The household contract responsibility 
system linking output to remuneration corresponds to 

the current level of development of productive forces in 
China and conforms to its national conditions and the 
aspirations of the masses of peasants. This system should 
be continued and stabilized for a long time to come to 
bring enthusiasm for household management into fur- 
ther play. New circumstances and problems cropping up 

in the household contract responsibility system should 
be resolved through deepening reform according to the 
actual situation of each locality. For example, in some 
localities, it is necessary to step up socialized services for 
helping individual households solve difficulties in agri- 
cultural production. This should be an effective measure. 

On the policy toward grain, Li Peng said: Grain is an 

important farm product with vital bearing on the 
national economy and the people’s livelihood. The party 

Central Committee and the State Council have always 

attached great importance to protecting peasants’ enthu- 

siasm in growing grain crops. Li Peng stressed: When 
there is more grain then needed, we should impose 

protective prices and procure grain as a special state 

reserve in order to protect peasants’ interests and pro- 

duction enthusiasm. When the harvest is poor from grain 
crops, reserve grain should be released onto the market 
in order to stabilize market prices. We will also adopt 

measures for further rationalization of the policy for 
procuring and marketing grain. 

Li Peng pointed out: Without investment, it will be 
difficult to achieve great agricultural development. The 
central government, local governments, collectives, and 
peasants should all increase investment in agriculture. 

Since China is a developing country with a population of 

more than |.1 billion, it will not do to rely on the state in 
everything. We should arouse enthusiasm in all quarters 

to increase investment together in agriculture. In the last 
several years, state investment in agriculture has been 
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steadily increasing. State investment is mainly in large 
projects, such as harnessing major rivers, improving a 
vast river valley, building commercial grain and cotton 
production bases, and developing agricultural support 
industries. Other projects will be accomplished mainly 
by relying on investments by local governments and 
peasants. 

Li Peng said: The strategy of developing agriculture with 
science and technology now should have one more 
content—education. We should improve the laborers’ 
quality and change the strategy to one of developing 
agriculture with science, technology, and education. This 
is a very good formulation. Agro-scientific research 
achievements must eventually be applied in production 
by peasants. In last several years, the “Spark Program” 
and “Good Harvest Program” have popularized some 
scientific and technological successes in large areas, and 
the “Prairie Fire Program” has trained a large number of 
peasants. All the programs have yielded very good 
results. While the average educational level in our rural 
areas is still comparatively low, we should continue to do 
good work in training peasants. On the popularization of 
agricultural technology, Li Peng said that proper mea- 
sures should be adopted to solve problems concerning 
the nature, organization, and funds of grass-roots agro- 
technology popularization organizations in rural areas to 
facilitate further application of science and technology in 
agricultural development. 

Li Peng said: It is necessary to pay attention to compre- 
hensive agricultural development, with emphasis on 

transforming medium-yield and low-yield land. At the 
same time, we may properly reclaim some land from 

wasteland. Increases in grain production last year can be 
attributed to increases in per-unit-area yield. We should 
build farmland capital construction projects, popularize 
superior seeds, apply fertilizer scientifically, and prevent 
and control plant diseases and pests, as well as adopi 
other necessary measures, in order to further raise per- 
unit-area yield. There is great potential to tap in these 
respects. Take fertilizaiion, for instance. On the one 
hand, we should apply fertilizer scientifically to enhance 
its effect. On the other hand, we should make great 
efforts to accumulate and create organic fertilizer and 
grow more green manure. This ts conducive to both 
raising per-unit-area yield and to protecting soil fertility. 
In prevention and control of plant diseases and pests, we 

should actively do research on plant protection tech- 

niques and develop new insecticides. Al the same time, 
we should emphasize both chemical and biological 
methods in prevention and control. 

On the circulation system for farm products, Li Peng 
emphasized that state-owned commerce should fully 
play its role as the main circulation channel and prevent 

the situation in which prices drop sharply and selling is 
difficult when agricultural products are in ample supply, 
and people buy agricultural products in a panic when 
they are in short supply. Li Peng said: The state is 
practicing a special grain reserve policy which can regu- 

late supply and stabilize commodity prices. We may 
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open a futures grain market and may also consider 
running a futures market for pigs and other major 
agricultural and animal husbandry products, letting pro- 
ducers deal directly with buyers. It is necessary to take 
further steps in reforming the circulation system for 
agricultural products, but the reform must be carried out 
step by step with realities in mind. 

Li Peng fully affirmed the importance of town and 
village enterprises in the national economy. He said: 

Town and village enterprises have become an important 

part of the rurai and national economies. They play an 

important role in increasing agricultural investment, 
improving peasants’ living standards, and accumulating 
funds for the state. We should continue to guide them 
actively and support their development. Emphasis in 
development of town and village enterprises should 
remain on processing of agricultural and sideline prod- 

ucts and on development of local resources. In econom- 

ically developed regions, town and villape enterprises 

may undertake some projects in support of urban 
industry. In localities with the necessary conditions, we 
should develop the collective economy appropriately 

according to local conditions. We should continue to 
protect law-abiding, successful individual traders and 
craftsmen and help them develop their businesses 
soundly. 

Li Peng urged all localities to make great efforts to 
promote the rural insurance business. He said: Rural 

property, production, and social security insurance are 
important to stabilizing rural economy and promoting 
family planning. We should study the rural insurance 
business and promote it in rural areas. 

In conclusion, Li Peng encouraged the conferees to work 
hard in a down-to-earth way and strive for a greater 
agricultural progress in the new year. 

Tian Jiyun Addresses Agricultural Conference 

OW 2301214991 Beijing XINHUA Domestic Service 

in Chinese 1148 GMT 23 Jan 91 

[By RENMIN RIBAO reporter Huang Caizhong (7806 
1752 1813) and XINHUA reporter Pu Liye ($543 4539 
2814)] 

[Text] Beijing, 23 Jan (XINHUA}~ A six-day national 
agricultural work conference closed in Beijing today. 
Vice Premier Tian Jiyun attended and addressed the 
conference. He said: The all-round good agricultural 
harvest last year has played a major role in the economic, 
social, and political stability of the country. In this year’s 
agriculture, we must enhance, not slacken, our efforts 
and show greater enthusiasm. 

Tian Jiyun said: The current agricultural situation 1s 
very good, as shown by three major indicators. One is 
that we achieved all-round good results in the harvests of 
grain, cotton, oil-bearing, and sugar crops and in meat, 
agriculture, animal husbandry. sideline industry, and 
fishery production. The second 1s that stable policies are 
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welcomed by the people. The third indicator is that 
leaders attach importance to agriculture, and all profes- 
sions and trades give all-out support to agriculture, 
initially creating an intensely favorable climate for agri- 
cultural development. Tian Jiyun emphatically pointed 
out major problems in current agricultural production: 
Farmers’ incomes have not increased in some areas, 
despite production increases, as they find it difficult to 
sell their products; this will dampen their enthusiasm for 
production. Farmers bear heavy burdens; many depart- 
ments ask for unreasonable contributions from them. 
Some localities have not fully lived up to their promises 
about increased investment in agriculture. 

In order to ensure steady agricultural growth this year, 
Tian Jiyun put forth the following demands: 

All localities should heed the 1985 lesson that drastic 
reduction of growing areas caused a drop in the number 
of farm products. i: is necessary to strive for steady 
increases in this year’s grain production by trying in 
every possible way to stabilize sown areas and increase 
per-unit-area yield. 

It is necessary to pay attention to building the rural social 
services system, bring to perfection step by step the 
household contract responsibility system with remuner- 
ation linked to output, and actively increase the strength 
of collective economy. This is a priority job in deepening 
rural reform in the days to come. 

It is necessary to unclog and open up rural circulation 
channels, support agricultural development, and make 
the people's life convenient. It is necessary resolutely to 
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Carry out the central authorities’ policy on establishing 
the grain reserve system. Agricultural products must be 
allowed to be sold freely in the market, except those 
which have already been purchased by the state and 
those under state control. We should permit multi- 
channel commerce for farm products and dismantle all 
unnecessary checkpoints. While letting supply and mar- 
keting cooperatives fully play their role as the main 
channel of circulation, we should permit peasant collec- 
tives and individuals to engage in legitimate commodity 
circulation. 

The hope of agriculture lies in applying science and 
technology in agricultural development. We must attach 
importance to the role of science and technology in 
agricultural production. We should selectively popu- 
larize the application of scientific and technological 
achievements that have had marked effects on increasing 
production. We should solve the practical problems of 
the work and everyday life of agrotechnicians and fur- 
ther boost their enthusiasm for applying science and 
technology in agricultural production. 

We should continue to guide and support the healthy 
development of town and village enterprises and refrain 
from discriminating against or ostracizing them. Town 
and village enterprises themselves should continue to 
readjust their industrial structure and product mix in 
line with state policies and constantly improve them- 
selves to withstand the test of “survival of the fittest” in 
the market. 

Minister of Agriculture Liu Zhongyi presided over 
today’s conference. 
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East Region 

Lu Rongjing Addresses Anhui Party on Plenum 

OW'1801180691 Hefei Anhui Provincial Service 
in Mandarin 1100 GMT 15 Jan 91 

[From the “Provincial Hookup” program] 

[Text] The Third Plenum of the Fifth Anhui Provincial 
Party Committee ended in Hefei yesterday after a five- 
day session. The session urged party organizations at all 
levels to guide all party members and the broad masses 
of the people to firmly follow the road of building 
socialism with Chinese characteristics, to firmly push 
forward reform and opening to the outside world, to 
firmly follow the principle of self-reliance, hard struggle 
and building up the country through thrift and diligence, 
to firmly implement the principle of promoting both 
material and spiritual civilization, immerse themselves 
in hard work with one mind, and strive for the fulfill- 
ment of the magnificent tasks set in the 10-year program 
and Eighth Five-Year Plan. 

Comrade Fu Xishou presided over the closing session. 
The session earnestly relayed and studied documents of 
the Seventh Plenum of the 13th CPC Central Committee 
and adopted a resolution of the Third Plenum of the 
Fifth Anhui Provincial Party Committee on imple- 
menting the guidelines of the Seventh Plenum of the 
13th CPC Central Committee. The session heard and 
examined a report by Comrade Fu Xishou on the eco- 
nomic situation and the current economic tasks and a 
report by Comrade by Meng Fulin on the implementa- 
tion of the decisions of the Sixth Plenum of the 13th 
CPC Central Committee and suggestions for work in the 
future and approved the two reports in principle. The 
session also discussed and approved in principle a deci- 
sion of the Anhui Provincial Party Committee and 
People’s Government on enhancing the socialized ser- 
vice system for agriculture. 

The session held that the Seventh Plenum of the 13th 
CPC Central Committee is an important meeting for 
development in the coming decade, an important 
meeting that will arouse the whole party and the whole 
nation to work hard to attain the second-step strategic 
objective of socialist modernization. Comrades 
attending the session expressed unanimous support for 
the proposals of the CPC Central Committee for the 
drawing-up of the 10-Year Program For National Eco- 
nomic and Social Development and the Eighth Five- 
Year Plan. They also expressed full support for the 
important speech given by Comrade Jiang Zemin and 
the explanation of the draft proposals made by Comrade 
Li Peng. 

The session held that earnest implementation of the 

guidelines of the Seventh Plenum of the 13th CPC 
Central Committee is of great significance and far- 
reaching impact for us to overcome the existing, tempo- 
rary difficulties and strive for new victories in socialist 
modernization as well as on the long-term order and 
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stability of society, the people’s prosperity and happi- 
ness, and the consolidation and development of the 
socialist system. Party organizations across the province 
must implement the guidelines of the Seventh Plenum of 
the 13th CPC Central Committee in an active and 
down-to-earth manner. 

Comrade Lu Rongjing made a speech on relaying, 
studying, and implementing the guidelines of the Sev- 
enth Plenum of the 13th CPC Central Committee. His 
speech made the following four points: 

First, earnestly study and have a thorough understanding 
of the guidelines of the Seventh Plenum of the 13th CPC 
Central Committee. Lu Rongjing said: The Seventh 
Plenum of the 13th CPC Central Committee is a very 
important meeting in the annals of our party. The 
documents of the Seventh Plenum contain substantial 
contents. In relaying and studying them, we should 
particularly enhance our understanding of the following 
points: Steadfastly uphold the socialist orientation of 
modernization, further establish the idea of making 
economic construction our central task, spare no effort 

in developing the economy, firmly push forward reform 
and open wider to the outside world, persistently 
strengthening ourselves and rely on own efforts to [words 
indistinct], stress both material and spiritual civiliza- 
tions at all times, and promote the two hand in hand. 

Second, make a correct analysis of the situation. He 
pointed out: In addition to being the principal basis on 
which we formulate policies and measures, this is also 
one of the fundamental ways to unify the thinking of the 
hroad masses of party members and people and mobilize 
the initiative of all sectors. In analyzing the situation, it 
is essential to review the past and, what it is even 
important, make use of this review in formulating plans 
defining goals for the future, and get a clear under- 
standing of the importance and difficulties involved in 
accomplishing these goals. We should fully affirm the 
achievements scored, clearly identify favorable condi- 
tions, and enhance our confidence in making continued 
advancement. We must be soberly aware of the difficul- 
ties and pluck up our spirits to face up to and overcome 
the difficulties. 

Third, do a good job in implementing the first step of the 
Eighth Five-Year Plan and the 10-Year Program of 
National Economic and Social Development. Lu 
Rongjing pointed out: At present, we should formulate 
our province’s 10-year program and Eighth Five-Year 
Plan under the guidance of the spirit of the Seventh 
Plenum of the | 3th CPC Central Committee and in close 
connection with the reality of Anhui. In formulating the 
plan and program, we must pay close attention to the 
following points: implement the policy of developing the 
national economy in a sustained, stable and coordinated 
manner, make a thorough analysis of the situation 1n the 
province, prefectures, cities, and counties; develop, step 
by step, industries and products that are competitive and 
which bear distinctive provincial features; develop 
regional economies with local conditions in mind and by 
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providing guidance accordingly; and closely integrate 
development with reform and opening to the outside 
world. 

Fourth, strengthen and improve party leadership. The 
key to implementing the guidelines of the Seventh 
Plenum of the 13th CPC Central Committee and the 
10-Year Program and the Eighth Five-Year Plan lies in 
Strengthening and improving party leadership. To 
strengthen and improve party leadership, we must build 
up party leading bodies of the party at all levels as well as 

party committees at the grass-roots level. With regard to 
strengthening leading bodies, he set forth the following 
demands: It is necessary to have a good mental attitude 
and a clear mind, attach great importance to and safe- 
guard stability and unity, and improve leadership style 
and method. 

The session ended amidst the solemn strains of the 
internationale. 

Inspects Science, Industrial Park 

OW 2301045791 Hefei Anhui Provincial Service 
in Mandarin 1100 GMT 22 Jan 91 

{From the “Provincial Hookup” program] 

[Excerpts] Lu Rongjing. secretary of the provincial party 
committee, inspected the Hefei Science. Teciinology, 
an¢ Industrial Park under construction on 18 January. 
[passage omitted] 

The Hefei Science, Technology, and Industrial Park 
project proceeded for over one year with the support of 
the State Science and Technology Commission and the 
provincial party committee and government. While con- 

struction is still going On, some parts of the project were 

completed and have become operational. As of the end 
of last year, 15 enterprises were established or relocated 
in the park, covering 31 different fields and turning out 
more than 60 varieties of high-tech products. Some of 
the products are up to advanced world standards. Up to 

the end of last year, the total output value reached 30 
million yuan. 

Forty-two products from the Hefei Science, Technology, 
and Industrial Park were displayed at a national exhibi- 
tion of achievements of high-tech development areas 
held in November 1990. These products drew favorable 
comments. Some have now entered the international 
market. 

To ensure the sound development of the Hefei Science, 
Technology, and Industrial Park in the direction of 
combining science and technology with production, 
Comrade Lu Rongjing made an inspection tour of this 
park on the afternoon of 18 January in the company of 
Hefei Mayor Zhong Yongsan and responsible comrades 
of the provincial Science and Technology Commission. 

Lu Rongjing first came to the Anhui Provincial Research 
Institute of Modern Television Technology, one of the 
earliest organizations in the park. He held a discussion 
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meeting with the personnel of this institute and visited 
its production shops. This is a research institute estab- 
lished by the local people in late 1987. During the 
inceptive period, the institute provided technical service 
to others and collected fees as a way to raise funds for its 
development. Over the past three years or so, the accu- 
mulated value of production totalled 7 million yuan. In 
1990 alone, the value of output was 4 million yuan, while 
the profit and tax contributions to the government 
amounted to some 800,000 yuan. The MVC-series color 
television subtitle-making device developed by this insti- 
tute has now reached the advanced world level. The 
Central Television Station is using this device in making 
80 percent of its television subtitles. Lu Rongjing praised 
highly the spirit of this institute in doing hard pioneering 
work, taking the initiative to advance, and daring to 
compete with big foreign enterprises. He said: You have 
high aspirations, technological expertise, and the deter- 
mination not to eat from the big common pot. Alto- 
gether, these constitute your superiority. He encouraged 
the science and technology personnel of this institute to 
persist in reform, continue their hard work, aimed at 
advanced technology in the world, expand technological 
cooperation with others, and make ceaseless efforts to 

develop new products and technical know-how. At the 

same time, he said, it 1s necessary to have a strong sense 
of competition and to be mentally prepared for tests by 
hardships. 

Then, Comrade Lu Rongjing came to the part of the 
Science, Technology. and Industrial Park located near 
the Tagongshan Highway in the western suburb of Hefei 
City. He inspected a construction site, and met and 
extended regards to the workers of the provincial No. 2 
Construction Team and the Hefei No. | Construction 
Team who were busily working there. After looking at a 
model showing the park’s construction plan and hearing 
the briefings by responsible comrades of Hefei City and 
the park, Comrade Lu Rongjing said: Construction of 
the Hefei Science, Technology, and Industrial Park had a 
good start and is making rapid progress. In short, a good 
beginning has been made. Facts prove that we can really 
do something if the leadership pays attention to it, great 
efforts are devoted to it, and good ideological and 
political work is done to arouse people's initiative. As to 
the development of the park, first of all, there should be 
a proper guiding ideology. It is imperative to uphold the 
idea of aiming high, develop high and sophisticated 
technologies, and integrate them closely with industry. 
Energetic efforts should be made to catch up with the 
process of the new technological revolution in the world, 
strive to commercialize and industrialize the achieve- 
ments of high and sophisticated technologies, and accel- 
erate their diffusion and penetration into the traditional 
industries so as to augment the labor productivity to a 
great extent. Projects of the organizations in the park 
must be of international standards. Ordinary projects 
should not be included here. The course of development 
here should be based on high input, high technology, and 
high efficiency. [passage omitted] 
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Anhui’s Fu Xishou Comments on Screening Companies 

OW2201020591 Hefei Anhui Provincial Service 
in Mandarin 1100 GMT 20 Jan 91 

[From the “Provincial Hookup™ program] 

[Text] The work of screening and rectifying companies 
in Our province, led by the provincial party committee 
and government, achieved remarkable results. This was 
revealed at a just-concluded work meeting on screening 
and rectifying companies in the province. 

According to the above meeting, 3.079 companies in the 
province have so far been closed down or merged with 
others. This accounts for 32.4 percent of the original 
number of companies in our province. Over 80 percent 
of the closed and merged companies were either compa- 
nies owned by party or governinent organs or super- 
fluous companies in the commercial field. The others 
that have been closed down or merged were companies 
whose operations overlapped those of others, companies 
that could not meet the required qualifications, compa- 
nies whose assets were less than their liabilities, and 
companies that seriously violated law and discipline. 
Meanwhile, all the 1.463 party and government cadres 
holding concurrent posts in these companies have, in 
accordance with the instruction of the central authori- 
ties, resigned from either one of the two posts they were 
previously holding. 

Meanwhile, efforts have been focused on investigating 
and dealing with the problems and specific cases of 
violation of law and discipline by companies. There are 
2,228 cases that have been subjected to investigation. Of 
these, 2.110 have been investigated and dealt with. 
These include 219 major cases. of which 210 have been 
investigated and dealt with. A total of 361 people 
involved in these cases were punished by party or 
government discipline measures or by criminal sanction. 
Investigations also revealed that a total of 150 million 
yuan were involvec in the cases of violation of law and 
discipline. As for the companies that are allowed to exist 
after the screening, work started to establish manage- 
ment regulations and various rules for their operations. 

Fu Xishou, deputy secretary of the provincial party 
committee, provincial governor. and head of the provin- 
cial leading group for screening and rectifying compa- 
nies, came to the meeting on 19 Jan to deliver an 
important speech. He said: As a whole, the work of 
screening and rectifying companics in our province 1s 
successful. The work proceeded in a rather down- 
to-earth and reliable way. and no serious mistakes and 
problems occurred. The achievements are remarkable: 
however, there are still some weak areas in the work. 

He pointed out: It is imperative to comply with the 
demands of the part, Central Committee and the State 
Council and carry the various tasks through to the end as 
required. In the next step. we should shift the focus of 
our work to the following: 
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We should gear up the implementation of the plan for 
closing. merging. and retaining companies in strict 
accordance with the criteria specified in the plan, and 
make proper arrangements to deal with the problems 
that may appear after the screening. 

In general. a company should not be allowed to exist 

once a decision has been made to close it or merge 11 with 
another company. 

Companies allowed to exist afier the screening should be 
reexamined. If anything against the rules or any major 
problem is found. the company in question should be 
closed down, if necessary. In no way should a problem be 
left untouched. 

Regarding problems following the close or merge of 
companies, such as the liquidation of assets, habilities, 

unfinished contract work, and personnel disposition, the 
principle to follow is whoever is in charge of the com- 
pany should be responsible for dealing with the prob- 
lems—that is. the problems should be properly dealt 
with by the con pany’s department in charge of admin- 
istration with guidance and supervision by the func- 
tional departments concerned. In addition, every effort 

should be made to prevent the incurrence of any eco- 
nomic loss to the state or the appearance of any new 

destabilizing factors. 

Continued efforts should be made to deeply investigate 
and deal with the problems and specific cases of viola- 
tion of law and discipline by companies. In particular. 
strenuous and earnest efforts should be deovted to 
investigating and dealing with those major cases that are 
hard to tackle because of their complexity, which the 
masses are seriously complaining of, and which have not 

been investigated thus far. In dealing with those cases, 
the pertinent law-enforcement departments should make 
close coordinated efforts to give play to the role of all 
departments concerned as a whole. 

It is necessary to institute regulations and rules with 
respect to companies. In this regard, it is not only 

necessary to establish management regulations and rules 
within companies. but also imperative to strengthen the 
external efforts to administer, supervise, and guide com- 
panies. From now on. we should adhere strictly to the 
established criteria in screening applications for the 
establishment of new companies to avoid the reappear- 
ance of disorder after the screening. 

We should earnestly sum up experience and draw lessons 

from the past. We should sum up and popularize the 
experience of successful companies and draw lessons 

from the problems occurred. 

To run companies successfully, it 1s necessary 19 keep to 
the socialist orientation, do anticorruption work and 
ideological and political work well, employ personnel 
according to the principle of both ability and political 
integrity. and persistently improve all management and 
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operational rules. Above all, the key requirement is for 
the companies to improve themselves and energetically 
to advance. 

The meeting was attended by responsible comrades from 
prefectural and city leading groups for screening and 
rectifying companies and from provincial departments 

concerned. Also present were Meng Yiqi, vice chairman 
of the provincial committee of the Chinese People’s 
Political Consultative Conference and advisor to the 
provincial leading group for screening and rectifying 
companies, as well as members of this group. Zhang 
Runxia, vice provincial governor and deputy head of the 

provincial leading group for screening and rectifying 
comapnies, presided over the meeting. She summed up 
the previous work and arranged for the work in the 
future. 

Fujian Planning Work Conference Opens 

HK2401071991 Fuzhou Fujian Provincial Service 
in Mandarin 1100 GMT 22 Jan 91 

[Excerpt] The provincial Planning Work Conference was 
inaugurated under the auspices of the provincial govern- 
ment in Fuzhou today. 

The conference is mainly aimed at further studying and 
implementing the spirit of the 13th party Central Com- 
mittee’s Seventh Plenum, the spirit of the Fifth Provin- 
cial Party Congress, and the spirit of the fifth provincial 
party committee's Second Plenum, relaying and imple- 
menting the spirit of the National Planning Work Con- 
ference, and making arrangements for the implementa- 
tion of our province’s 1991 National Economic and 
Social Development Plan. 

Acting Governor Jia Qinglin presided over today’s con- 
ference. Leading comrades, including Chen Mingyi. 
Wang Yishi, Shi Xingmou, Ni Songmao, Zhao Xiufu, 
and others, attended the conference. 

Vice Governor Chen Mingyi made a report entitled 
“Study and Implement the Spirit of Seventh Plenum and 
National Planning Work Conference, Conscientiously 
Arrange for the Implementation of the Provincial 1991 
National Economic and Social Development Plan” at 
the conference. 

Provincial Planning Commission Director (Yi Xinmai) 
made a report entitled “Opinions on Provincial 1991 

National Economic and Social Development Plan” at 
the conference. 

In his report, Vice Governor Chen Mingyi pointed out 
that the guiding ideology for the provincial economic 
work in 1991 is: To unswervingly implemeni the party's 
basic line of one center, two basic points; continue to 
simultaneously carry out spiritual and material civiliza- 

tion building: continue to enforce the principle of read- 
justment, reform, improvement, and development, con- 

scientiously implement and carry out the spirit of the 

13th party Central Committee's Seventh Plenum and the 
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fifth provincial party congress, speed up reform, carry 
out comprehensive reform experiments; gradually 

smooth out basic economic relations; mobilize all sorts 
of positive factors; gear economic work to increasing 
economic results; and strive to greatly increase industrial 
production in terms of quality, variety, and results. In 

the meantime, redoubled efforts must be made to reso- 
lutely and effectively expand external economic, trade, 

and technological exchanges to bring about normal cir- 
culation and appropriate growth of the provincial 
national economy and make an important stride forward 

toward the fulfillment of the second-stage strategic goals 
of Fujian’s modernization building. 

Chen Mingyi also forwarded some views on successfully 
Carrying Out this year’s economic and planning work and 
implementing this year’s plan. He stressed: It is neces- 

Sary to conscientiously study and implement the spirit of 

the Seventh Plenum, speed up discussion and formula- 

tion of the 10-Year National Economic and Social 
Development Program and the Eighth Five-Year Plan, 
and make practical arrangements for the implementa- 
tion of this year’s plan. [passage omitted] 

Fujian Plans To Improve Residents’ Livelihood 

OW 2101044391 Beijing XINHUA in English 
0209 GMT 21 Jan 91 

[Text] Fuzhou, January 21 (XINHUA)}—Fuyian provin- 
cial party and government leaders decided at a recent 
meeting to implement | 5 “practical matters” this year to 

improve the life of the local people. 

The planned 15 practical matters include the construc- 

tion of 2.5 million sq meters of commercial housing in 
urban areas to solve housing problem for 2.500 families, 
the construction of new water supply facilities to 
increase the province's daily water supply capacity by 

100,000 tons, and the construction of more cooking gas 
stations in some cities so as to raise the proportion of 

urban residents using cooking gas to 25 percent, almost 
double the present figure. 

Other planned projects include enhancing civil aviation 
services; expanding urban afforestation areas: con- 
structing urban roads, a provincial library and an emer- 
gency rescue center; and improving the conditions of 

some primary and middle schools. 

Efforts will also be made to improve the living and 
working conditions of the rural residents by constructing 
500 km of roads and 20 hospitals. 

Jia Qinglin, acting governor of the province, said at the 
meeting that in the past decade the province's party and 

government organizations have made great achieve- 
ments in improving the life of the province's residents. 

He noted that the per capita net income of the local 

peasants in 1990 reached 760 yuan (about 152 U.S. 

dollars), nearly 4.4 tymes that of 1980. The per capita net 
income of urban residents averaged 1,554 yuan (about 
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310 U.S. dollars) in 1990, a 400 percent increase over the 
figure for 1980, according to Jia. 

Jiangsu Sci-Tech Development Plan Distributed 

OW 2201011391 Nanjing Jiangsu Provincial Service 
in Mandarin 1015 GMT 20 Jan 91 

[By correspondent (Xu Kai); from the “News” program] 

[Text] A science and technology development program 
was drawn up by the provincial science and technology 
commission, together with other departments con- 
cerned, to be included in our province's Eighth Five- 
Year Plan, after comprehensive investigations and 
studies. In this regard, a guide for projects was distrib- 
uted to various units over the past few days. 

Included in the science and technology development 
program are 374 development research projects divided 
into seven categories, 20 applied research projects, and 
38 key projects of applied basic research. 

The objectives set in our province's science and tech- 
nology development program for the eighth five-year 
period are limited objectives with emphasis on certain 
aspects. The program, based on the actual conditions of 

our province, is aimed at concentrating manpower and 
material resources on making breakthroughs in those 
areas that have a rather big effect on economic, scien- 
tific, technological, and social development in our prov- 
ince; are characteristic of Jiangsu; and can produce 
marked economic and social benefits. Of the projects to 
tackle key problems in science and technology during the 
eighth five-year period, 10 are priority projects. These 
include technologies for achieving high and stable yields 
of wheat and rice, breeding and propagating new and 
better crop strains, and increasing cotton output. All 
proposed projects are well coordinated, and consider- 

ation has been given to the three fields of applied 
research, applied basic research, and development 

research so that they wili form an organic whole with 
applied research as the focus. Attention has been given to 

selecting projects with prospects of application in such 
basic fields as agriculture, materials science, resources 
science, and environmental science so that they may 
serve as our technological reserve force for future devel- 
opment. Attention has also been paid to dovetailing the 

projects with the Seventh Five-Year Science and Tech- 
nology Development Program and the Technological 
Transformation Plan for the eighth five-year period with 
a view to accelerating the translation of research results 
into real productive forces. 

Under the new program, a number of high- and sophis- 
ticated-technology products will be turned out on the 
basis of the successful research results achieved in tack- 
ling key problems in science and technology during the 
seventh five-year period. Efforts will also be made to 
organize cooperative projects in various fields between 
different regions and departments; promote cooperation 
among institutions of higher learning, scientific research 
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units, and enterprises; and strengthen the link of science 
and technology to the economy. 

Regarding the implementation of the eighth five-year 
science and technology development program of our 

province, efforts will be made within the framework 
specified by the guide to projects. The actual steps to be 
taken consist of “issuance of the guide, free submission 
of applications, evaluation by experts, and selection of 
the best suited through public bidding.” This will pro- 
vide the broad masses of scientists and technicians with 
an arena to display their talents. 

Jiangsu Builds Up Reserves for National Defense 

HK2401102091 Beijing RENMIN RIBAO in Chinese 
17 Jan 91 p4 

{Report by Wun Zhilin (1327 2535 2651), Gu Xunjian 
(7357 6598 1696), and Wang Gengnan (3769 1649 
0589): “Jiangsu Province Strengthens Building of 
Reserve Force for National Defense™] 

[Text] Jiangsu Province has been carrying forward the 
fine tradition of subjecting the armed forces to the 
leadership of the party and has been extensively carrying 
out the activities of bringing the people's armed forces 
work into line with the standards. As a result, the work of 
building up the reserve force for national defense is full 
of vigor and dynamism. 

The activities of bringing the people's armed forces work 
into line with the standards are comprehensive activities 
in which modern scientific management techniques are 
applied to the people's armed forces work in order to 
raise this work to an advanced level. Through the unified 
planning of the party committees and governments at 
various local levels, objectives were formulated; tasks 
were clearly assigned; and strict examinations and 
assessments were made. The people's armed forces work 
was included in the work schedule of the party commit- 
tees and governments. Specific leaders were assigned to 
take charge of this work, and the condition of this work 
was taken as an item for assessing their work perfor- 
mance. Thus, the “soft task” of building the people's 
armed forces in peacetime was turned into a “tough 
task,” and the party commaittees increased the sense of 
responsibility for the building of the people’s armed 
forces. The Yancheng City CPC Committee organized 
some people to make a comprehensive assessment of the 

leading bodies of the people's armed forces departments 

in all subordinate counties (districts) and made neces- 
sary reorganizations and personnel transfers. Wuxi City 
also examined the pertormances of 104 factory directors 
and managers in handling the people's armed forces 
work and made public the results of the examination, 
thus giving an impetus to the militia work in factories 
and mines. At present, the party committees and govern- 

ments in all cities, counties, and districts throughout the 
province have included the people's armed forces work 
in their annual work plans, and have taken the work in 
this field as one of the local socioeconomic development 
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targets. In the past, they attended to the people’s armed 

forces work only when they were required to do so; but 
now they have taken the initiative in promoting the work 

in this field, and their guidance has become more con- 
crete. 

Jiangsu Province is exercising target management over 
the people’s armed forces work, and has laid down 
specific norms and standards for the people's armed 
forces work at various levels so that the local authorities 
at each level will shoulder clear responsibilities, and their 

work performances can be measured by the established 
requirements. In the last two years, Donghai County h ‘s 
made great efforts to consolidate the grass-roots militia 
organizations. All commanders of militia battalions 
from 497 villages have received training separately in 11 
classes, and this has enhanced the political and military 
quality and competence of the grass-roots people's 
armed forces cadres and militia cadres. The People’s 

Armed Forces Department in Rugao County dispatched 
four militia detachments to participate in the construc- 

tion of Huaneng Power Plant in Nantong, a key project 
of the state, and they fulfilled the important tasks that 
originally needed six units and laid 1,500 km of electric 
cable in 500 days. These militia units of Rugao County 
were collectively cited for meritorious service, third 

class. 

Alt present, a new look has appeared in the people's 

armed forces work in the whole province of Jiangsu, and 
the party’s management over the armed forces has been 

institutionalized. A good atmosphere of caring about 
national defense and the people's armed forces has taken 
shape. The militia organizations throughout the prov- 
ince have been further adapted to the changing urban 
and rural production structures, and 93.5 percent of the 
backbone militiamen have received training. Moreover, 
32.4 percent of the militia forces have been trained into 
various technical forces, and 99 percent of them have 

passed the examinations in the training courses. The 
militia weapons have been safely managed for five years 
without any accident. Last year, |! advanced people's 
armed forces departments were commended by the Nan- 
jing Military Region; and 12 advanced units and indi- 
viduals were commended by the Ministry of National 
Defense for their outstanding work in building up the 
militia force and the reserve force. 

Shandong Makes Defense Education Universal 

SK23010S50891 Jinan Shandong Provincial Service 

in Mandarin 2300 GMT 21 Jan 91 

[Text] The national defense education for all people has 
been made universal in the province and has become 

part of the legal system. Over the past five years, the 
province has universally established leading groups fc; 
national defense education in 133 counties, cities [shi], 
and districts in 16 prefectures and cities; and has given 
rise to a leading system that combines the five levels of 
the state, province, prefecture/city, country/district, and 
township. Meanwhile, the province as a whole has 
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launched the national defense education month and 
week activities. It has conducted various forms of 
national defense knowledge contests, hero and model 
report meetings, and lecture meetings on more than 
5,000 occasions. Those schools, where possible, have 
provided juvenile military school courses and military 
summer camps, thus enabling some 10 million students 
of colleges, middle schools, and primary schools to 
receive national defense education of varying degrees. In 
addition, more than 800 large and medium-sized enter- 
prises in the province have incorporated the national 

defense education io the content of their target manage- 
ment responsibility system. Now, we can see everywhere 
in the province the national defense education streets 
and the support-the-army markets which are voluntarily 
organized and established by the people. 

College Party Secretaries Study Plenum Guidelines 

$K2201074291 Jinan Shandong Provincial Service 

in Mandarin 2300 GMT 19 Jan 91 

[Text] The provincial meeting of secretaries of party 
committees of institutions of higher learning ended in 
Jinan on 19 January. The meeting studied and imple- 
mented the guidelines of the Seventh Plenum of the | 3th 
CPC Central Committee, reviewed and summarized the 
achievements and experience gained from the work 
concerning institutions of higher learning last year, and 
studied and arranged for this year’s tasks concerning 
party building as well as ideological and political work of 
institutions of higher learning 

Attending the meeting were Zhao Zhihao, deputy secre- 
tary of the provincial party committee and governor of 
the province. Ma Zhongcai, Standing Committee 
member and secretary general of the provincial party 
committee; and responsible persons of departments con- 

cerned. 

Zhao Zhihao made a speech at the meeting. He said: We 
should regard the strengthening of ideological and polit- 
ical education as a major basic work of institutions of 
higher learning in upholding the socialist orientation. 
We should conscientiously organize teachers and stu- 
dents to study the documents of the Seventh Plenum of 
the 13th CPC Central Committee. We should regard the 
magnificent goals of the 10-Year Program and the Eighth 
Five-Year Plan as an important teaching material for 
conducting a vivid and practical education on socialist 
ideology among teachers and students. We should unify 
our thinking and strengthen our confidence of socialism. 
This year marks the 70th anniversary of the founding of 
the CPC. In connection with commemorative activities, 
we should launch the activity of studying party history 
among institutions of higher learning in order to make 
teachers and students more conscious in loving the party, 
the country, and soc.alism. We should uphold the prin- 
ciple of giving top priority to moral education in the 
work and policies regarding enrollment, distribution, 
stude:-5 abroac and assessment of titles. In the practical 
cempering throug’ study and work, we should guide 
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young teachers, workers, and students to foster a correct 
outlook on life and the world. 

Zhao Zhihao continued: The key to successfully running 
a socialist university lies in a good leading body. We 
should ensure that the leadership of institutions of higher 
learning is grasped in the hands of the people who are 
loyal to Marxism. In line with the requirement of 
building up the ranks of cadres who are more revolu- 
tionary, younger, better educated, and professionally 
more competent, we should continue to strengthen and 
readjust, if necessary, leading bodies of institutions of 
higher learning. We should bring to leading positions a 
number of excellent cadres who resolutely execute the 
party's basic line, oppose bourgeois liberalization in a 
clear-cut manner, are loyal to Marxism and the socialist 
educational undertakings, and have both ability and 
political integrity. We should actually strengthen leader- 
ship and give full play to the important role of institu- 
tions of higher learning in carrying out the moderniza- 
tion drive. 

Shanghai CPPCC Committee Meeting Closes 

OW 2001140891 Shanghai City Service in Mandarin 
2300 GMT 19 Jan 91 

[From the “Morning News” program] 

[Text] The 15th Session of the Standing Committee of 
the Seventh Shanghai Municipal Committee of the Chi- 
nese People’s Political Consultative Conference 
[CPPCC] closed on 19 January. The session focused on 
studying and discussing the guidelines set by the Seventh 
Plenum of the 13th CPC Central Committee and the 
lith Session of the Fifth Shanghai Municipal CPC 
Committee. Members attending the session unani- 
mously supported the CPC Central Committee's pro- 
posals on drawing up a 10-Year Plan For National 
Economic and Social Development and the Eighth Five- 
Year Plan, and approved the draft outline of the pro- 
posed \ 0-year plan for Shanghai's economic and social 
developnsent and of the municipality's Eighth Five-Year 
Plan. 

The session held that state-run large- and medium-sized 
enterprises had played an important role in Shanghai's 
economic development, and, therefore, the superiority 
of socialism will be demonstrated only by injecting new 
life into them. The session held that Shanghai Munici- 
pality, in implementing the aforementioned outline, 
must adhere to the principle of simultaneously pro- 
moting material and spiritual civilizations, and should 
increase investment in education, scientific and techno- 
logical development, and public health work. The ses- 
sion also urged cadres at all levels in Shanghai to 
vigorously improve the party's style and to correct 
unhealthy practices prevailing in various departments 
and trades. 
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Shanghai Courts Set Verdicts on Obscenity Charges 

OW 2001131291 Shanghai WEN HUI BAO in Chinese 
15 Jan 91 p2 

[Dispatch by Gao Yigin (7559 4135 0530)] 

[Text] Recently the people's courts of Zhabei, Yangpu, 
Xuhui, Huangpu, Changning, and Jingan Districts of 
Shanghai municipality held separate conviction- 
announcement meetings. The meetings announced the 
court decisions on the first instance of eight cases of 
selling obscene materials, involving 15 defendants. Deci- 
sions on several other cases were also announced, 
including one in which a defendant arranged for women 
to practice prostitution. This marked another judicial 
effort of the Shanghai people's courts to strike at the “six 
vices,” following the public announcement of the con- 
victions against the “obscene poison” crimes last 
November. 

Criminals Meng Jianmin, Jiang Qianghua, and Zhuang 
Jun were previously punished with imprisonment, reed- 
ucation through labor, administrative detention, and 
fines, on the charge of selling obscene videotapes. 
Instead of repenting and mending their ways, however, 
these criminals collaborated again to buy obscene video- 
tapes from Shishi City, Fujian Province, then trans- 
porting them to Shanghai and selling them for profit. In 
April 1989, Meng asked Lu Yong, an auto repair worker 
of the foreign trade automotive transport team in Hua- 
ngshan City, Anhui Province, to buy 50 obscene video- 
tapes from Shishi City. Meng rented out and sold five of 
them and, together with Lu, took the remaining 45 tapes 
to Zhuang Jun’s house in Shanghai. Then, they worked 
out a plan to take the tapes to Qingpu County for sale, 
but when Jiang, Meng, and Lu were carrying the obscene 
videotapes to the Xiqu highway bus station, they were 
seized by police. The Xuhui District Court held that the 
defendants’ collaboration in selling obscene videotapes 
for profit had constituted a crime and, therefore, gave 
them the following sentences: Meng was sentenced to a 
fixed-term imprisonment of two years and six months, 
and Lu was sentenced to one year’s imprisonment. Jiang 
and Zhuang were sentenced to two years’ control, and 
each was fined 1,000 yuan. 

To obtain illegal gains, Zhang Yuzhen (female), owner of 
a restaurant, arranged for four young women to practice 
prostitution on 10 occasions in her restaurant and rented 
rooms in other houses between March 1989 and March 
1990. The patrons were visitors from Taiwan, Hong 
Kong, Guangdong, and other places. Zhang received 
“charges for providing places” totaling several hundred 
yuan. In accordance with law, the Jingan District Court 
sentenced Zhang to a fixed-term imprisonment of seven 
years and deprived her of political rights for two years. 

In November 1989, Yu Lei, a jobless person in this 
municipality, and Xu Wenjun, a worker of a blower 
factory, took a young woman named Xu to the house of 
Xu Wenjun’s brother where they conducted sexual activ- 
ities following the acts shown in the obscene pictures 
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printed on a set of poker cards. Between May 1988 and 
May 1990, Xu Wenjun played obscene videotapes on 
many occasions in his house and in that of another 
person named Yang, and over a dozen people came to 
watch the tapes. On another occasion, Lei took another 
young woman, Shi, to the house of a man named Dai, 
where Lei and several others had sex with the young 
woman. In September 1989, Lei introduced Xu and 
Yang to Zhou of Changan Restaurant, who arranged for 
these two young women to practice prostitution. Xu thus 

contracted a venereal disease. The Zhabei District Court 
sentenced Yu Lei to six years’ imprisonment and 
deprived him of political rights for one year. Xu Wenjun 
was given a sentence of three years’ imprisonment. 

Central-South Region 

Guangdong Party Studies 7th Plenum Spirit 

HK2301115091 Guangzhou Guangdong Provincial 
Service in Mandarin 1000 GMT 21 Jan 91 

[Excerpts] The recently concluded Fifth Plenum of the 
Sixth Guangdong Provincial CPC Committee issued a 
new slogan of struggle for people of the whole province 
on overfulfilling the strategic targets of the second stage 
of quadrupling the GNP of 1980 in the Eighth Five-Year 
Plan period. On such a basis, they will struggle hard for 
the fulfillment of the stategic targets of the third stage. 

The plenum was held 18-21 January in Guangzhou. The 
main agenda of the meeting was to implement the spirit 
of the Seventh Plenum of the 13th CPC Central Com- 
mittee and study and propose objectives and tasks of 
economic and social development during the Eighth 
Five-Year Plan period and in the coming 10 years. 

Participating comrades conscientiously studied the pro- 
posal of the CPC Central Committee on formulating the 
10-Year Program on National Economic and Social 
Development, and the Eighth Five-Year Plan, which was 
approved by the plenum. They also studied the commu- 
nique of the plenum, and important speech of Comrade 
Jiang Zemin, and explanation made by Comrade Li 
Peng. They were greatly encoursced by all this. ‘passage 
omitted] 

Through sufficient discussions, ic plenum approved 
Comrade Lin Ruo’'s report on the targets and tasks of 
econoic and social development during the five-year 
plan period in Guangdong. Guiding by the spirit of the 
Seventh Plenum, it summarized and affirmed the 
achievements made by our province in both economic 
construction and the building of socialist spiritual civi- 
lization during the Seventh Five-Year Plan period since 
the resolute implementation of the line, guiding prin- 
ciple and policies of the Third Plenum of the 11th CPC 
Central Committee. [passage omitted] 

According to the plenum, the strategic focal point of our 
province during the Eighth Five-Year Plan period is to 
further consolidate and strengthen the fundamental 
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status of agriculture in our national economy: readjust 
and optimize our economic structure, and make more 
efforts to promote the projects of basic facilities, and 
industrial construction involving raw and processed 
materials; readjust and transform our processing 
industry; actively expand foreign economic relations and 
foreign trade; vigorously promote scientific and techno- 
logical progress; thoroughly enhance our educational 
level; and firmly pursue family planning to control 
exessive population growth. 

To attain strategic objectives of the Eighth Five-Year 
Plan period and the coming 10 years, the plenum main- 
tained: We must persist in the party’s basic line, and give 
prominence to the focal point of economic work, and 

concentrate out attention on modernization program, 
and persist in the principle of grasping things with two 
hands in various work. 

The plenum called on Communist Party members of the 
whole province to stand on the forefront of reform and 
opening up and socialist modernization, unite with the 
broad masses of people, be clear about their targets of 
struggle, and constantly explore the way forward to make 
new contributions to building a prosperous and civilized 
Guangdong. 

Guangdong To Boost Economic Ties With Hong Kong 

HK2401020991 Hong Kong SOUTH CHINA 
MORNING POST in English 24 Jan 91 p 10 

[By Chris Yeung] 

[Text] Guangdong is to increase economic ties with 
Hong Kong in a bid to lure investments in the face of 
growing competition from Shanghai for foreign funds. 

A vice governor of the province, Mr. Yu Fei, will 
officiate at a ceremony of a Guangdong-funed firm in 
Hong Kong today, to be followed by similar visits by 
provincial officials in the next few months. 

A visit by the governor, Mr. Ye Xuanping, is also being 
discussed. 

The campaign follows a provincial conference of the 
party committee that ended in Guangzhou on Monday, 
to map Out its economre «trategy for the next five to 10 
years. 

Chinese sources sai ..e southern province had indi- 

cated as one of its major tasks the boosting of economic 
links with Hong Kong in its Eighth Five-Year Plan 
(1991-95) to maintain its economic vitality. 

Provincial leaders feared the central government's policy 
of shifting economic development towards Shanghai 
would divert most of the foreign and Hong Kong funds 
away from Guangdong. 

The Guangdong provincial leaders decided to take 
advantage of its geographical position to strengthen ties 
with Hong Kong and Macao in a bid to improve exports 
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A delegation of trade officials is currently in Hong Kong 
to discuss with local businessmen how to solve practical 
problems in boosting economic and trade links across 
the border. 

The delegation comprises officials in charge of foreign 
trade and technology. Similiar discussions organised by 
the Trade Development Council will be held every three 
months. 

Following the closing of the party's seventh plenum at 
the end of last month, provinces and regions have held 
separate meetings to formulate their own plans for the 
next five to 10 years in accordance with the broad 
outlines adopted at the plenum. 

In the face of a tightened budget, provinces and regions 
have stressed greater openness to attract foreign invest- 
ments. 

According to the NEW CHINA NEWS AGENCY yes- 
terday, Hunan’s governor Mr. Chen Bangzhu also under- 
lined the significance of its proximity to Guangdong in 
boosting its own economic development. 

He said the province would expand cooperation with 
Hong Kong, Macao and overseas countries by using 
Guangdong and other coastal cities as a “bridge”. 

“We must use the link in order to improve the province's 
foreign trade and the economy of the province as a 
whole,” Mr. Chen said in Shenzhen. 

Outlining the cooperation between Hunan, Guangdong 
and Hong Kong, he said the inland province would 
guarantee the supply of high-quality food supplies and 
raw materials. 

Guangxi Firearms, Drug Smuggling Activities Cited 

HK2301055391 tong Kong MING PAO in Chinese 
22 Jan 91 p 9 

[“Special Interview” by staff reporter Lin Tsui-fang 
(2651 5050 5358): “Scoundrels Traffic in Firearms on 
Sino-Vietnamese Border To Seek Exorbitant Profits”) 

[Text] In a nongovernmental border trade zone on the 
Sino-Vietnamese border in Pinxiang City, Guangxi 
Province, a great number of vario:: stalls and booths are 
seen standing on both sides of long, muddy, hilly roads, 
and their business is extremely brisk. Here it is not 
difficult to buy firearms and drugs smuggled into China 
from Vietnam ‘f one wants to. One gun costs no more 
than 200-300 yuan. Lawbreaking scoundrels transship 
these smuggled guns to Hong Kong and Taiwan to seck 
profit, thus jeopardizing public security in these two 
places. The Guangxi authorities have expressed their 
determination to step up efforts in intercepting, investi- 
gating, and severely punishing these smuggling activities. 

In an interview with our staff reporter, Cheng Yao-tang, 
representative of the Hong Kong and Macao region of 
the National People’s Congress [NPC] who had just 
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headed an inspection delegation to Guangxi, talked 
about what he saw and heard during his on-the-spot 
inspection trip in Pinx:ang City on the Sino-Vietnamese 
border. 

Cheng Yao-tang said: During the trip, we personally 
explained to Guangxi provincial leaders the serious 
consequences on Hong Kong's public security caused by 
illegal gun smuggling from the Chinese mainland. More- 
over, the fact that among the smuggled guns seized in 
Hong Kong are some Red Star Brand pistols that can 
only be owned by Chinese military officers has aroused 
much concern. It was learned during the trip that the 
illegal guns smuggled from Vietnam are China-made 
ones provided by China as support during the Vietnam 
war. Having circulated among the people, these guns are 
now being smuggled back into China over the Sino- 
Vietnamese border. 

It was learned that the profit earned in smuggling illegal 
guns can be considerable. In the border trade zone on the 
Sino-Vietnamese border, the black-market exchange rage 
is renminbi [RMB] one yuan to 1,300 Vietnam dong. In 
another words, the 200-300 yuan carned by a Viet- 
namese in selling one gun equals as much as 400,000 
dong. On the other hand, border inhabitants can make a 
profit varying from several hundred to nearly 1,000 yuan 
per gun in selling illegal guns they have bought to illegal 
gun markets in Hong Kong and Taiwan. 

Guangxi provincial leaders told the NPC Hong Kong 
and Macao representative inspection delegation: The 
province cracked a total of 361 transactions of illegal 
firearms last year. Most guns seized in these transactions 
came from Vietnam and the biggest transaction of all 
involved 34 guns. 

The Guangxi authorities believe that lawbreaking scoun- 
drels from China, Vietnam, Hong Kong, and Taiwan are 
involved in these gun-smuggling activities. 

Sino- Vietnamese border trade 1s long-standing, yet it was 
once banned by both sides as a result of poor Sino- 
Vietnamese relations. Since an official opening-up in 
1989, when the two governments set up passes, delimited 
trade zones, and allowed their people to enter and exit 
from these zones with a “certificate of border inhabit- 
ants,” business in the designated areas has been brisk. 
On both sides of the hilly roads, there are fixed stalls and 
booths, as well as some ground stalls. There are also 
some vendors peddling along the way. The primitive 
trade method of barter is also used. 

Cheng Yao-tang pointed out: According to what he saw 
in the border trade zone in Pinxiang City, a0 search 
procedure is conducted when border inhabitants enter or 

exit from trade zones. Although there are several passes 
on the major highway leading to Pinxiang City and only 
people with certificates are allowed to enter the city, 
smugglers can keep clear of these passes by taking side 
paths and shortcuts. for the overall length of the Sino- 
Vietnamese border is !.200 kilometers which traverses 
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nine counties and cities on land. In addition, smugglers 
can also take sea routes to enter the city via Bethai City. 

Cheng Kejie. chairman of Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous 
Regional People’s Government, told the NPC delega- 
tion: The authorities have adopted two measures on the 
issue Of smuggling along the Sino-Victnamese border: 
First, Guangxi and Guangdong will join hands in inter- 
cepting smugglers because Guangdong ts the only way 
smugglers can transship illegal guns to Hong Kong and 
Taiv an. Second, all Guangxi counties contiguous to the 
Vietnamese border have called joint conferences on 
stepping up efforts in intercepting and investigating 
firearms smuggling. 

In addition, Guangxi provincial government has issued a 
circular saying that anyone who illegally possesses and 
sells firearms, or conceals what he knows about a case, 
will be subjected to severe punishment. 

Cheng Yao-tang quoted Guangxi Autonomous Regional! 
People’s Government Chairman Cheng Kejie as saying 
to the Guangxi Public Security Bureau chief: It is imper- 
ative for us to carry out investigations and impose severe 

punishment on firearms smuggling. for the problem will 
endanger Guangxi itself in the first place. Cheng said: 
“Otherwise, there will be armed bank robberies when 
Guangxi 1s opened up to the outside world in the future.” 

Deng Hongxun Addresses Hainan Party on 7th Plenum 

HK2301070391 Haikou Hainan Provincial Service 

in Mandarin 2300 GMT 19 Jan 91 

[Excerpts] The enlarged Fifth Plenum of the Firsi 
Hainan Provincial CPC Committee began in Haikou 
City on 17 January. The plenum is mainly aimed at 
conscientiously studying and comprehending the spirit 
of the Seventh Plenum of the 13th CPC Central Com 
mittee as well as discussing and revising the provincial 
party committee's opinions on work in 1991 and our 
province's Eighth Five-Year Plan. 

At a plenum held yesterday afternoon, provincial party 
committee Secretary Deng Hongxun delivered a speech 
eniitled “Brace Up, Unite Together, Forge Ahead, Suc- 
cessfully Carry Out Work in 1991." 

Provincial party committee Deputy Secretary Liu Jian- 
feng presided over yesterday's plenary meeting. 

Provincial party committee Deputy Secretary Yao 
Wenxu and provincial party committee Standing Com- 
mittee members Miao Enlu, Wang Yuefeng, Li Zhimin, 
and Xiao Xuchu were seated at the rostrum. 

la his speech, Comrade Deng Hongxun summed up our 
province's adherence to the principles of improvement, 

rectification, in-depth reform, and opening up to the 
outside world and enforcement of the principles of 
applying policies, laying a solid foundation, strength- 
ening implementation, and achieving good actual results 
in the year 1990. He also analyzed the existing difficul- 
ties and problems and put forth the guiding ideology. 
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goals, and measures for work in 1991. He said: Last year, 
in view of the overheated and disproportionate 
economy, Our province screened and rectified some 
companies and construction projects with the resuit that 
we finally succeedea in ensuring a healthy development 
of the Hainan Special Economic Region's economic 
construction. We also devoted our energies to enterprise 
and rural reform: loosened our grip on prices of edible 
oil, ed'ble sugar, and some grain crops; carned out 
corresponding reforms in financial, banking, scientific, 
technological, and educational undertakirgs; studied 
and formulated plans aimed at relaxing control over 
grain prices and promoting reform of the social security 
system, embarked on building a high-tech industrial 
development zone and a comprehensive agricultural 
development zone. made preliminary preparations for 

the building of the Yangpu Development Zone; adhered 
to economic construction as the center, and ensured a 
steady growth of our provincial national economy. As a 
result, our agricultural base has been strengthened: our 
enterprises overcame myriads of difficulties and wit- 
nessed a steady development: our export trade increased 
by a large margin: our tourism industry recovered rap- 
idly. We also made headway in our lateral economic 
association with the hinterland and our invitation of 
foreign funds and advanced foreign techrologies;, our 
financial revenue showed an increase over the previous 

year, our financial situation was stable; the construction 
of key projects proceeded smoothly; our communica- 
tions, energy, post, and telecommunications undertak- 
ings gained further development, our investment envi- 
ronment showed a continued improvement, our 

commodity prices were stable and dropped a bit; and the 
livelihood of our people living in both urban and rural 
areas also improved significantly. Meanwhile, we also 
strengthened party-building work and ideological and 
potitical work, improved the quality of leading bodies at 
all levels, practically stepped up spiritual civilization 
building, and greatly promoted the development of sci- 
entific, technological, educational, cultural, aac public 
health undertakings. We also attached utmost impor- 
tance to the maintenance of social stability, took as many 
precautions as we could in this connection, and safe- 
guarded social stability throughout the whole province. 
[passage omitted] 

In his report, Comrade Deng Hongxun said: This year, 
we must conscientiously implement to the letter the five 
unquestionable guiding principles set forth by the Sev- 
enth Plenum of the [3th CPC Central Committee, 
conscientiously sum up our experiences of turning 
Hainan into a province and building the Hainan Special 
Economic Region in the last three years, work hard to 
explore ways ard means in order to build a socialist 
special economic region, and further push ahead with the 
development and construction of the Hainan Special 
Economic Region as well as the development of various 
undertakings in Hainan 

In his report, Comrade Deng Hongxun stressed: This 
year, we must devote most of our energies to the fol- 

lowing Six aspects of work: 
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1. To greatly step up economic construction, increase 
economic results; successfully fulfill all plans; achieve 
greater, faster, better, and more economical results; do 
well rural work; strengthen the agricultural base; raise 
comprehensive agricultural production capability; fur- 
ther increase grain production output this year; speed up 

industrial development: deepen enterprise reform; 
strengthen enterprise management; actively carry out 
““Quality-Variety-Result Year” activities; improve enter- 
prise quality; raise funds through various channels; use 

long-term and low-interest loans provided by the World 
Bank and foreign governments to build some large-scale, 
key, and backbone enterprises; speed up technological 
transformation of the existing enterprises; set up more 
lateral economic associations with the hinterland; invite 
more foreign funds and advanced foreign technologies; 
greatly develop enterprises run with foreign capital, 
overseas Chinese capital, and with both Chinese and 
foreign capital; broaden commodity circulation channels 
between urban and rural areas: and greatly develop a 
commodity economy: 

2. To further improvement, rectification, in-depth 
reform, and opening up; gradually establish economic 
and operational structures, which are aimed at meeting 
the needs of a special economic region: smooth out all 
types of relations: create a fine and harmonious environ- 
ment; and bring about a sustained, steady, and coordi- 
nated economic development of the Hainan Special 
Economic Region; 

3. To strengthen and improve party leadership, success- 

fully carry out party-building work. enable party organi- 
zations at all levels to become real strong nuclei in the 
process of building the Hainan Special Economic 
Region, strictly manage the party, carry out in-depth 
Struggle against corruption, promote party-style building 

and clean-government building, continue to investigate 
cases of cadres building private houses in violation of the 
law and discipline, and try to bring work in this connec- 
tion to an end within this year: 

4. To practically and successfully strengthen socialist 

spiritual civilization building: 

5. To continue to carry out comprehensive harnessing of 
social order and safeguard social order in the whole 
province: 

6. To strengthen socialist democracy and legal system 
building; immediately end the state of law shortage, law 
violation, and slack law enforcement: 2nd create stable 
social and investment environments. 

The provincial party committee called on party mem- 
bers, cadres, and people of all nationalities in the whole 
province to clearly understand the current situation; 
brace up; grasp opportunities; unite together; forge 

ahead in the year 1991: foster a style characterized by 
exploration, invention, seeking truth, making headway, 
hard work, and working vigorously and speedily: adopt a 
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new mental attitude; conscientiously study and imple- 
ment to the letter the spirit of the Seventh Plenum of the 
13th CPC Central Committee; and strive to bring about 
Hainan’s take-off. 

The plenum was attended by a total of more than 220 
people, including members and alternate members of the 
provincial party commiitee; members of the provincial 
Discipline Inspection Commission; party-member 
responsible comrades of the provincial conference of 
people’s representatives and the provincial CPPCC com- 
mittee; retired veteran cadres at vice governor or pro- 
vincial party committee deputy secretary level; city and 
county party committee secretaries; city mayors; county 
magistrates; party-member responsible comrades of 
party and goveinment organs at and above bureau level, 
which are directly under the provincial authorities; 
party-member responsibie comrades of people’s organi- 
zations, enterprises, and undertakings at provincial 
level; and party-member responsible comrades of all the 
Hainan-based central units at deputy provincial depart- 
ment level. 

Hainan Court President Stresses Prostitution Bar. 

HK2301113891 Haikou Hainan Provincial Servic: 

in Mandarin 2300 GMT 19 Jan 91 

[Excerpt] Yesterday, provincial Higher People’s Court 
President Ding Guo called on people's courts at all levels 
across the province to deal a telling blow to criminals 
who procure women for prostitution or force women 
into prostitution by severely and rapidly punishing crim- 
inals in this connection in accordance with the law. 
[passage Omitted] 

President Ding Guo pointed out: Since Hainan became a 
province, the Hainan Provincial Higher People’s Court 
has passed heavy sentences on several batches of crimi- 
nals who had procured women for prostitution or forced 
women into prostitution in accordance with the law. 
However, criminal activities regarding prostitution still 
continue to exist in our province at present. These 
criminal activities have not only poisoned the general 
mood of society and undermined social order, but also 
seriously corrupted the minds of young people. !n view 
of this situation, it is necessary to continue to implement 
to the letter the principle of severely and rapidly pun- 
ishing criminals engaged in prostitution, pass heavier 
sentences on those who commit more serious crimes in 
this connection, and even sentence those who commit 
major crimes in this connection to death. 

President Ding Guo finally warned those criminals who 
are still defying the law and asked them to learn a lesson 
from the cases of two recently executed criminals named 
(Long Hanging) and (Wang Renzhong) and voluntarily 
turn themselves in to the judicial organs at various levels 
in order to receive relativeiy lenient punishments. 
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Henan Discovers Prospective Gold Reserve 

OW2301181191 Beying XINHUA in English 
1320 GMT 23 Jan 91 

[Text] Beijing, January 23 (XINHUA)-—A highly pro- 
spective gold reserve has been discovered in the Tongbo 
Mountain area located in central China’s Henan Prov- 
ince, an Official from the Ministry of Geology and 
Mineral Resources said today. 

The site will be easily mined since the gold seam is 
shallow, and there is abundant water resources and 

convenient communications. 

The official said that the mine will be the second major 
gold producing base in Henan Province. 

Guan Guangfu Solicits Non-CPC Opinions on Plans 

HK2401143591 Wuhan Hubei Provincial Service 

in Mandarin 1000 GMT 22 Jan 91 

[Excerpts] On the morning of 18 January, the Hubei 
Provincial CPC Committee invited personages of var- 
ious democratic parties and patriotic nonparty person- 
ages to a forum to solicit their opinions on Draft Pro- 
posals of the Hubei Provincial CPC Committee on 
Formulation of the Provincial 10-Year National Eco- 
nomic and Social Development Program and Eighth 
Five-Year Plan. 

Provincial party committee Secretary Guan Guangfu, 
Deputy Secretary Qian Yunlu, Standing Committee 
Member and Vice Governor Li Daqiang, and some other 
leading comrades attended the forum, listened to the 
participants’ views, and held talks with the participants. 
[passage omitted] 

All the participants at the forum unanimously held: The 
Seventh Plenum of the 13th CPC Central Committee 
was a meeting of great importance, a meeting aimed at 
summarizing the past and looking forward to the future, 
a meeting signaling a new stage in our country’s socialist 
modernization building, and a meeting of profound and 
far-reaching significance to unifying ideology and under- 
standing as well as mobilizing and organizing people of 
the whole country to brace up and strive to attain the 
second-stage strategic goal of China's socialist modern- 
ization building and push ahead with the cause of 
building socialism with salient Chinese characteristics. 

All the non-CPC personages attending the forum 
expressed their approval of draft proposals of Hubei 
Provincial CPC Committee on Formulation of the Pro- 
vincial 10-Year National Economic and Social Develop- 
ment Program and Eighth Five-Year Plan as well as the 
explanations on the draft proposals. [passage omitted] 

After listening to the views of non-CPC personages. 
Comrade Guan Guangfu made a speech. He said: Per- 
sonages of various democratic parties and patriotic non- 
party personages in our province have attached great 
importance to our province’s 10-year program and 
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Eighth Five-Year Plan. With a strong sense of responsi- 
bility, they have conscientiously studied the proposals 
sentence by sentence and word by word and frankly put 
forward some views and proposals which are of great 
help to the provincial party committee’s decisionmak- 
ing. Our party has always advocated discussion between 
the Communist Party and various democratic parties on 
issues of great importance so that we can absorb the 
wisdom of personages of democratic parties and non- 
party personages and enable these personages to discuss 

and participate in the state and political affairs. In the 
future, we must continue to work in this manner as we 
have done before. We must more successfully implement 
the principle of long-term coexistence, mutual supervi- 
sion, showing utter devotion, and sharing honor and 
disgrace between the CPC and various democratic par- 
ties. Party committees and governments at all levels, 
various democratic parties, patriotic nonparty person- 

ages, and people of all nationalities in our province must 
unite as one, work with one heart and o1° mind, make 
concerted efforts, and make greater contributions to the 
attainment of our country’s second-stage strategic goals, 
the rise of Hubei in Central China, and the overall 
development of China. 

The forum was attended by a total of more than 30 
people, including Mu Changsheng, vice chairman of the 
Provincial CPPCC [Chinese People’s Political Consulta- 
tive Conference] Committee and director of the provin- 
cial party committee’s United Front Work Department, 

and some other leading comrades. [passage omitted] 

Hunan Governor Leads Inspection Group to Shenzhen 

HK230//20891 Changsha Hunan Provincial Service 
in Mandarin 2300 GMT 21 Jan 91 

[Excerpts] On 18-21 January, Chen Bangzhu, deputy 
provincial party secretary and provincial governor, and 
Sun Wensheng, deputy provincial party secretary, led 
our province's inspection group to visit Shenzhen City. 
During the inspection tour, they repeatedly stressed: We 
must fully make use of our province's strong points in 
natural resources and the strong points of the special 
economic zone in terms of policies, foreign capital, 
foreign market, and technology to vigorously develop 
export-oriented enterprises to push foreign economic 
relations, foreign trade, and economic construction in 
our province to a new Stage. [passage omitted] 

While inspecting Zhongxiang Condenser Plant, Com- 
rade Cheng Bangzhu fully affirmed the achievements of 
this plant, and said with full confidence: We must take 

Zhongxiang as a base to establish a Hunan electronics 
industrial village here. It has been learned that this 
Sino-foreign venture enteprise has developed an annual 
capacity of producing 50 million condensers. Most of the 
products are exported to markets in Hong Kong and 
Southeast Asia. Its supply falls short of demand. [passage 
omitted] 

He hoped that Hunan enterprises in Shenzhen would 
further give play to the strong points of the special 
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economic zone and the coastal area to constantly explore 
the way forward and make still greater achievements. 

Comrade Sun Wensheng encouraged our province's 
enterprises in Shenzhen to strengthen their management, 
and ideological, political work to struggle hard to estab- 
lish an export-oriented contingent of workers and staff 
members who have a good command of technology, 
know operations well, and are really up to the mark in 
their ideology and work style. [passage omitted] 

At 1128 yesterday [21 January], there was a most 
exicting moment in the talk on transforming Hunan’s 
existing facilities. In the splendid (Chaixiang Chun) Hall 
of the Yangguang Hotel in Shenzhen, representatives 
from Hengyang Steel Tube Company Limited, Danjiang- 
Hong Kong Company Limited, and eight banks which 
provide loans for the project of constructing a 30-ton 
electric furnace for making steel signed the relevant 
contract. More than 100 Chinese and foreign guests 
present burst into thunderous applause. 

Provincial party and government leaders Chen Bangzhu, 
Sun Wensheng, and Chen Pingchuan shook hands with 
the guests to mutual extend their congratulations, which 
demonstrated the climax of the talk. 

The abovementioned $24.5 million project of making 
use of foreign capital is the biggest project concluded at 
the talk, and also our province's new attempt of directly 
making use of a loan provided by a foreign bank syndi- 
cate for technical transformation projects. [passage 
omitted] 

North Region 

Beijing Campaigns Against Police Corruption 

HK2301045891 Beying CHINA DAILY in English 
23 Jan 91 p 3 

[By staff reporter Xu Xiangqun] 

[Text] Give me 10,000 yuan, and I'll put in a good word 
for you, a scout with the Municipal Security Bureau of 
Beijing (MSB) said to the family members of a suspect, 
though he is not in charge of the case and has not got the 
authority to say anything in favour of the man. 

The scout has been detained and under investigation. 

Among all the 40,000 officers and policemen working for 
the Security Bureau, 2,871 or 7.2 percent of the total, 
have been found to be involved in various kinds of 
malpractice, such as bribe-taking, extortion and embez- 
zlement. 

That was revealed by Shu Guangsheng, deputy director 
of the bureau at a conference held on Saturday. 

The MSB has made a drive to stamp out corruption 
among its staff since November when a meeting for 
“construction of a clean and honest administration” was 

called on by the municipal government. 
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An investigation made by the MSB revealed three types 
of “unhealthy practices” existing in the security organ, 
all of which are considered to be illegal activities by those 
seeking personal gain by taking advantage of their posi- 

tion. 

—To seek benefits by making use of their authority on 
maintaining public order, on traffic control, fire pro- 
tection and foreign affairs. 

—To gain from people who applied for permanent 
residence, for passport or for business licences. 

—To ask for or receive bribes in handling a case. 

Many police sub-stations in the city were found to have 
charged for some services which used to be offered for 
free. 

Some traffic police have imposed excessive fines on 
those who violate traffic regulations. 

As well as the overall investigation, the MSB’s measures 
to curb “unorthodox practices” took the form of “self- 
examination” and “self-correction”™. 

Encouraged by the authority, 2,700 people in the public 
security organs have confessed to their misbehaviour. 

Wang Qun Addresses Inner Mongolia Party Plenum 

Outlines Tasks, Goals 

$K2?01023391 Hohhot Inner Mongolia Regional 
Service in Mandarin 1100 GMT 21 Jan 91 

[Text] In his report to the third enlarged plenum of the 
fifth autonomous regional party committee, Comrade 
Wang Qun put forward the major tasks and goals of our 
region’s economic and social development for the next 
10 years and the Eighth Five-Year Plan period. Wang 
Qun said: In the next 10 years and the Eighth Five-Year 
Plan period, our region should achieve a fairly rapid 
development in its economy and social underiakings. 
Our strategic thoughts are to develop our advantages in 
resources, to rely on reform and opening up, to base 
ourselves on scientific and technological progress, and to 
Strive to develop the region and make the people 
prosper. The major tasks and goals are to by and large 
attain the three short-range goals in the Eighth Five-Year 
Plan period; to comprehensively attain the second-step 
strategic objectives, and achieve a 100-percent increase 
or more in GNP over the 1980 figure by the end of this 
century; to greatly enhance our overall cconomic 

strength; to bring the people’s life to a fairly comfortable 
standard; to build, through hard work, our region into an 
important energy, raw material, metallurgical industry, 
heavy chemical industry, and woolen textile industry 
base of the state, and into an animal husbandry, forestry, 
grain, oil, and sugar production base, and strive to make 
some of these industries rank among the best in the 
country; and to further develop science and technology, 
education, culture, and other social undertakings. When 
the aforementioned goals are attained, our region will be 
able to make a great step forward on the road to unity, 
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progress, civilization, and prosperity, and Inner Mon- 
golia will be able to enter the 2Iist century with a 
brand-new attitude, and lay a solid foundation for 
attaining the third-step strategic objectives. 

Wang Qun pointed out: To attain the aforementioned 
goals, our region’s annual GNP growth rate should be 
higher than the national average. Our growth rate should 
be achieved on the premise that economic efficiency is 
improved and on the basis that the comprehensive 

production capacity is increased, and should be a real- 
istic One that can increase our vigor and reserve strength. 

Wang Qun pointed out: The favorable conditions for 
attaining the goals are as follows: First, after four 
decades and more of construction, our region has estab- 
lished industrial and economic systems that consist of 
fairly complete branches, and that have a substantial 
foundation. This provides a good foundation for our 
region’s economic and social development for the 
1990's. Second, our region is an important energy and 
raw material industry base for the country, and the 
state’s industrial policy of giving special emphasis to 
some industries provides with us a very good opportu- 
nity. Third, our region stretches over north, northeast, 
and northwest China, neighbors seven provinces and one 
autonomous region, 1s close to Beijing and Tianjin, and 
borders on the Soviet Union and Mongolia. It has an 
excellent geographical environment. Fourth, the central 
authorities have formulated the major policies of accel- 
erating the economic development of the border regions 
of minority nationalities. Cadres at various levels, and 
party members throughout our region have an ever 
increasing awareness in defending the reunification of 
the motherland, and safeguarding national unity and 
political stability. This provides a reliable political guar- 
antee for us to concentrate our efforts on economic 
construction. 

Wang Qun pointed out: In the process of attaining the 
aforementioned goals, we still have many difficulties and 
unfavorable factors. However, as long as we fully 
develop our subjective initiative, we will be able to turn 
the unfavorable factors into favorable ones, turn nega- 
tive factors into positive ones, and make the tremendous 
potential of our region develop to the full. 

Reports on Agriculture, Animal Husbandry 

S$K2301023891 Hohhot Inner Mongolia Regional 
Service in Mandarin 1100 GMT 21 Jan 91 

[Text] In his report to the third enlarged plenum of the 
fifth autonomous regional party committee, Comrade 
Wang Qun stressed: In the next 10 years, especially in the 
Eighth Five-Year Plan period, one of the major tasks for 
our region’s economic and social development is to 
firmly establish the position of agriculture and animal 
husbandry as the foundation, and adopt every means to 
promote agricultural and animal husbandry production, 
and the work of rural and pastoral areas. 
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Wang Qun said: If our Inner Mongolia fails to promote 
agriculture and animal husbandry, peasants and 

herdsmen, who account for 70 percent of the region’s 
total population, will jose their foundation for achieving 
prosperity, and the development of the economy as a 
whole will be fundamentally restricted, and even the 
stability of the border area and society will be affected. 
Therefore, party committees and governments at various 
levels should attach great importance to agriculture and 
animal husbendry, and conscientiously strengthen lead- 
ership over agriculture, animal husbandry, and the work 
of rural and pastoral areas. They must never become 
unrealistically optimistic just because of one or two years 
of bumper harvest. We should note that, judging from 
the entire situation, our region's foundation for agricul- 
ture and animal husbandry 1s still very weak, and we are 
yet to eliminate the passive situation of living and raising 
livestock at the mercy of the nature. Major party and 
government leaders, from the autonomous regional level 
down to league, city, banner, and county levels, should 
devote great efforts to agriculture and animal husbandry, 
which constitute the foundation. All trades and profes- 
sions, and all fronts should embrace the idea of sharing 
the same fate with agriculture and animal husbandry, 
adopt every means to support agriculture and animal 
husbandry, and truly create a vivid situation in which 
the entire party and society expend great effort to 
develop agriculture and animal husbandry. 

Wang Qun said: In the next 10 years, especially in the 
Eighth Five-Year Plan period, the basic guiding thoughts 
we should follow to develop our region’s agriculture and 
animal husbandry are to stabilize agricultural and 
animal husbandry production, and to increase the 
income of peasants and herdsmen. By stabilizing the 
production, we mean that the conditions for agricultural 
and animal husbandry production are improved every 
year, the capacity for agricultural and animal husbandry 
production to resist natural disasters is enhanced every 
year, and the comprehensive production capacity and 
economic efficiency of agriculture and animal husbandry 
are raised every year. By increasing the income, we mean 
that through developing agricultural and animal hus- 
bandry production, and various processing and service 
industries, we should enable the income of peasants and 
herdsmen to increase every year. For this purpose, we 

should adopt the following policies and measures. First, 
we should continue to deepen the reforms in rural and 
pastoral areas. Second, we should adopt every means to 

increase investment, and greatly strengthen the construc- 
tion of infrastructural facilities for agriculture and 
animal husbandry. Third, we should rely on science and 
technology and education to develop agriculture and 
animal husbandry. Fourth, we should rationalize the 
economic structures of agriculture, animal husbandry, 
and rural and pastoral areas. 

Views Construction, Transportation 

§$K2301024591 Hohhot Inner Mongolia Regional 
Service in Mandarin 1100 GMT 21 Jan 91 

[Text] In his report to the third enlarged plenum of the 
fifth autonomous regional party committee, Comrade 
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Wang Qun urged that in our region’s economic and 
social development in the next 10 years, we should 
Strengthen construction of basic industries and infra- 
structural facilities. First, we should provide good 
quality and highly efficient service to ensure that the key 
construction projects concerning energy and raw mate- 

rial industries are completed smoothly. The state 
decided to develop a number of key coal, power, petro- 
leum, metallurgical industrial, chemical industry, and 
transportation projects in our region in the latter stage of 

the Seventh Five-Year Plan period, and in the Eighth 
Five-Year Plan period. Our major task is to make a 
concerted effort to achieve success in the preparations 
before the construction and the service after the con- 
struction starts. We should particularly do a good job in 
the requisition of land and materials and in the construc- 
tion of living and service facilities to ensure that the key 
projects proceed smoothly, and are completed and com- 
missioned at an early date. Meanwhile, we should con- 
tinue to do a good job in finding mineral and water 
resources, and in feasibility studies, and strive to win 
State approval for developing another group of key 
projects in our region in the Eighth and Ninth Five-Year 
Plan periods. 

Second, we should make the best use of the advantages in 
energy and raw material industries to develop the inten- 
sive processing indusiry in a planned and selective 
manner, strive to raise the grade of the processing 
industry, and turn our advantages in energy resources 
into economic advantages. In the Eighth Five-Year Plan 
period, we should emphasize the conversion of coal: 
develop the cooperation between coal and power enter- 
prises, the coal chemical industry, and the industries that 
consume large amounts of energy resources; utilize 
petroleum, natural gas, salt, soda, sulphur, and other raw 
materials to develop the petrochemical industry and salt 
chemical industry; emphasize the development of lines 
of products and finished products; actively expand the 
production capacity of iron, steel, and gold; further 
expedite the development and utilization of rare earth, 
nonferrous metal, and other mineral resources; and 
develop the industries that have high additional value, 
and the meial smelting and processing industries. 
Focusing on the needs of ey construction projects, we 
should actively develop the building material industry, 
and the processing industry, township enterprises and 
the tertiary industry in support of the key projects so that 
the key proyects and local industries, commerce, munic- 

ipal administration and other work will promote each 

other and develop simu!taneously. 

Third, we should actively develop transportation, post 
and telecommunication. In the Eighth Five-Year Plan 
period, we should focus on the construction of Jining- 
Tongliao Railway, actively support the state in the 
construction of the Harbin-Manzhouli Railway, the dou- 
ble-tracking of Datong-Baotou Railway, and the Feng- 
zhen-Jungar Railway, and strive to accelerate the reno- 
vation of [words indistinct] of the Baotou-Lanzhou 
Railway. In the construction of highways, we should 
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actively collect funds to carry out the renovation and 

expansion of the several trunk highways and highway for 
national defense, such as the Ulan Hot-Lindong. 
Yakeshi-Manzhoul', Wulanhua-Saihantala, and Jining- 
Laoyemiao Higiiways. Meanwhile, we should adopt var- 

ious methods, such as providing labor instead of relief 
funds, to solve the problem of inaccessibility of old 
revolutionary base areas, minority areas, border areas 
and poverty-stricken areas. In air transportation, we 

should focus on the expansion and renovation of the 
Xilin Hot, the Ulan Hot and the Tongliao Airports, and 
strive to Open some new international and domestic air 

routes so that a comprehensive network characterized by 
initial coordination of railway, highway and air trans- 
portation can be established. The focuses of post and 
telecommunication are to develop inner-city automatic 
and program-control telephone service, to increase the 

number of telephone subscribers, to greatly develop 
microwave and satellite telecommunications, and to 
actively develop the telecommunications work of ban- 

ners, counties, towns, and townships. 

Relates Township Enterprise Development 

$K2301140591 Hohhot Inner Mongolia Regional 
Service in Mandarin 1100 GMT 21 Jan 91 

[Text] In his report to the third enlarged plenum of the 
fifth autonomous regional party committee, Comrade 
Wang Quon said that in the future, we should regard the 
development of township enterprises as one of the stra- 
tegic priorities of the region’s economic development, 

and as an important measure to make the people, ban- 

ners and counties, leagues and cities, and the autono- 
mous region prosper, achieving success in it. 

First, we should make rational arrangements for town- 
ship enterprises in line with specific local conditions, 

attach importance to their efficiency. and achieve break- 
throughs in major areas. In line with this principle, all 
localities should define their own development goals and 
plans, properly muster their financial, technological, 
manpower, and material resources to support them, and 

strive to develop a number of projects within a short 
period of time that require less investment and yield 

quick results. In particular, large and medium-sized 
cities, the areas around industrial and mining enter- 

prises, and localities with convenient transportation 
facilities should adhere to the principle of making urban 
areas lead rural areas, making large enterprises lead 
small ones, and pooling the efforis of urban and rural 
areas. They should mobilize forces from all quarters to 
help township enterprises achieve more rapid develop- 

ment by disseminating technology to them, making them 
share the production of some products, cooperating with 

them in management, sending trained personnel to 
them, and rendering assistance to those of the same 
production lines. 

Second, we should formulate preferential policies to 
provide good conditions for the great development of 

township enterprises. Township enterprises of our region 
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are at the beginning of their development, and necessary 
support and assistance to them from various quarters are 

required. |) Preferential and more relaxed policies con- 

cerning loans and the levying of taxes should be given 
them. 2) Open policies concerning trained personnel 

should be adopted to encourage and attract office cadres, 
scientific research personnel, graduates of universities 
and specialized secondary schools, demobilized 
armymen and those transferred to civilian jobs, retired 
personnel, and staff members and workers from other 
localities to develop, manage on a contract basis, or 
participate in the work of township enterprises. 3) Pos- 
itive guidance should be given to lead township enter- 
prises to adhere to the correct direction, and to correct 
their ways of management. Meanwhile, they should be 
supported and encouraged to fully develop their advan- 
tage of being more flexible in their management. 

Third, party committees and governments at various 
levels should place the development of tov nship enter- 
prises high on their agenda, attach strategic importance 
to it, and conscientiously strengthen leadership over it. 
In the future, whether township enterprises are devel- 
oped rapidly or slowly, successfully or poorly, each 
should be regarded as an important criterion for evalu- 
ating the performance of the leading cadres in charge of 
township enterprises of the departments at various 

levels, and the leading cadres of pertinent departments. 
All trades and professions, and all pertinent departments 
should actively provide favorable and convenient condi- 
tions for township enterprises to achieve great develop- 
ment. 

Calls For Raising Living Standards 

S$K2301142391 Hohhot Inner Mongolia Regional 
Service in Mandarin 1100 GMT 22 Jan 91 

[Text] In his report to the third enlarged plenum of the 
fifth autonomous regional party committee, Comrade 
Wang Quon said that the important goal of our region's 
economic and social development for the next 10 years is 
to continuously improve the people’s material and cul- 
tural life, and gradually bring it to a fairly comfortable 
standard. 

Wang Quon said: After achieving a fairly comfortable 
standard of living, the people will improve their material 
and cultural life to a new level. To ensure a comfortable 
standard of living for the people, the key lies in greatly 
developing production. In the meantime, we should 
emphasize work in the following fields. 

First, we should boost the initiative of the state, the 
collective and the individual to raise funds to accelerate 
housing construction, and, by quickening the pace in 
housing reform, resolve the irrational distribution of 
houses. We should show particular concern for the 

improvement of the housing conditions of peasants and 
herdsmen, and do a good job in planning ano design for 
the housing construction in rural and pastorai areas in 
line with the principle of building inexpensive and 
beautiful houses and using less farmland. 
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Second, we should open up ways of urban and rural 
employment, increase work posts, and give full play to 
the role of urban and rural collective and other economic 
sectors in arranging employment. Meanwhile, we should 
educate and guide cadres and the public to change their 

traditional ideas on employme 1t. 

Third, we should adjust the consumption pattern, give 
proper guidance to consumption, and gradually increase 
the consumption of meat, eggs, milk, aquatic products, 
and fruits. 

Fourth, we should strengthen public health, with a focus 
on restoring and improving the three-level health care 
network in rural and pastoral areas, establishing and 
improving the cooperative health care system, 
expanding the contingent of medical personnel in rural 
and pastoral areas, and raising the health care level in 
rural and pastoral areas. We should adhere to the prin- 
ciple of emphasizing prevention, and strengthen efforts 
to prevent and treat contagious, endemic, and work- 
related diseases. 

Fifth, we should greatly develop cultural undertakings, 
increase television and radio coverage, and raise funds 
from various quarters to accelerate the construction of 

various cultural and recreational facilities, especially the 
construction of libraries, cultural stations, science and 
technology guidance stations, and movie projecting 
teams in rural and pastoral areas. 

Sixth, we should do a good job in social security, 
gradually establish the social old-age insurance system 
for urban staff members and workers, and carry out 
various levels of social insurance work. In rural and 
pastoral areas, we should gradually establish the commu- 
nity old-age insurance system. We should reform the 
medical insurance and personal insurance systems, and 
further improve the social welfare system, with the focus 
on giving special care to disabled soldiers, and to family 
members of revolutionary martyrs and soldiers, and on 
social relief work. 

Seventh, we should conscientiously do a good job in 
family planning, and strictly control population growth 

Eighth, we should strengthen environmental protection, 
with the focus on afforestion of urban and rural areas, 
and protection of water resources, and should reduce the 
air pollution of such large and medium-sized cities as 
Hohhot and Baotou. 

Northeast Region 

He Zhukang Addresses Social Science Federation 

§$K 2401121991 Changchun Jilin Provincial Service 
in Mandarin 1030 GMT 23 Jan 91 

[Text] The fourth congress of the provincial Federation 
of Social Science Societies ended in Changchun today 
after a two-day session. A total of 240 representatives of 
the federation’s members attended this congress. 
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Attending the congress upon invitation were leading 
comrades of the provincial party committee, the provin- 
cial Advisory Commission, the provincial People’s Con- 
gress Standing Committee, the provincial government. 
the provincial committee of the Chinese People’s Polit- 
ical Consultative Conference, and the provincial Disci- 
pline Inspection Commission. Some former veteran 
leaders at the provincial level also attended the congress 
upon invitation. Hu Houjun, director of the propaganda 
department of the provincial party committee, presided 
over the congress. Liu Jingzhi, chairman of the third 
committee of the provincial Federation of Social Science 
Societies, delivered an opening speech. He Zhukang. 
secretary of the provincial party committee, made a 
speech at the congress. 

He said: Since the provincial Federation of Social Sci- 
ence Societies resumed its function in 1978, it has 
focused its work on economic construction; persisted in 
the four cardinal principles; adhered to reform and 
opening-up, implemented the principle of letting one 

hundred flowers blossom and one hundred schools of 
thought contend; united and organized the vast number 
of social science workers in the province to extensively 
conduct academic research, probe into theories, and 
exchange experiences; made many explorations and 
expositions, which have keen insight, for major theoret- 
ical and practical subjects governing the socialist mod- 
ernization drive, reform, and opening-up; and provided 
valuable scientific proofs and consultations for some 
mayor policy decisions of the provincial party committee 
and the provincial government. Meanwhile, in line with 
the social demand, it has taken advantage of the superior 
knowledge of various branches of learning to popularize 
social sciences and train social science workers, thus 
playing a positive role in improving the theoretical 
quality of the vast number of cadres and the masses. 

Comrade He Zhukang pointed out: At the moment, the 
major task in the theoretical work of the province's 
social science societies 1s to emphatically strengthen 
research on the major theoretical and practical subjects 
governing the building of socialism with Chinese char- 
acteristics. Particularly, in close connection with the 
developments of the domestic and international situa- 
tion and in light of the province's reality of socialist 
modernization, social science societies should strengthen 
the research in major issues governing economic and 
social development as well as reform and opening-up 

and the research on major issues in ideological, cultural, 
and various other spheres. These societies should also 
strengthen the research and propaganda of the basic 
theories governing Marxism, continue to eliminate the 
influence of the ideological trend of bourgeois liberaliza- 
tion, clarify nght and wrong in ideological and theoret- 
ical issues, and constantly improve the ideological and 
professional expertise of social science workers so that 
they may facilitate the building of material and spiritual 
civilizations in an even better manner and may promote 
the prosperity and development of various branches of 
social science. 
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The congress examined. discussed, and approved the 
work report of the third committee of the provincial 
federation of social science societies and the new consti- 
tution of the federation, and elected the fourth com- 
mittee of the federation. Gu Changchun, deputy secre- 
tary of the provincial party committee, was clected 
chairman of the fourth committee of the federation; and 
Liu Jingzhi was elected honorary chairman. At the 
conclusion of the congress. Comrade Gu Changchun 
made a speech. 

People’s Congress Standing Committee Meets 

S$K2301152291 Changchun Jilin Provincial Service 
in Mandarin 1030 GMT 21 Jan 91 

{Excerpts} The 20th Standing Committee meeting of the 
Seventh Provincial People’s Congress opened this 
morning at the provincial (Xinhua) Guesthouse. Huo 
Mingguang. chairman of the provincial People’s Con- 
gress Standing Committee. presided over the meeting. 
Attending the meeting were Cheng Shengsan, Cui Lin, 
Renginzhamusu, Zhu Jinghang. Xu Yuancun, Chen 
Zhenkang, and Ke Muyun. vice chairmen of the provin- 
cial People’s Congress Standing Committee, Zhang 
Jiande, secretary general. and some members, 48 persons 
in total. 

At this morning's meeting, Cui Lin, vice chairman of the 
provincial People’s Congress Standing Committee, 
relayed the guidelines of the 17th Standing Committee 
meeting of the Seventh National People’s Congress: 
Zhang Zhipeng. director of the provincial public security 
department, gz ve an explanation of Jilin Province’s draft 
regulations on fire-fighting management, Liang Jiwen, 
vice chairman of the provincial educational commission, 
gave an explanation of Jilin Province’s draft regulations 
on workers education; and the law committee and the 
financial and economic committee under the provincial 

People’s Congress jointly made a report on handling 
motions raised at the third session of the seventh pro- 
vincial People’s Congress and on examination opinions. 
[passage omitted] 

Also included in the agenda items of this meeting are: 
approving Jilin City’s regulations on compulsory educa- 
tion in rural areas; hearing, examining, and discussing 
the provincial government's report on the province's 
work concerning invigorating agriculture through sci- 
ence and technology, the report on implementation of 
the law on medicines management and on rectification 
of medicine production and medical market, and the 
report on implementation of the regulation on labor 
reform and labor reeducation: and hearing, examining, 
and discussing the provincial higher people's court's 
report on the work of giving full play to the role and 
function of adjudication and positively serving eco- 
nomic rectification and deepening of reform. This 
meeting will also decide some matters concerning per- 
sonnel appointments and removals. 
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Attending the meeting as nonvoting deputies were Wu 
Yixia, vice governor of the province, Xie Anshan, pres- 
ident of the provincial higher people's court, and Li 
Xiangwu, chief procurator of the provincial People’s 
Procuratorate. 

Jilin Becomes Major Marketable Grain Producer 

OW 2301161091 Beying XINHUA Domestic Service 
in Chinese 0729 GMT 23 Jan 91 

[By reporter Fan Xiangqun (5400 0686 5028)] 

[Text] Changchun, 23 Jan (XINHUA)}—Jilin Province, 
which occupies about four percent of the country’s 
arable land, became a domestically and internationally 
renowned, major marketable grain-producing province 
during the Seventh Five-Year Plan period. 

According to statistics provided by state statistical 
departments, Jilin Province ranked first among the 
country’s 30 provinces, municipalities, and autonomous 

regions during the past five years, in the four categories 
of per capita grain share, grain commercialization rate, 

corn export volume, and net amount of grain delivered 
by the countryside. 

The province produced more than 11.5 billion kg of 
marketable grain last year, accounting for 11 percent of 
the nation’s total output. The net amount of grain 
delivered by the province from the countryside totaled 
11.1 billion kg during the Seventh Five-Year Plan 
period. This contributed significantly toward stabilizing 
the national economy and enriching the “food baskets” 
of city dwellers. 

During the Seventh Five-Year Plan period, Ji in Prov- 
ince made further progress in building marketable grain 
bases, increasing the number of counties for building 
such bases from six, which existed during the Sixth 
Five-Year Plan period, to 28. Development aimed at 
raising grain production was replaced with overall agri- 
cultural development based on transforming low- and 
medium-yield farmland. Financial, material, scientific, 
and technological input increased substantially. More 
attention was paid to the construction of infrastructure, 
such as irrigation projccts, grain storage and transport 
facilities, installations for breeding and processing fine 
seeds, and farm mechanization. Overall capacity for 
agricultural production was further improved. A total of 
79.88 billion kg of grain was produced in the past five 
years, an increase of 17.28 billion kg over the preceding 
five years. Per capita grain shares during three of the past 
five years were nearly double the national figures. The 
commercialization rate of grain was 53 percent, a rise of 
eight percent. 

Grain is the dominant economic force as well as one of 
the leading industries in Jilin Province. According to 
Statistics, exports of grain-dominated agricultural prod- 
ucts accounted for 58 percent of the province's total 
commodity exports in 1988. There were 2.167 pro- 
cessing enterprises which used grain as raw materials. 
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They achieved an output value of 1.68 billion yuan and 
reaped 280 million yuan in profits and taxes. 

The whole country benefited from Jilin’s large-scale 
production of marketable grain. The province purchased 
4.3 billion kg of grain, or over eight percent of the 
national amount. its yearlong grain reserve accounted 
for a sizable portion of the national stock. Serious 
natural disasters hit some areas in southern China in 
1988. The State Council decided to send | billion kg of 
corn from the northeast as relief supplies. Most of the 
corn was dispatched from Jilin Province. 

Known for its good quality and luster, and available in 

ample supply, Jilin’s corn is a leading product in China’s 
grain exports. During the Seventh Five-Year Plan 
period, Jilin exported some 11.5 billion kg of corn and 
earned $1.2 billion in foreign exchange for the state. 

Jilin Rural Enterprises Develop ‘Rapidly’ 

OW 2301122791 Beying XINHUA Domestic Service 

in Chinese 2119 GMT 22 Jan 91 

[By reporter Guo Liqun (6753 0500 5208)] 

[Text] Changchun, 23 Jan (XINHUA)}—By rationally 
readjusting the industrial structure and fully utilizing 
science and technology, Jilin’s rural enterprises devel- 
oped rapidly during the Seventh Five-Year Plan. 

According to statistics, the total output value of rural 
enterprises in 1990 showed a net increase of 9.636 billion 
yuan, or 250 percent over 1985, while profits and tax 
payments grew by 360 million yuan, an increase of 120 
percent. 

The rural enterprises’ 1990 production value constituted 
25 percent and 45.2 percent, respectively, of the total 
output value of society while total rural output value in 
Jilin increased 14.3 and 9.2 percent from the end of the 
Sixth Five-Year Plan. Development has built up the 
Strength to reinforce agriculture. A total of approxi- 
mately | billion yuan was invested in grain production 
during the five-year period. 

Despite a relatively late start, rural enterprises have 

developed rapidly in Jilin. At a time when villages vied 
with each other in setting up factories, the province's 
rural industry saw aimless development and poor eco- 
nomic efficiency. Since the beginning of 1989, the prov- 
ince has taken the advantage of the economic improve- 
ment and rectification to actively initiate readjustment 
of the production structure and the product mix. After 
adopting measures to protect key enterprises and incor- 

porating 689 key rural enterprises into the provincial 
economic plan, the provincial government shut down or 
suspended the production of 106 enterprises, which were 
inefficient in energy consumption, caused serious pollu- 
tion, or had a longstanding deficit. It also limited the 
production of 310 kinds of products. Moreover, the 
provincial government merged 504 enterprises, switched 
207 enterprises to other lines of production, and 
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launched lateral cooperation by organizing 365 enter- 
prises into 13 groups. Through readjustment, a new 
situation, characterized by rational overall structure and 
balanced growth in all industries, has emerged in Jilin’s 
rural enterprises. Devoted mainly to the production of 
foods, beverage, and six other industries, the enterprises 
have gradually turned out famous-brand, quality, new, 
and serialized products. 

In the course of structural readjustment, Jilin has fully 
utilized the latest scientific and technological achieve- 
ments in improving the managerial and technical quality 
of rural enterprises. In 1990, the “Control Year” and 
“Invigorating Enterprises With Science and Technol- 
ogy” activities were launched throughout the province, 
and quality control was introduced to 3,834 enterprises. 
Departments in charge of rural enterprises trained and 
recommended some 60,000 technical personnel in all 
fields for the enterprises. These personnel have become 
the backbone in managing, updating technology, and 
developing new products for enterprises. Last year, the 
rural enterprises completed 320 technical innovation 
projects and developed 336 new products. Of the latter, 
45 have been rated as quality products by the province or 
departments. 

Jilin Promotes Restructuring of Enterprises 

OW 2401085391 Beying XINHUA Domestic Service 
in Chinese 2108 GMT 23 Jan 91 

[By reporter Du Xiaoming (2629 2556 2494)] 

[Text] Changchun, 24 Jan (XINHU A)}—Jilin Province ts 
strongly promoting the restructuring of enterprises by 
stimulating large- and medium-sized enterprises and by 
eliciting the benefits and advantages of scale to ensure 
sustained, stable, and balanced economic growth. 

Currently, there are over 800 business groupings of 
various forms in Jilin, of which 162 are medium and 
large business groupings. More than 40,000 workers 
were given new jobs afier mergers, and assets worth $92 
million yuan were transferred. Through amalgamation 
and cooperation, industrial enterprises have raised 
output by 2.79 billion yuan and increased profits and 
taxes by 740 million yuan. In promoting the restruc- 
turing of enterprises, the factors of production flow from 
one enterprise to the whole group. Restructuring spans 
from joint operations to the integrated management of 
assets. The methods of restructuring include administra- 
tive transfers and transfers of assets with compensation 
such as takeovers, transfer of debts, and acquisition of 
shares. 

In the past, the provincial government had placed 
emphasis on the chemical and motor industries, the two 
pillar industries of Jilin, and focused on the Jilin Chem- 
ical Corporation and Changchen Number One Automo- 
bile Plant. This has resulted in breakthroughs. Recently, 
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the provincial government stepped up its overall regula- 

tory control and began to promote the restructuring of 

enterprises in a planned and gradual manner on every 
front. 

Jilin Province has included the development of new 

products and technical upgrading in its plan for restruc- 
turing enterprises. By adjusting products, a number of 
business groupings identified with famous products have 
appeared in the machinery, electronics, light industry, 
textile, chemical industry, metallurgical, building mate- 
rials, and forestry sectors. At the same time, by restruc- 
turing first and upgrading later, adjusting capacity and 
stock together, and spending less but doing more, greater 
economic returns and social benefits have been gener- 
ated. After merging and joining other enterprises, Jilin 
Chemical Corporation, Tonghua Steel Corporation, and 
Jilin Ferroalloy Corporation carried out technical 
upgrading, which not only strengthened the flagship 
enterprise, but also helped other affliated enterprises to 
develop. This intensified their advantage in their own 
industry. 

In the last few years, Jilin Province has restructured 
enterprises by capitalizing its resources in grain, timber, 
and Chinese herbs, and converting them into economic 
advantage. Industrial, trading, agrotechnical and other 
business groupings, like the Huanglong Corporation in 
the foodstuff and food-processing industry; and the 
Meihekou Medicinal Group, the Jilin Provincial Medic- 
inal Corporation, and the Ginseng Group of Jian and 
Fusong Counties, were established. 

Jilin is accelerating the pace of restructuring by relying 
on strong enterprises to pull along the weaker ones. 
Merging enterprises that have stopped production or are 
operating at half capacity with stronger ones not only 

fulfills the wish of strong enterprises to expand, but also 
helps to upgrade weaker enterprises. The provincial 
government has developed |! matching policies to allow 
key large- and medium-sized enterprises to rescue 99 
other enterprises through merger or contracting. 

Quan Shuren Attends Young Plant Directors’ Forum 

$K2301152991 Shenvane Liaoning Provincial 

Service in Mandarin 1030 GMT 22 Jan 91 

[Excerpts] On 20 January, 26 young plant directors and 
enterprise managers from 14 cities of the province 
participated in the forum on implementing the guide- 
lines of the Seventh Plenum of the 13th CPC Central 
Commitice and on further invigorating large and 
medium-sized enterprises, which was cosponsored by 
the provincial committee of the Communist Youth 
League [CYL], and the provincial young entrepreneurs 
association. Quan Shuren, secretary of the provincial 
party committec, and Wen Shizhen, vice governor of the 
province, attended the forum and made speeches. [pas- 
sage omitted] 
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Quan Shuren, secretary of the provincial party com- 
mittee, said at the forum: We should profoundly under- 
stand and implement the guidelines of the Seventh 
Plenum of the | 3th CPC Central Committee, and should 
concentrate our energy on boosting Liaoning’s economy 
and invigorating large and medium-sized enterprises. 
This year is the first year of the Eighth Five-Year Plan 
and the 10-year program. To make a good beginning for 
the implementation of the Eighth Five-Year Plan and the 
10-year program, our tasks are arduous and we are 
required to put in a lot of hard work. Young plant 
directors and enterprise managers should master their 
skills and enhance ther abilities in the practice of 
construction during the Eighth Five-Year Plan period: 
should become braver and more confident of sur- 
mounting difficulties, and should play a positive role in 
invigorating large and medium-sized enterprises. Also. 
they should display their skills to the full in searching for 
larger markets at home and abroad, in accelerating the 
readjustment of product mix, in speeding up technolog- 
ical transformations of enterprises. and in promoting 
technological progress of enterprises. They should also 
make contributions to promoting Liaoning’s economic 
development. 

Quan Shuren said: Young plant directors and enterprise 
managers are a generation that spans this century and the 
centuries to come. To fulfill the second-step strategic 
goal and to invigorate Liaoning’s economy in an all- 
around way, we need the arduous struggle and unremit- 
ting endeavor of young plant directors and enterprise 
managers. [passage omitted] 

The forum was presided over by Jin Dong, secretary of 
the provincial CYL committee. Zhang Jun, chairman of 
the provincial commission for restructuring economy, 
attended the forum. 

Liaoning’s Economic Tasks for 1991 Reported 

SK2401113691 Shenyang Liaoning Provincial 
Service in Mandarin 1030 GMT 22 Jan 91 

[Text] Zhu Jiazhen, vice governor of the province, 
delivered a report at the 20th meeting of the seventh 
provincial People’s Congress Standing Committee on 22 
January with regard to the province's economic situa- 
tion. He stated in his report that the general guiding 
ideology of the province's economic work are, in line 
with the basic ideas of continuously carrying forward the 
programs of improving the economic environment and 
rectifying economic order as well as of the Eighth Five- 
Year Plan formulated by the central authorities, to 
earnestly implement the strategic arrangements adopted 

at the seventh provincial party congress, to vigorously 
readjusting the products mix and increase economic 
results by bringine into play the contributing factors of 
various social circles: and to expand or invigorate the 
markets to promote the economy to grow steadily and 
various social undertakings to achieve vigorous develop- 
ment. 
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In his report, Zhu Jiazhen pointed out that our province 
reaped a bumper agricultural harvest in 1990. that 

markeis in both urban and rural areas had ample sup- 

plies of products, that commodity prices were stable. 
that foreign exchanges earned from exports continued to 
increase, that the activities of making scientific and 
technological progress scored marked results, and that 
the undertakings of education and culture achieved 
greater development. However. the province still suf- 
fered some problems during the year, such as the stag- 

nancy of industrial production, the economic slump 
scored by the industrial enterprises, the increase in 
losses, and the slow pace of financial revenues. 

In referring to making economic arrangements for 1991. 
Zhu Jiazhen stated in his report that 1991 is the first year 
in which the Eighth Five-Year Plan has been put into 
effect and is the third year in which the programs of 
improving the environment and rectifying order con- 
tinue. Therefore, economic tasks will still be very heavy 
in the year and difficulties in various fields will be 
relatively concentrated. We should notice not only the 
unfavorable aspects but also the favorable conditions. 

In his report, Zhu Jiazhen stated that we should further 
enhance this year the status of agriculture which 1s the 
foundation of all production, maintain the good trend of 
agricultural production, regard the work of enlivening 
the large and middie-sized enterprises as the focus of 
economic work, and deepen the reform drive among 
enterprises. Governments at all levels should do a good 
job in creating good external conditions for enterprises 
to successfully conduct their production and improve 

their management, accelerate the pace of technical ren- 
ovations based on making scientific and technological 
progress, strengthen the management of enterprises. 
increase economic results and financial revenues, further 
deepen the reform drive in financial systems, and should 
vigorously enliven financial affairs. They should mobi- 
lize cadres at all levels to heighten their spirit and'to 
adopt every possible way and means to push the eco- 
nomic work forward and to score better achievements in 
the national cconomy and various undertakings during 
the year. 

Northwest Region 

Gu Jinchi Addresses Plenum on 10-Year Program 

1K2301035191 Lanzhou Gansu Provincial Service 
in Mandarin 2300 GMT 18 Jan 91 

[Text] The fifth enlarged plenum of the seventh provin- 
cial CPC Committee held an election meeting in Lan- 
zhou'’s (Niuwozhuang) Guesthouse yesterday [18 Jan- 
uary] afternoon. Provincial party Secretary Gu Jinchi 
presided over the mecting. Governor Jia Zhijie 
explained the draft proposal on the formulation of 
Gansu Province’s 10-year program and Eighth Five- 
Year Plan. 
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Comrade Gu Jinchi summed up the situation of the 
study and discussion over the previous three days. He 
pointed out: Starting from 18 January, the fifth enlarged 
plenum of the seventh provincial CPC Committee 
entered the second stage. The meeting will spend two 
days discussing and examining the Gansu Provincial 
CPC Committee's draft proposal on formulating the 
10-Year Program on Economic and Social Development, 
and the Eighth Five-Year Plan. 

Entrusted by the provincial CPC Committee Standing 
Committee, Comrade Jia Zhijie gave a four-point expla- 
nation on the draft proposal: first, the process of raising 
the proposal, second, situation and tasks, third, ideolog- 
ical thinking and focal points; and fourth, guiding prin- 
ciple, policy, and measures. 

Ningxia Meeting Discusses Agricultural Development 

HK2401111691 Yinchuan NINGXIA RIBAO in Chinese 
23 Dec W pl 

[Report by Bai Jianguo (4102 1696 0948) and Ma 
Heliang (7456 0735 0081): “A Regional Rural Work 
Meeting Concluded” ] 

[Text] A regional rural work meeting to discuss the 
development of the “Huang He economy” and the 
invigoration of Ningxia’s agriculture concluded satisfac- 
torily in Yinchuan on the afternoon of 22 December 
after a five-day session. 

Regional Vice Chairman Li Chengyu presided over the 
closing ceremony. 

At the closing ceremony, Vice Chairman Li Chengyu and 
responsible comrades from the regional Agriculture 
Department, Water Resources Department, and For- 
estry Department separately announced the name list of 
advanced units which had done well in summer grain 
and oil production and in building cattle-breeding bases 
for commercial purposes; the autonomous regional gov- 
ernment’s “decision on awarding 1990 agricultural har- 
vest prizes and commending advanced units in grain 
production during the Seventh Five-Year Plan”: the 
“decision on commending advanced counties which 
have done well in infrastructural irrigation projects for 
farmland in the Liupanshan area”; and the “decision on 
awarding 1988-1990 target responsibility certificates for 
fulfillment of afforestation by county and city govern- 
ments.” They presented the relevant counties and cities 
with prizes. 

Music was played amid applause, and the meeting hall 
was permeated with an atmosphere of joy, enthusiasm, 
and excitement. 

Liang Guoying, deputy secretary of the regional party 
committee, made a summation speech on behalf of the 
regional party committee and government. Comrade 
Liang Guoying said: This meeting has seriously summed 
up and profoundly analyzed the region's experience and 
situation in rural work, made work arrangements for the 
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future, explicitly designated the future target of 
endeavor, dredged the channels of thought, set explicit 
tasks, boosted our morale, and heightened our confi- 
dence. The meeting has achieved the expected results 
and proceeded very well. Using the basic viewpoint of 
Marxism in his speech, Comrade Huang Huang made a 
strategic and farsighted analysis of rural economic devel- 
opment in our region. On macroscopic and overall 
planning, he proposed the basic ideas for rural work in 
our region. in particular, he expounded the strategic 
concept of developing Ningxia’s “Huang He economy.” 
This is sure te produce a major and far-reaching impact 
on Our region's economic and social development. In his 
report Comrade Li Chengyu analyzed in a down-to-earth 
manner the situation in our region's agricultural produc- 
tion, summed up the past year's rural work, and made 
overall arrangements for next year's agricultura! produc- 
tion and rural work. We hope that all localities will 
seriously pul these arrangements into effect in light of 
their specific conditions. 

Comrade Liang Guoying set five demands on next year’s 
rural work in the region: First, it is necessary to consoi- 
idate the guiding principle of taking agriculture as the 
foundation. Efforts for agricultural production should 
not be relaxed because of good harvests for three consec- 
utive years. The need should always be stressed for all 
trades and undertakings to energetically support agricul- 
ture, and for us to unremittingly increase agricultural 
in’ estments. We should always use policies to bring into 
full play the peasants’ initiative in agricultural develop- 
ment, particularly in grain production, and should put 
into effect the guiding principle of taking agriculture as 
the foundation. Second, it 1s necessary to stabilize and 
improve the rural management system. There is a need 
to improve the socialized service system, to set up a 
service network relying on counties, based on villages, 
and with the peasants’ self-service as a supplement. A 
flexible management system should be established under 
which centralization 1s integrated with decentralization. 
Third, efforts should be made to invigorate the circula- 
tion of rural commodities, to resolve the difficulties in 
selling main agricultural products, to fully display the 
major role of commercial, supply and marketing, and 
grain departments, and to provide more services for the 
peasants in entering the circulation market. Fourth, 
science and technology should be used to invigorate 
agriculture more profoundly. For the present, stress 
should be laid on building a multitier system for the 
popular:zation of and training in agricultural scrence and 
technology. More agricultural, scientific and technolog- 
ica! personnel should be encouraged to go to the fore- 
front of agricultural production to speed up the applica- 
tion of agricultural, scientific and technological 
achievements to agricultural production. The “231” 
project should be carried out earnestly. Fifth, education 
in socialist ideology should be conducted profoundly and 
the two civilizations drive should be strengthened in the 
rural areas. Socialist ideology should remain dominant 
in the rural areas. Efforts should be made to foster a new 
type of socialist-minded peasants who are educated, who 
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love the motherland, socialism. and the collective, and 
who are good al management. 

Among those present al the closing ceremony were some 
leading comrades from the regional party commiitee, the 
regional government, the regional military district, and 
the regional committee of the Chinese People’s Political 
Consultative Conference [CPPCC]. Comrades from a 
regional professional meeting on agriculture, forestry, 
and water conservancy also attended this meeting. 

Qinghai Reports on Local Economic Development 

HK2301035591 Xining Qinghai Provincial Service 

in Mandarir *300 GMT 19 Jan 91 

[Text] Yesterday afternoon the provincial Statistics 
Bureau held a news briefing to spell out the develop- 
ments in Qinghai's 1990 economy. 

In 1990 this province's gross national product ts 
expected to amount to 6.2 billion yuan, up 2.5 percent 
over the previous year if calculated in comparable prices. 

The national income totaled 4.711 billion yuan, up 2.1 
percent over the previous year. 

Viewed as a whole, the strain caused by total demand 
outstripping tota! supply cased noticably. 

Agriculture and animal husbandry achieved good 
results. Industrial production grew through structural 
readjustment. The goal of doubling the 1980 gross indus- 
tral and agricultural output value was attained. The 
general demand set by the central government for main- 
taining overall and economic stability was met. 

Last year, this province's total grain output came to 1.14 
million tonnes, up 3.32 percent over the previous year. 
Tke gross vutput of oil-yielding crops registered 120,000 
tonnes, up 14.31 percent. The livestocks on hand added 
up to 22.18 million, an increase of 4.24 percent over the 
previous year or 40,000 head more than the record 
figure. 

Last year this province's industry created a value to the 

tune of 3.415 billion yuan, up 3.2 percent over the 
preceding year. 

Transportation, postal, and telecommunications service 
made progress 

Localities increased investment in fixed assets Key 
projects proceeded smoothly. There was normal buying 
and selling in the market and prices were brought under 
control. Urban and rural residents carned a bigger 
income and the peopie’s livelihood improved. 

In the process of developing the economy, however, 
some problems arose which are not to be neglected, such 
as the coexistence of increased commodity sales and a 

structurally sluggish market, as well as industrial growth 
and excessive stockpiles of products and manufactured 
goods; the slow progress in readjusting the industrial 
structure, the poor economic efficiency of the national 
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economy as a whole, the decreasing economic returns 
and increasing financial losses in many enterprises; the 
swelled budgeted losses in state-owned enterprises, the 
big decrease in investment in updating and transforming 
equipment aimed at expanding reproduction, and the 

great difficulty in readjusting the industrial structure. 

Qinghai Cites Industrial, Foreign Trade Results 

11K 2301040191 Xining Qinghai Provincial Service 
in Mandarin 2300 GMT 19 Jan 91 

[Text] Last year this province's industrial and transpor- 
tation fronts kept growing by continuing to readjust the 
product mix and promote sales with the gross industrial 
output value reaching 3.2 billion yuan, up two percent 
over the previous year. 

The energy industry and exports grew by a big margin. 
Essential raw and processed materials and some prod- 
ucts in support of agricultual production increased 
steadily. Raw coal, crude oil, the amount of crude oil 
processed, and electricity generated overfulfilled the 
quotas for 1990. Steel, steel products, aluminium ingots, 
asbestos, potash fertilizer, and synthetic ammonia 
increased in varying degrees. The foreign trade fulfilled 
the 1990 quota one month ahead of schedule, earning a 
total of $68 million, up 16 percent over the planned 
figure. This province has established fairly stable trade 
relations with 40 countries and regions. Some 126 prod- 
ucts were exported with the proportion of primary 
products declining and that of manufactured goods 
moving up. Apart from traditional agricultural and side- 
line products and handicrafts, more machinery and 
electrical appliances, nonferrous metal, and building 
materials were exported. Al the same time the state- 
owned and heavy industries expanded slower. The pro- 
duction slump in the collectively owned industry and 
light industry was mutially brought under control. 

Zhang Boxing Reports to Shaanxi Party Plenum 

17K.2301030891 Xian Shaanxi Provincial Service 

in Mandarin 0030 GMT 19 Jan 91 

[Excerpts] The S ‘th Enlarged Plenum of the Seventh 
Shaanxi Provincial CPC Committee was opened yes- 
terday [18 January] morning. Provincial Party Secretary 
Zhang Boxing delivered a work report of the provincial 
CPC Committee Standing Committee. Bai Qingcai, vice 
provincial party secretary and provincial governor, 
made arrangements for our province's work this year. 
Zhang Boxing's report is titled “Conscientiousiy Imple- 
ment the Spirit of the Seventh Plenum To Further 
Deepen the Reform and Expand Opening Up To Pro- 
mote a Sustained, Stable and Coordinated Economic 
Development.” The report is divided into three parts: 
First, we must be clear about the situation and inspire 
our enthusiasm to strive for a faster development during 
the Fighth Five-Year plan and the last 10 years of this 
century. Second, we must be clear about the basic ideas 
for economic development during the Eighth Five-Year 
Plan, and the last decade of this century to do well work 
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in various aspects. Third, we must strengthen leadership 
and inspire our enthusiasm to create a new situation for 
vanous work in our province. 

In his speech, Bai Qungcai said: The year 1991 is the first 
year of the Eighth Five-Year Plan. We must conscien- 
tious!y implement the spirit of the seventh plenum, and 
further do well the work of economic improvement, 
rectification, and deepening the reform to extensively 
Carry out the activivities of the year of quality, variety. 
and efficiency. We must strive for development on the 
basis of economic improvement and rectification, and 
seek efficiency on the basis of enhancing quality, and 
increase Our vigor on the basis of reform and opening up. 
and promote stability by relying on our economic 
strength. With regard to guiding ideology for economic 
work, we must persist in taking the enhancement of 
economic results as a center, and stick to the principle of 
acting according to our capability. We must persist in 
assigning scientific and technological progress and scien- 
tific Management a most important position. We must 
persist in Opitimizing Operational mechanisms in light of 
local conditions, and effectively making use of our 
resources. We must persist in learning from the coastal 
area to promote our reform. 

Bai Qingcai pointed out: We must also assign agriculture 
4 MOSt important position in economic work. We must 
regard system of contracted responsibilities on the 
household basis with remuneration linked to output as a 
basic system, and stabilize it permanently. In the mean- 
time, we must regard perfecting our socialized service 
system, and improving our two-tier operational system 
as a focal point to further deepen our rural reform. 
[passage omitted] 

Bai Qingcai stressed: ‘Ve must rel, on technical progress 
to increase the quality of our economic growth. This year 
we must concentrate our efforts on 30 key technical 
transformation projects. In the meantime, we must vig- 
orously carry out the projects of saving on cnergy. 
reducing consumption, and technical reform. We must 
do the work of absorbing imported technology and 
facilities well. Light industrial enterprises must organize 
the development of high- quality and famous-brand 
products well. This year they must grasp $4 kinds of key 
products of high economic efficiency. which fall into 10 
categories. We must speed up turning scientific and 
technical achievements into productive force. This year 
we must first of all popularize 40 kinds of scientific and 
technical achievements. [passage omitted] 

Bai Qingcai continued: This year family planning work 
in Our province must continue to take rural arcas as a 
focal point, and control our natural population growth 
rate within the scope of 14.8 per 1.000 

He added: We must take invigorating large and medium- 
sized enterprises as a cents to deepen our economic 
structural reform. At present, we must persistently do the 
work of implementing the contacted system in the 
second round well. In the meantime. we must continue 
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to do the work of implementing various policies for 
reform which were promulgated in the past. Basides, we 
will promulgate some new reform items this year. Apart 
from the reform in the separation of taxes, foreign trade 
system, commercial circulation system, and grain pur- 
chasing and seiling sysicm. we must also do the reforms 
in the housing system, social security system, and free 
medical service system well 

In conclusion, Ba: Qingcai sand: To complete various 
tasks this year, we need a down-to-carth working style. 
Various prefectures, cities, and departments must assign 
their tasks as early as possible. and lead the broad masses 
of cadres and people to follow an carnest and down- 
to-carth manner to work hard to strive for a new victory 
in the field of economic and social development. 

In his report delivered yesterday at the Sixth Enlarged 
Plenum of the Seventh provincial CPC Commitice. 
provincial party Secretary Zhang Boxing pointed out: As 
long as we are good al overcoming difficulties and 
promptly taking opportunity, and doing all we can to 
catch up, we will certainly be able to create a new 
situation in Our modernization drive and various work. 

Zhang Boxing continued: The previous five years were 
years in which we made marked achievements in reform 
and opening up. and considerably improved our people's 
living standard, and developed our economy al a quicker 
pace. Thanks to the efforts exerted over the past five 
years, our province overfulfilled the first target of dou- 
bling our gross industria’ «nd agricultural output, and 
created better material conditions for attaining the new 
target of redoubling our gross industrial and agricultural 
output. 

He added: There are many defects in our work. They are 
mainly reflected in the fact that our irrational economic 
structure has not yet been improved. Agriculture as our 
foundation is still comparatively weak. The competitive- 
ness of our industrial products 1s not strong enough, and 
our economic efficiency 1s low. There 1s a strain on our 
financial resources. We have not yet given full play to 
our scientific and technological strong points. We have 
not yet made a big step in opening up to the outside 
world. Our population has increased too rapidly. There 
are still some unstable factors in our cconomre and social 
life. [passage omitted] 

Zhang Boxing stressed: With regard to ideological eman- 
cipation, generally speaking we must continue to over- 
come ideas of sticking to the old ways, staying in a rut, 
being content with things as they are, and refusing to 
make progress. Al present, our key work 1s to develop an 
idea of opening up to the outside world boldly under the 
prerequisite of upholding the four cardinal principles. 
Under the prerequisite of ensuring that public ownership 
occupies a predominant position, we must foster an idea 
of developing multiple economic sectors. We must 
develop an idea of secking stability amid reform and 
opening up, and promoting reform and development on 
the basis of stability, We must develop an idea of 
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opening up, importing foreign capital, technology and 
intellectual resources to strengthen our capability in 
self-reliance. We must develop an idea of being dare to 
and good at integrating guiding principles and policies of 
tae central authorities with local p-actical conditions, 
and working in a creative way. 

Zhang Boxing emphasized: The unity of leading bodies 
has always been an important guarantee for the victory 
of our cause. Today when we are facing arduous tasks, 
numerous difficulties, and complicated contradictions, 
further strengthening our unity, and unity of leadership 
cores at all levels in particular, is a decisive link for the 
stability of our society and development of our caus’. 
[passage omitted] 

Xinjiang Discipline Commission Holds Plenum 

11K 2401063091 Urumqi Xinjiang Regional Service 
in Mandarin 1230 GMT 21 Jan 91 

[Text] The 12th plenum of the regional Discipline 
Inspection Commission was held in Urumqi on 20 
January. 

Shi Geng, member of the Standing Committee of the 
regional party committee and secretary of the regional 
Discipline Inspection Commission, presided over the 
plenum. 

The meeting expressed unanimous support for the opin- 
ions of the CPC Central Commitice on formulation of 
the 10-Year National Economic and Social Develop- 
ment Program and Eighth Five-Year Plan, which had 
been adopted by the Seventh Plenum of the 13th CPC 
Central Committee. The meeting also expressed support 
for the communique of the Seventh Plenum of the 
Central Discipline Inspection Commission, for the spirit 
of the enlarged 16th plenum of the third regional party 
committee, and for the resolution of the enlarged 16th 
plenum of the third regional party committee on convo- 
cation of the fourth regional party congress. 

The plenum called on discipline inspection organs at all 
levels and the broad masses of discipline inspection 
cadres to conscientiously study the documents of the 
Seventh Plenum of the 13th CPC Central Commitice 
and the spirit of the enlarged 16th pienum of the third 
regional party committee. Cadres were urged to make 
arrangements for their implementation in light of the 
realities of discipline inspection work, warmly support 
and protect reform and opening up. and conscientiously 
investigate and handle discipline-violation cases. They 
were urged to deal severely with peopl, who seek private 
gains by abusing their powers, who practice bureaucrat- 
ism, refuse to obey orders and enforce prohibitions, or 
sabotage unification of motherland and nationality soli- 
darity. The plenum also called on all cadres to further 
Strengthen party-style building and clean-government 
building, continue to step up party-style and party- 
discipline education, actively carry out inspection of 
party-style building and clean-government building work 
on a regular basis, regard straightening out malpractices 
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in various trades and professions as an important com- 
ponent part of party-style building work and clean- 
government building work, and carry out work in this 
connection in a down-to-earth manner. The discipline 
inspection Organizations at all levels should strengthen 
Organizational buildi.g, constantly improve political 
and professional qualities of discipline inspection 
cadres, raise the overail standard of discipline inspection 
work, and ensure infallible implemeatation of the party's 
line, principles, and policies. 

Xinjiang Advisory Committee Convenes Plenum 

HK2301114491 Urumqi Xinjiang Regional Service 
in Mandarin 1230 GMT 21 Jan 91 

[Excerpt] The 1Sth Plenum of the Regional Advisory 
Committee was convened in Urumai today. 

Regional Advisory Committee Chairman Wang Enmao 
delivered an important speech at the session. 

The plenum expressed unanimous support for opinions 
of the party Central Committee on the formulation of 
10-Year National Economic and Social Development 
Program and Eighth Five-Year Plan as well as to the 
imporiant speeches made by the leaders of the central 
authorities. 

The sessior approved of the opinions of the regional 
party committee on the formulation of the regional 
10-Year National Economic and Social Development 
Program and Eighth Five-Year Plan, which had been 
submitted by the regional party committee to the 
enlarged 16th Plenum of the Third Regional Party 
Committee for discussion, ard held that the document 
has embodied the spirit of the Seventh Plenum of the 
13th Pariy Central Committee and fully conforms with 
the realities in Xinjiang. [passage omitted] 

The session gave unanimous support ‘o the Resolution 
on Convocation of Fourth Regional Party Congress, 
which had also been adopted by the enlarged |6th 
Plenum of the Third Regional Party Committee, and 
unanimously held: All the comrades must conscien- 
tiously study and implement the spirit of the Seventh 
Plenum of the 13th Party Central Committee and the 
spirit of the enlarged 16th Plenum of the Third Regional 
Party Committee. The Regional Advisory Committee 
must make due contributions to the execution and 
fulfillment of the regional 10-Year National Economic 
and Social Development Prograra and the regional 
Eighth Five-Year Plan. 

Regional Advisory Committee Vice Chairman Qi: Bo 
presided over the plenum. 

Large Mincral Deposits Discovered in \injiang 

OW 1901068391 Beijing XINHUA Domestic Service 
in Chinese 0342 GMT 18 Jan 91 

[By reporter Zhu Youd: (2612 1635 2769)] 
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[Text] Beying, 18 Jan (XTINHUA)—According to infor 

mation provided by the Muinustry of Geology and Min- 
eral Resources, over the last four years, China's geolog- 

ical workers have discovered 25 major mincral deposit 

belts in Xinprang, provided 29 medium-sized bases for 

survey and evaluation, and ascertained 1? arcas with 

proven mincral ore deposits. Surveys indicate that nich 

mincral resources he mn southern and northern Tianshan, 
Junggar Basin, and in Altayshan 

These deposit belts hold a varicty of mincrals, including 

gold, copper, nickel, lead, zinc, aluminum, tin, mercury, 
and antimony. Among them, gold mine belts rank first 

with 11, followed by seven muinc belts containing copper, 

lead and zinc, and three mince belts containing copper 

and mckel. A total of 132 areas have been targeted for 
prospecting. 

The outstanding sesult of the survey carried out by the 
Ministry of Crcology and Mincral Resources 1s the dis- 

covery of so many gold mines. Some 1,000 newly dis- 
covered anomalous gold and targeted prospecting 

regions, along with gold ore deposits, arc scaticred 

throughout Altay, cast and west Junggar, and cast and 
west Tianshan. An analysis of survey results shows that 

gold mines in Xinjiang have different patterns of miner 

alization formation and indicaics the causes tor the 
different mineralization. In short, Xinpang’s mines have 

excellent conditions for the mineralization of gold 

In Mongohan, allay means gold. Altay historically has 

been famous for the production of aunterous gravel. But 
where 1s the mincral source of this auriferous gravel” Are 

there primary gold mines’? What about the scale and 

prospects for mining’? These “puzzles” have not been 

able to be resolved until now. In 1986, the Ministry of 

Cicology and Mineral Resources undertook scientific 

research in Altay and targeted many areas tor possible 

gold prospecting. After going through a meticulous selec 

tion process, researchers immediately embarked on 

rapid tracking, study, and evaluation work. Asaresult, a 

series of gold ore deposits and gold orc pomts were 
discovered. An analysis was conducted that took into 
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consideration the geological background of the Altay 

region. This analysis showed a systematic spread of gold 

ore points im northern, central, and southern Altay 

Thus, the puzzic of Altay’s primary gold mines has been 
solved. The gold mineralization zone in cast Junggar has 

strikingly similar geological characteristics and mince ore 

paticrns with that found in west Junggar. The Trangeer- 

gold gold mine belt of central Tianshan 1s situated along 

the 400 kilometer stretch of a great fault formed in the 

Proterozoic era. This large belt indicates that a poten- 
tially vast gold mune exests in central Tianshan 

The Ministry of Geology and Mineral Resources are 
primarily interested in copper and nickel mineral ores 

In addition to discovering traces of mines in several old 
mining zones, bright prospects exist for the discovery of 
mines ina large number of new zones. This reporter was 

told that pyrite with copper content has been discovered 

in Cathugou. A study of the Jrubu Lake copper mine in 

Yining County mdicates that this is a volcanic rock 

copper mine (silver) Drilling results show that. the 

Casthuguo and Jiubu Lake mines have the potential to 

become medium-sized mines 

The Ministry of Crcology and Mineral Resources also 

discovered two mayor lead zinc mine belts in Altay. One 

of these spans three volcanic rock basins, another has a 

length of 60 kilometers and a width of two to four 

kilometers. Along the 190 kilometer-long mine belt in 

cast Junggar, four medium-sized tin mine ore areas have 

been discovered. Mercury mincs have also been found in 
cast and west Junggar. Geological workers have discoy 

cred a promising mercury antimony mine belt in the 

Baying Buluke Basin 

In addition to this, geological workers have found alu 

minum, pyrite, chalk, sslica, coal, red marble, and agate 
m Xinpang. The pyrite rune belt in Toksu Usu Tonggou 

siretches 240) kihomcters and has seven mineral ore 
layers. The sulphur content of pyrite at this mine 1s some 

12.24 percent. The mine 1s expected to provide rehable 

resources mm the manufacture of various kinds of sul- 

phurnc mincrals in Xinpang 



Hong Kong 

Li Peng, Hong Kong Governor Hold ‘Serious’ Talks 

OW 2301142291 Beijing XINHUA in English 

1312 GMT 23 Jan 91 

[Text] S8eying, January 23 (XINHUA) —Chinese Pre- 
miecr Li Peng held discussions here today with the 
Governor of Hong Kong Sir David Wilson. 

A Chinese official, who attended the meeting, said that 
the two men engaged in a serious, but friendly, conver- 
sation on how to maintain long-term prosperity and 

stability in i.9ng Kong, as well as other issues of 
common concern. 

Li said that China will not seek pro‘it from large scale 
capital construction in Hong Kong. 

The point from which China will proceed, he said, 1s to 

better implement the Sino-British Joint Statement on 

Hong Kong, thereby maintaining Hong Kong's pros- 
perity and stability. 

“What is of great concern,” Li said, “is to find the best 
plan which will cost less and provide the greatest eco- 

nomic results. The plan should benefit the people of 
Hong Kong, instead of putting burden on them, and 
should not place a financial burden on the future gov- 
ernment of the Hong Kong Special Administrative 
Zone.” 

Wilson said that the British Government will abide by 
the spirit of the joint statement and cooperate fully with 

the Chinese Government to ensure long-term prosperity 

and stability in Hong Kong, and provide for a smooth 
transition in 1997. 

Differences Said ‘Unresolved’ 

HK2401015791 Hone Kong SOUTH CHINA 
MORNING POST in English 24 Jan 91 p 2 

[By Fanny Wong in Being) 

[Text] Sharp Sino-British differences over Hong Kong's 
1997-related issues have remained unresolved, despite 

two days of “tough and frank” meetings between the 
Governor, Sir David Wilson, and senior Beijing leaders. 

The two sides have apparently failed to see eye to eye on 
whether China should have a say on all Hong Kong 
issues which straddle 1997 when the territory is still 
under British rule. 

The Chinese officials have refrained from making any 
public comments on the talks. 

Emerging from a session with the Prime Minister, Mr Li 
Peng. Sir David said only that Mr Li had not repeated 
the Chinese assertion that Being was the only true voice 
for Hong Kong in the run-up to the transition. 
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He also declined to disvulge details of the closed door 
discussions. 

“We had a discussion of over an hour. It wouldn't be 

right for me to go into all the details of what the Prime 
Minister said.” Sir David said. 

However, it 1s believed that China's claim that Britain 
cannot take unilateral decisions on major 1997-related 
matters has been raised during the session. 

The NEW CHINA NEWS AGENCY said Mr Li told the 
Governor that China would not seek profit from large- 
scale capital construction projects in Hong Kong. 

Mr Li was referring to the territory’s $127 billion port 
and airport scheme, which triggered off the latest row 
between China and Hong Kong. 

The point from which China would proceed, Mr Li said, 
was to better implement the Sino-British Joint Declara- 

tion on Hong Kong and maintain its prosperity and 
stability. 

“What is of great concern is to find the besi plan which 
will cost less and provide the greatest economic results. 
The plan should benefit the people of Hong Kong, 
instead of putting a burden on them, and should not 
place a financial burden on the future government of the 
Hong Kong Special Administrative Region,” he said. 

To coincide with the high level talks, the overseas edition 
of the PEOPLE'S DAILY yesterday quoted “Hong Kong 
opinion leaders” as saying it was reasonable for China to 
speak up on Hong Kong people's post-1997 interest. The 

paper did not specify who these people were. 

“The Chinese side’s participation in the discussion of 

issues straddling 1997 will not affect Hong Kong peo- 
ple’s confidence after 1997,” the article said. 

In his opening remarks Mr Li traded weather metaphors 
with the Governor hinting that mutual efforts were 
needed to clear the misunderstanding between the two 
sides. 

Mr Li told Sir David that Beijing was now very cold and 
it would be better if the atmosphere of their meeting 
could be warmer and friendly. 

Sir David replied: “There's a certain amount of mist 
outside and I hope that inside these rooms and meetings 
we've been able to clear away some of the mist.” 

Later, he described the meeting as “well worthwhile”, 
having talked directly to some of the Chinese leaders 
involved in Hong Kong affairs. 

But Sir David rejected the notion that the Government 

had made any concessions during the talks. 

“| am not in the business of talking about concession or 
no concession. What I had been talking about is our 
plans and the reasons why we have those plans, seeking 
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to get understanding of them, also seeking to get some 
ideas of the Chinese concerns,” he said. 

“The Chinese concerns about things like the financial 
state of Hong Kong when the Special Administrative 
Region is established in 1997 [sentence as published]. 
So, we want to listen to those concerns and whether 
there's a way we can take account of those concerns to do 
so. 

Parrying a question on whether sharp differences stll 
remained, Sir David said the two sides would have more 

discussions. 

“I have been explaining what our plans are. | have also 
been saying that when there are ideas pul to us, we are 
always willing to take account of ideas put to us. So I 
expect these are things that we would go on discussing.” 

When asked if China had a better understanding that it 
could not have a veto power over 1997 issues after the 
talks, Sir David said words such as “veto” were not used 
to him during the discussions. 

Sir David described the meetings as “a useful process” in 
which both sides started to make progress to identify 
problems. 

“It enabled us, on both sides, to put forward matters of 
concerns and to discuss those very frankly,” he said. 

“I hope to clear away some of the misunderstanding that 
inevitably grows up between two different sides even if 
you are close neighbours over a period of time.” 

The airport aside, Sir David said his talks with Beijing 
officials also covered a wide range of subjects such as 
economic links and the Vietnamese boat people issue. 

Earlier in the morning, the British Ambassador to Bei- 
jing, Sir Alan Donald described the meeting between Sir 
Daivd and Mr Lu Ping, Director of the State Council's 
Hong Kong and Macao Affairs Office. as “tough and 
frank”. 

Sir David also mei the Minister of Foreign Economic 
Relations and Trade. Mr Li Langing. Both called for 
more trade between the two. 

Sir David will return to Hong Kong this morning. 

Article on Deng ‘Attacks,’ Governor's PRC Visit 

HK2201144491 Hone Kone KUANG CHIAO CHING 
in Chinese No 220, 16 Jan 91 pp 6-9 

[Article by Liang Nien-en (2733 1819 1869): “Deng 
Xiaoping Launches Attacks Over the Hong Kong Issue; 
Hong Kong Governor Visits China To Explore Key 
Issues”’] 

[Text] 
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China-Hong Kong Relationship in Discord on the Eve 
of Hong Kong Governor's Visit to China 

The Chinese Year of the Ram is arriving. Rams sym- 
bolize peace and harmony, and good and beauty. How- 
ever, on the eve of the Year of the Ram the China-Hong 
Kong relationship is not harmonious. 

The activity of the “Hong Kong Alliance in Support of 
the Patriotic Democratic Movement in China,” the 
Hongkong Shanghai Bank’s virtual shift of its base by its 
change of its legal domicile, the brawl over the reserves, 
and the doubts over the problem of the new Hong Kong 
airport project have brought the contradictions between 
China and Hong Kong into the open. What should Hong 
Kong do in the future? There are indeed many hidden 
worries. 

The Hong Kong airport expert group meeting has just 
ended its second round, and Hong Kong Governor 
Dav'd Wilson is visiting Beijing late this month. 
Acc 1ing to the original schedule, British Foreign Sec- 
retary Douglas Hurd will be visiting Beijing after Easter 
and Lord Caithness, British Foreign Office minister with 
special responsibility for Hong Kong, also will be talking 
with concerned Chinese departments in Beiing this 
summer. What do all these busy diplomatic activities iell 
us? 

David Wilson's Visit to China Will Touch on Many 
Problems 

There are reports that Hong Kong Governor David 
Wilson's visit to China will be devoted to the new airport 
issue. The fact is that he will be touching on many more 
issues than the new airport project. 

On 24 July 1990, when Mr. Maude, secretary of state at 
Britain’s Foreign and Commonwealth Ministry, was 
visiting China the problems discussed by China and 
Britain concentrated on four areas: the new Hong Kong 
airport, the “right of abode,” “civil rights,” the “Hong 
Kong Alliance in Support of Patriotic Democratic Move- 
ment in China” and subversive activities against China. 
During Maude’s visit to China, concerned Chinese 
departments bluntly protested to him about the publica- 
tion, complete with pictures, by an official Hong Kong 
government journal of the anti-China activities by the 
“Hong Kong Alliance in Support of the Patriotic Dem- 
ocratic Movement in China.” Ques‘tons were raised 
about the publication, and the issue remains open. And 
then there are the progress on the airport issue, the 
Hongkong Shanghai Bank's shift of its legal domicile, the 
Hong Kong Government's reserves and pre- and post- 
1997 arrangements, and so on. Certainly all these prob- 
lems will be raised—there does not seem any escaping 
it—during David Wilson's visit to China. 

During his last meeting with Chinese Premier Li Peng, 
Maude stated his hope for China's support for Hong 
Kong's new airport and large-scale construction projects 
and promised Li Peng that these projects would not 
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saddle the future Hong Kong Special Administrative 
Region [SAR] with heavy debt, saying: “China's support 
1S very important.” 

The truth was that the Hong Kong Government had not 
revealed any of the large-scale new airport project to 
China in advance. nor had it provided China with any 
information or data. China only learned about the rele- 
vant decisions through news media reports, like any 
other ordinary readers. It was when international finan- 
cial concerns contacted by the Hong Kong Government 
over the new airport inquired about China's attitude, 
that the government recognized the key role and impor- 

tance of China’s backing and hoped China would state 
its support. 

However, the project is more than a matter of construc- 
tion. It involves the use of more than tens of billions of 
dollars, and in effect spans beyond 1997, with repercus- 
sions On many problems concerning the Hong Kong's 
future, including deploying reserves and so on. Of 
course, China had to have full information before 
making its position known. 

Maude proposed to Li Peng on behalf of Britain: British 

and Chinese experts could discuss the new airport 
project. With this came the expert group meetings on the 
new airport. 

Deng Xiaoping Fumed: “Be Careful When Dealing 
With Britain!” 

Surprisingly, on the eve of the first round of Chinese and 
Hong Kong expert consultations in Hong Kong, the 
Hong Kong Government suddenly announced the bid- 
cing for the construction of the Tsing Yi-Ma Wan 
Bridge, signaling that the site and scale of the airport had 
been determined, and declared that the expert meeting 
was to inform the Chinese side of information and was 
not to be an opinion-exchanging discussion. The move 
naturally angered China and made it suspect that the 
British were up to some little tricks. Moreover, the 
opposition staged by the Hong Kong Alliance in Support 

of Patriotic and Democratic Movement in China of the 
“black National Day” and its slogans of “down with 
Deng-Li-Yang,” repeated public servants’ salary hikes 
when the Hong Kong economy was slowing down, and 
some of the television programs critical of China or even 

colored with anticommunist sentiments screened and 
shot by Hong Kong Government media [as published], 
all have greatly added to China’s distrust, and prompted 
the fear that, when it withdraws from Hong Kong in 
1997. Britain will leave many problems to China and a 
heavy burden and many unrealistic projects to the SAR 

government. Deng Xiaoping made a rather fatal remark 
when cautioning concerned CPC officials: “Be careful 
when dealing with Britain and do not let it leave a heavy 
burden on the SAR government.” 
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Issues Concerning the “Hong Kong Alliance in Support 
of Patriotic and Democratic Movement in China™ Are a 
Gordian Knot 

The Hong Kong Alliance in Support of Patriotic and 
Democratic Movement in China opposes the current 

Chinese Government and its activities with claims to 
strike down Deng-Li-Yang. This has become a Gordian 
knot in the Sino-British relationship. 

The CPC beleives the alliance wants to subvert China 
not only in word, but in action as well, and intends to 
turn China into East Europe in association with interna- 

tional anticommunist forces. 

Some Chinese officials who had been to Hong Kong 
asked: Why has the Hong Kong Government made it so 
easy and offered venues for their activities? 

“Is not the Hong Kong Government a highly efficient 
one? Why were the “Hong Kong Alliance’s* anti-Beijing 
slogans, having been hung on Hong Kong’s thorough- 
fares for months and already ‘outdated,’ noi torn down?” 

The view that the Hong Kong Government deliberately 
gave the “Hong Kong Alliance” a free hand was passed 
to Deng Xiaoping, who was very angry upon hearing the 

news. 

Jiang Zemin Made Known His Position at 
Zhongnanhai's Qinzheng Hall 

Deng Xiaoping was angry. Deng believed: There are only 
two choices on this problem. One is to be meekly subject 
to adversity and yield continuously, and the other 1s to 

put up a strong fight. 

Deng Xiaoping clearly wanted the latter choice: so did 
the CPC decisionnmakers. 

Deng Xiaoping has talked and exchanged opinions with 
the decisionmakers of concerned Chinese departments 

and agreed: From now on, when problems concerning 
the interests of Hong Kong citizens and Hong Kong's 
stability and prosperity, China will—as it has consis- 
tently done—lend its active coordination as long as the 
policies benefit the future of Hong Kong. On problems 
not involving fundamental! interests and not against 
China's national and overall policy, concessions can be 
made, but China uncompromisingly opposes and resists 

the attempts to subvert China, to use Hong Kong as an 
“outpost,” and to turn China into an East Europe. 

In December 1990, CPC Central Committee General 
Secretary Jiang Zemin issued an instruction on the Hong 
Kong problem at Zhongnanhai’s Qinzheng Hall: “To be 
tough where toughness is required, and soft where soft- 
ness is required.” The synopsis, in eight Chinese c\iarac- 

ters, has become an important guideline for the Foreign 
Ministry, the Hong Kong and Macao Affairs Office, and 
the XINHUA NEWS AGENCY in work on Hong Kong. 
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Has China's Attitude Changed? 

Hong Kong will be returned to China in 1997, and 
Macao in 1999. For the return and unification of 
Taiwan, on the eve of the CPC Seventh Plenary Session 
in December 1990, Deng Xiaoping proposed, during a 
talk with several CPC decisionmakers, laying down a 
“grand strategy,” with its premise still being “one 
country, two systems.” 

The status of the future Hong Kong SAR is based on the 
“one country, two systems” theory, the legal foundation 
of which is rooted in the “Basic Law.” The international 
commitment to this is embodied in the Sino-British 
“Joint Declaration,” while the common wish is to safe- 
guard and maintain Hong Kong's stability and pros- 
perity. Without “one country, two systems,” there would 
be no SAR. As the chief architect of “one country, two 
systems,” Deng Xiaoping recently stated: Some people 
overseas thought China’s position had hardened and are 
wondering if this signifies a change in attitude following 
“4 June.” As a matter of fact, China’s attitude has not 
changed, nor has its policy toward Hong Kong, or the 
policy of “one country, two systems.’ Deng Xiaoping 
siated: Ignoring the four cardinal principles in China's 
Constitution would lead to a partial view on China and 
to the thinking that China's current policy has changed. 
In fact, China is upholding the four cardinal principles, 
as well as opening up and reform. Deng said: “To 
determine if China will change or not requires us to see 
if there is change in the four cardinal principles. Frankly, 
if there is change in this aspect, Hong Kong will be 
unable to remain unchanged for the next 50 years. If 
there is to be no change after 50 years, the Chinese 
socialist system must remain unchanged; moreover this 
system must be the socialist system under the CPC 
leadership.” Deng Xiaoping said: The so-called 
socialism with Chinese characteristics has the following 
point as one of its characteristics: That the mainland will 
pursue socialism while Taiwan, Hong Kong, and Macao 
will maintain their capitalist systems for the next 50 
years. Consideriation of mainland relationships with 
Taiwan, Hong Kong, and Macao in the late 1990's must 
be conducted under this overriding premise, and plans 
will be made according to this characteristic. The so- 
called remaining unchanged means the unchangeability 
of the entire policy package. Such a change would 
influence other aspects. 

| Told Li Chia-cheng: All Matters Should Be 
Handled in a Manner Acceptable to China, Britain, and 
Hong Kone So All Sides Can Get Along With Each 
Other Wel 

Deng Xiaoping warned several Hong Kong personages 
not to go off on wild flights of fancy. Deng Xiaoping said: 
Unchangeability refers to both sides. Deng told Li Chia- 
cheng, a Hong Kong friend who is an important busi- 
nessman: All matters should be handled in a manner 
acceptable to China, Britain, and Hong Kong, so all can 
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get along with each other well for the next 50 years in the 
hope that everything is all right and there is no serious 
dispute. 

Deng Xiaoping specifically warned some people against 
their subversive activities and blackmail. “Under those 
circumstances China can never be soft.” Deng Xiaoiping 
told Li Chia-cheng: “Neither the advocacy nor the prac- 
tice of blackmail can scare the Chinese people. The 

Chinese poeple will not yield a millimeter, much less a 

centimeter, on the issue of sovereignty!” 

Where Is China's Bottom Line? 

The current CPC attitude, as shown by its action to 

prevent Hong Kong from being used as a base for 
subverting China, is tough. The CPC high levels are 
looking for an opportunity to talk with Britain about this 
issue. Deng Xiaoping said: “If Britain does not resolve 
these problems, we will consider adopting methods in 
response to them.” 

What is China’s bottom line? On the problems of tran- 
sition of sovereignty and antisubversion, Deng Xiaoping 
said: “If talks do not work out and Britain poses as if the 
talks were to break down, then we will accept that the 
talks have broken down!” 

China welcomes the majority of public servants to stay 
in Hong Kong to continue to serve the SAR after 1997. 
Those who are loyal and conscientious to duty and who 
perform well shouid be promoted. Most recently the 
Hong Kong high-ranking public servant group openly 
called for traveling north to communicate and exchange 
opinions with China as much as possible. China 
expressed profound agreement with such a call. There 
has been a report in Hong Kong media circles that Trade 
and Industry Secretary Chen Tsu-tse, as well as others, 
has expressed willingness to stay after 1997, and is 
meeting from time to time with a number of AO's 
(administrative officers) to talk about things after 1997. 
Concerned Chinese authorities are highly interested in 
and welcome these reports. In fact, China knows that for 
a smooth transition of Hong Kong in the future, China 
and Britain should have good cooperation, and more 
importantly, China needs the dedication and efforts of a 
large number of high-ranking public servants. 

China profoundly agreed with and felt the same as Mr. Li 
Peng-fei, leading Legislative member, who has said: We 
must take the initiative in trying to effect good commu- 
nication with the China mainland, enhance under- 
standing and trust, maintain a good relationship between 
China and Hong Kong, and train talent for the govern- 
ment of Hong Kong. 

Deng Xiaoping has recently reiterated: The future 
“Hong Kong rule by Hong Kong people” will have to 
consist mainly of patriots who, by definition, must love 
the motherland and Hong Kong. 
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pep ocean of Leading Officials and Talent for the 
A 

The CPC believes: The future Hong Kong SAR leading 
official must be a person acceptable to all sides. More- 
over, he must fulfill the four following requirements in 
order to ensure that the SAR respect the central author- 
ities and not do any damage to them: 

1. He must be appointed by the central authorities. 

2. He must act in accordance with the “Basic Law.” 

3. He must be responsible to the central government. 

4. The right to interpret the “Basic Law” lies with the 
National People’s Congress. 

The Problems That Worry Deng Xiaoping 

China has taken a low-key response to the Hongkong 
Shanghai Bank’s move to shift its base, in effect if not in 
name. 

On 20 December 1990 Chinese Foreign Ministry 
spokesman Li Zhaoxing issued a comment on the Hon- 
gkong Shanghai Bank’s estaolishment of a stockholding 
coinpany. 

He said at a news conference: We believe that such an 
important financial and commercial organization for 
Hong Kong as the Hongkong Shanghai Bank will adopt 
each new measure with a view of benefiting, and not 
harming Hong Kong's stability and prosperity. 
According to the statements of the Sino-British “Joint 
Deciaration,” during Hong Kong's transition period it is 
the responsibility of the British Government to safe- 
guard and maintain Hong Kong's social stability and 
economic prosperity. For the common interests of Hong 
Kong citizens, China, Britian, the Chinese Government 
has consistently safeguarded Hong Kong's stability and 
prosperity. The direction and policy we have formulated 
according to the One country-two systems concept will 
not change. 

However, China has had its share of worry. Moreover, 
China has thought of the various worst-case scenarios 
that are possible and accordingly has studied from many 
angles and outlined a direction and strategy to maintain 
Hong Kong's future prosperity and stability. 

As early as July 1984, when Deng Xiaoping was trying to 
form a picture of Hong Kong in the 1990s, he was afraid 
that Britain might then be increasing the number of 
public servants in Hong Kong without limit, with- 
drawing the reserves and recklessly raising public ser- 
vants’ salaries, thus leaving the SAR government with a 
heavy burden, like some large-scale projects, thus embur- 
dening Hong Kong citizens and China. 

Taking note of the possibility of an economic recession 
in the West. and in order to provide room for initiative 
and dynamics for the future Hong Kong Government, 
Deng Xiaoping believes that the Hong Kong Govern- 
ment should not increase expenditures, but should be 
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economical, restrain itself from expanding the public 

servant system, and foremost, should not touch the 

reserves at the slightest excuse. Such restraints may leave 
the SAR government with a sounder foundation. 

Deng Xiaoping Said: We Must Have a Say in the 
Monetary and Reserves Issues 

How much currency in circulation has been issued? 

What is the condition of the reserves? Deng Xiaoping 
said: For the sake of Hong Kong citizens’ and the SAR’s 
future, “we must have a say in these matters.” From 

1990 onward, the Sino-British Joint Liaison Group will 

begin talks on the latter stages of Hong Kong’s transition. 
According to the Sino-British “Joint Declaration,” the 
Chinese side has a legal basis for inquiring into matters 
in this area; it 1s also a necessary step for planning for the 

future. 

Deng reiterated that, come what may, Hong Kong will 
enjoy a high degree of autonomy after 1997. However, 
there should be no expectation that since China “loos- 

ens” its grip on Hong Kong, lets Hong Kong people run 
everything. and will not take part in everything, every- 

thing will be all right. Though the central authorities will 
not intervene in the specific affairs of the SAR, what 
happens wher things that will harm the fundamental 
interests of the country occur in the SAR? What should 
we do then”? This is why the central authorities must have 

the last measure, that 1s they must station troops in the 
SAR. However, only when there 1s turmoil, very serious 

turmoil, will the Chinese troops stationed there be 
deployed, but the bottom line 1s there must be an army. 
Some power wielded by the central authorities will do 
not harm, but good to Hong Kong. After 1997, as far as 
Hong Kong is concerned, the only thing that can embody 
China's sovereignty and unification is the army sta- 

tioned there, and nothing else. For the future Hong Kong 
SAR, China has national defense power; the power of 
foreign affairs also les with the central authorities. 
However, while the exercise of national defense power 

will be specific, that of foreign affairs will not. The 
frequent exchanges with foreign partners concerning 
various affairs in commercial, trade, and economic 
fields, and agreements with foreign countries should 
observe the principle of posing no harm to Hong Kong's 
future economic interests and its development and social 
stability. Though there are institutions and systems in 
place for all these, implementation—which relies prima- 

rily on personnel—remains a key problem. Therefore, 
selecting the right man 1s very important. 

Jiang Zemin Demanded Vigilance Against So-Called 
“Social Democratic” Activities 

Deng said, there will always be something Hong Kong 
cannot resolve without the help of the central authori- 

ties, and the central authorities’ policy will never harm 

Hong Kong's interests. Nor will China “bungle things 
despite its good intentions”; much less will it tolerate 
people from the interior deviating from the rules and 
interfering at will. 
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Subverting China and verbal attacks on the Communist 
Party are two different things. Deng Xiaoping said: Say 
after 1997 somebody criticizes the CPC and China. That 
we will allow, but if he puts it into action and turns Hong 
Kong into a base against the mainland under the guise of 
“democracy,” what should we do? No way! In that case 
we definitely will intervene, but intervention should be 
done first by the Hong Kong executive organ. 

Taking note of the changing and volatile international 
climate, Jiang Zemin added one remark, that we must 
guard against the activities of “social democracy.” 

Deng Xiaoping reiterated that Hong Kong should strive 
to achieve stability, and a peaceful. smooth transition 
and change of government. If some one wants to create 
turmoil by making use of “democracy” and “support,” 
that will be a very bad thing. and “we will have to 
intervene.” 

Regarding the “democratic factions” in Hong Kong, the 
CPC believes that they must be classified according to 
their attitudes toward national unification and the “four 
modernizations.”” We must distinguish those that favor 
“Western democratic reform” from the several people 
who have persisted in subversive anticommunist activi- 
ties and have “pinpointed against” the CPC on every 
issue. Some may not have seen things clearly because 
they were temporarily overwhe!med by passions and did 
something that harmed China in the “4 June incident” 
in 1989. If these people have seen clearly now and are 
willing to “change course,” then we should actively 
“pave ways” for them. In fact, the “radical democratic 
faction” is split internally. Increasingly fewer people are 
participating in radical assemblies and activities. 

In 1991 U.S. Secretary of State Baker and Japanese 
Prime Minister Kaifu successively visited China. The 
so-called “sanctions” against China by the West have 
basically disintegrated. 

The Economy of Communist China Is Improving and 
Time Is on China's Side 

Deng Xiaoping believes: The political and economic 
Situation in China, this great country, 1s becoming 
increasingly better. There are new opportunities for 
development for China, and China now has the oppor- 
tunity to become a world economic power. The develop- 
ment of Mainland China does not rely on Taiwan, Hong 
Kong, or Macao, but on itself. If there is good coopera- 
tion with Taiwan and Hong Kong. then development 
may come more easily, but even without large injections 
of funds from Taiwan, the mainland’s economy still will 
be developing fairly quickly for the next few years. CPC 
high levels believe that time 1s on China's side. With 
each passing day. 1997 draws nearer. The problem 
remains to have a good talk with Britain over issues 
concerning the transition in order to prevent things that 
may damage Hong Kong's stability and prosperity. 

The Hong Kong governor's visit to Beijing in late Jan- 
uary will prove very important for Hong Kong's future. 
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Recall that when Hong Kong Governor David Wilson 
visited China in November 1988, Li Peng told him: The 
Chinese Government attaches great importance to a 
smooth change of government power, to maintaining 

prosperity and stability. and to the fact that the first 
executive official of the Hong Kong SAR must be chosen 
under the auspices of the central government. 

it ls Hoped That the Hong Kong Governor's Visit to 
Beijing Will Bear Results 

The Hong Kong governor's current trip north 1s under- 
taken at a time when there 1s much divergence and 
mistrust between the two sides on political orientation 
and on Hong Kong's future. Everyone is paying great 
attention to how the two sides use their wisdom, concen- 
trate On Common interests, and resolve some disputes, so 
Hong Kong can develop better in the future. 

As a member of Hong Kong. we would like to see the fog 
that has been dazzling China and Hong Kong cleared 
early and the emergence of a beautiful and bright spring. 

‘Leading Activists’ Win Appeal Against Sentences 

HK1901043791 Hone Kone SOUTH CHINA 

MORNING POST in English 19 Jan 91 pl 

[Text] The Chief Justice. Sir Ti Liang Yang. yesterday 
admonished the police for abusing court process and 
cleared five leading activists of charges arising from the 
use of loud-hailers during a street protest. 

The High Court ruling won approval from both the 
appellants and leading legal experts as an historic affir- 
mation of the independence of the territory's judiciary. 

Sir T: Liang said the police had misled the five to have a 
legitimate expectation that they would not be prosecuted 
for using loud-hailers and collecting funds in public 
without a permit. 

The relevant provisions in the Summary Offences Ordi- 

nance limiting the use of loud-hailers had not been 
enforced for more than a decade. 

The activists, all leaders of the United Democrats of 
Hong Kong. were each found guilty last July of two 
offences contrary to section four of the ordinance and 
fined $75 each for each offence. 

The Chief Justice said: “I would say that it offends 
against the sense of fairness for the police, having 

established a regular practice of not prosecuting over a 

long period of time...to suddenly alter that practice 
without prior warning and start prosecuting those very 

same offences... 

“However, it 1s for the executive, and more particularly 
the police or the Attorney-General in our case, and not 
the courts, to decide whether...the requirements of 
public interest outweigh those of fairness so ihat the 
defendants’ legitimate expectation musi yield.” 
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After the hearing, the police said they accepted Sir Ti 
Liang’s verdict as final. 

Whether to take further action against the defendants 
would be a matter for the Attorney-General. the police 
spokesman said. 

“This individual case will not affect our enforcement of 
the law. Prosecution will be brought against those who 
fail to apply for licence to use loud-hailers in future,” he 
added. 

The Legal Department, on the other hand, declined to 
comment. 

FBIS-CHI-91-016 
24 January 1991 

Later, at press conference, the appellants described the 
judgement as a victory for Hong Kong. 

One of them, vice-chairman of the United Democrats Dr 
Yeung Sum, said the party had confidence in Hong 
Kong's judicial system. 

“Our complaint was always with the executive branch, 

which we felt had selectively prosecuted us in abuse of its 
own policies and in violation of its obligations under the 

International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.” 
he said. 
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